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A full theory of criminal careers must be able

to explain the development of criminal behavior through

three stages within offenders' careers in crime. These

stages are referred to as entry, continuation, and exit-

ing. This dissertation attempts to evaluate the rela-

tive worth of two schools of thought within criminology

as theoretical explanations of the development of crimi-

nal careers.

The study is directed towards three specific

objectives. The first is to provide a phenomenol ogi cal

description of the career development of the typical

nonprofessional property offender. The second objective

is to determine which of two general approaches in

criminological theory best explains the criminal career

of the nonprofessional property offender. The final

objective is to closely examine exiting as a stage in



the criminal career of the nonprofessional property

o f f e n i-l e r .

The two general theoretical approaches examined

in this study are deterministic and vol untari sti c crimi-

nology. The specific content and historical development

of these general schools of thought is reviewed.

Deterministic criminology includes the exlanation of

criminal behavior generally referred to as structural

strain theory and cultural transmission theory. Voiun-

taristic criminology includes modern control theory and

societal reactionism. During the discussion of these

theories, general propositions concerning the development

of criminal careers are derived from each school.

These theoretical arguments are evaluated

through the analysis of data collected during inter-

views with 20 prison inmates whose official records

display the characteristics common to the nonprofes-

sional property offender. Each of these interviews was

tape-recorded. The interviews were then analyzed ac-

cording to the techniques of phenomenol og i cal sociology.

This analysis produced a descriptive typification of the

criminal career of the nonprofessional property offender.

Special emphasis was placed on the oft-neglected exiting

s t a q e w i thin criminal careers.



The findings of the study are described

separately for each stage of career development. These

findings strongly support the position of vol untari stic

criminology in general, and control theory and societal

reactionism in particular. The findings of the disser-

tertion suggest that the development of criminal careers

is the result of reasonable and voluntary choices made by

the individual within facilitating social contexts.

Chairman

Co-chai rman
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation is a study in the sociology and

phenomenology of criminal behavior. It addresses three

research questions pertinent to criminology and the soci-

ology of deviant behavior. The first question is, how

does the criminal- career of the typical nonprofessional

property offender develop and change. The second question

concerns the relative worth of two prominent theoretical

approaches as explanations of these criminal careers. The

two approaches are referred to as deterministic and volun-

taristic criminology because they reflect a division based

on assumptions about the determined or voluntary nature

of social action. Included within the deterministic

approach are theories of deviance and crime that tradition-

ally are known as theories of cultural transmission and

theories of structural strain. Voluntaristic criminology

includes the theories generally termed control theory and

societal reactionism. The comparative accuracy of these

two theoretical approaches is evaluated by appraising the

extent to which their theoretical precepts explain the

primary contingencies in career development.

1



A third research question of the dissertation con-

siders exiting as a stage in the criminal career of the

nonprofessional property offender: what social contingen-

cies induce attempts at exiting and, in turn, how do they

affect the success or failure of these attempts. All three

research problems are interrelated and build upon one

another.

The general goal of this research is to develop a

typifi cation of the career path of nonprofessional property

offenders and then to evaluate the relative utility of

deterministic and vol untari s ti c criminology in explaining

three important stages of career development. These stages

are called entry, continuation, and exiting and are adapted

from Frazier 's (1973) categorization of stages in deviant

careers .

Frazier convincingly argued that a total explanation

of deviant careers should be able to explain behavior at

three stages of career development: primary emergence,

patterning, and change.

. . . primary emergence directs at-
tention to the factors causing the
first instances of deviant behavior.
Pa tterni ng leads us to consider the
forces involved in causing specific
forms of deviance to become stabilized
. . . Chang e pertains to the causes of
disengagement from a pattern of
deviant behavior (Frazier, 1973:2).

The renaming of these stages as entry, continuation, and

exiting respectively was done in order to emphasize more



clearly the processural nature of social action and crimi-

nal careers. It is thought that these terms connote less

permanence than do those used by Frazier. The terms entry

and exiting convey a portrait of criminal careers as inter-

dependent paths of action. Exiting is considered to be a

less prejudicial term than change. Change may imply the

occurrence of personality or identity alterations that may

or may not be present in empirical cases.

The Data

The data analyzed in this study were collected

through unstructured i ntervi ews wi th 20 nonprofessional

property offenders. The interviews were conducted at a

correctional institution in the southern United States.

The interviews were organized around the criminal careers

of respondents selected for participation in the study

according to their official criminal records. Inmates whose

arrest records displayed a recurring pattern of simple

property offenses were asked to volunteer for the study.

The interview conversations were tape-recorded, and they

resulted in the collection of 20 topical life-histories and

criminal careers of the respondents.

The Method of Analysis

The analysis of these data was performed according

to the techniques of phenomenological sociology. This style



of analysis is directed to uncovering the social meanings

and self-conceptions of the actor. The transcriptions of

the interviews were reduced to a phenomenol ogi cal ly con-

structed typification of the criminal career of the

nonprofessional property offender. The typification in-

cludes the primary intersubjective contingencies that

informed the development of the offenders' criminal careers

This typification was then used to evaluate the relative

utility of deterministic and voluntaristic criminology as

explanations of the criminal career of the nonprofessional

property offender. A more detailed discussion of the

methodology used in the dissertation is included in Chapter

3.

The Organization of the Dissertatio n

The presentation of this study is divided into

several interrelated areas of concern. Chapter 2 is

basically an analytical review of the current content of

criminological theory. Criminological theory is divided

into two schools of thought deterministic and volun-

taristic criminology based on the philosophical model

of man that underlies each school. Each general approach

is reviewed through a discussion of several important and

representative theories of criminal behavior. During this

review, the explanation offered by each group of theories

for the development of criminal careers is discussed. Then,



general propositions reflective of the consensus within

each broad approach concerning the development of criminal

careers are presented.

Chapter 3 describes the methodology used in the

study. It begins with a preliminary introduction to

phenomenol og ical sociology and the general methodological

framework used in this. research. Other sections of the

chapter consider the characteristics of the nonprofessional

property offender as an offender type, the selection of the

respondents, the format and procedures used in the inter-

viewing of the respondents, and the general development of

the research project. The chapter concludes with a detailed

discussion of the phenomenological techniques of analysis

used in the study.

The next four chapters of the dissertation report

the research findings. Chapter 4 provides a description

of the initial stages of the career development of the

typical nonprofessional property offender. Findings con-

cerning the experience of imprisonment are presented in

Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses the data bearing upon the

process of becoming a semi professional property offender.

Chapter 7 focuses on exiting from a career in nonpro-

fessional property crime. At the conclusion of each of

these discussions, the theoretical implications of the

research findings are briefly discussed.



Chapter 8 interprets and organizes the theoretical

implications of these findings. A review of the descriptive

findings of the study is also conducted in this chapter.

Finally, a model for the construction of a general theory

of criminal careers is proposed.

Summary

Briefly stated, in this dissertation I attempt to:

(1) provide a phenomenol ogi cal description of the criminal

career of the typical nonprofessional property offender;

(2) determine which school of criminological theory best

explains the career development of the nonprofessional

property offender; and (3) provide a close consideration

of exiting as a stage within criminal careers.



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL CRIMINOLOGY: ASSUMPTIONS AND ARGUMENTS

Int rodu c ti o n

This chapter is an analytical review of the liter-

ature. The content of sociological criminology is reviewed

in order to identify two general approaches to the study

of criminal behavior. Each school of thought is described

both in terms of general premises and specific theories

that are representative of that school.. Explanations of

criminal careers representing each theoretical approach

are identified. It will be these explanations that will

be used to evaluate the relative worth of the two approaches

when compared to a phenomenol ogi cal description of the

career development of the typical nonprofessional property

offender.

Assumptions in Criminological Theory

The importance of background assumptions for the

development of sociological theory has been clearly

formulated in the critical reviews of Alvin Gouldner (1970).

The insights revealed in Gouldner's reflexive sociology

have begun to be realized within modern social thought.

However, too few have applied this style of critical

7



analysis to criminological theory (for one such attempt,

see Taylor, e t al . , 1973). One method of bringing to

light the background premises that underlie criminological

theory is to uncover the areas of consensual agreement

among groups of theory. It is considered axiomatic that

in order to comprehend adequately a social theory, one

must clearly grasp the philosophical beliefs that form

the base of that theory. This is a major point of

Gouldner's recent analytical work.

What I am saying, is that the work of soci-
ologists, as well as of others, is influenced
by a subtheoreti cal set of bel iefs , for that
is what background assumptions are: beliefs
about all members of a symbolically consti-
tuted domain (Gouldner, 1970:32).

Domain assumptions in sociology describe the core aspects

of the individual, or those qualities generally referred

to by the ideas of the self-concept and identity. Within

criminology, these assumptions are clearly visible in the

assumed model of man upon which theoretical propositions

are based .

The model of man adopted by a theorist and

reflected in his work is useful as a means of classifying

social theories. For the purposes of this study, domain

The social self is defined by Mead (1934:135-226) as man's
ability to become an object to himself. Identity is
defined by Erikson (1950:261-263) as an inner sense of
continuity and sameness across time and space.



assumptions in criminology are best seen as creating two

somewhat overlapping schools of thought. One will be

called deterministic criminology and the other, volun-

taristic criminology. In this chapter, these schools of

thought are used to organize the varied content of crimi-

nological theory. As with all classificatory schemes, this

one is an abstraction from the specific theories and, in

fact, places these schools in their most extreme opposition

Fundamental areas of conflict between the two schools of

thought are delineated.

Deterministic C ri mi no l o gy and Soc iology

The deterministic answer to questions concerning

the nature of the human actor is dominant in contemporary

criminology (see, Void, 1958:38; Matza, 1964:1-27). This

dominance is revealed by the theoretical impact of the

work of the positive school of criminology from Lombroso

(1911) to contemporary theorists (see, for example, Merton

1938; Cloward and Ohl in, 1960).

The model of the self that is found throughout

deterministic criminology is constructed around the

suppositions of nonrationality, passivity, and the de-

termined nature of the human actor. The core of the

individual is described as primarily reactive in that

social action is the result of a relatively passive

adjustment to the demands of external, or uncontrollable
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internal, factors. Action is created and directed by

libidinal urges, conditioners, or internalized norms,

values, and roles. Valid explanations of action are found

in environmental and biological conditions which generally

are beyond the self-conscious control of the actor.

Behavior is not reasonably directed or symbolically con-

structed; rather, it is nonrational and is produced by the

social, psychological, or biological structure imposed on

the actor.

In fact, the core of the actor, his self, is de-

termined by the spatial and temporal world of the past.

The actor cannot transcend the existential conditions of

either his body or the external social world. As a result

of these views, the deterministic criminologist focuses on

socialization and the mechanisms of the social structure

and related social roles as general explanations of crimi-

nal behavior (Me r ton, 1938; Cloward and Ohlin, 1960;

Sutherland and Cressey, 1966). Within the deterministic

model of the self, socialization becomes a major causal

2
variable. One behaves as one is socialized to behave.

Further, one is what one is socialized into being.

See Wrong (1961) for an excellent critique of the
theoretical use of socialization in modern sociology
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Thus, for the determinist, domain assumptions

involve the causal role of heredity or socialization as the

producers of the self. The individual is described by this

school as a composite of internalized social roles and

beliefs that direct the satiation of the biological needs

of the organism. These factors produce activity as they

are released in accordance with the requirements of the

social group. Behavior, deviant or conventional, is the

product of a given type of actor formed by the forces of

heredity and socialization. There exist deviant, or poorly

and inappropriately socialized, actors. Deviance is the

result of an inappropriate self-structure which, in turn,

is caused by inappropriate socialization.

Ori gins in the "Italia n Scho o l"

The earliest forms of deterministic criminology

were essentially biological explanations of social deviance.

These theories appeared in the nineteenth century and were

developed by Lombroso and Ferri . These early criminologists

applied physiological theories of behavior to the study of

crime. Basically, the theorist proposed that criminal

activity is the result of some abnormality in the biolog-

ical constitution of the actor. That is, the criminal is

a biologically different type of actor from more con-

ventional individuals. In fact, criminals are organically

inferior to noncrimi nal s , and this inferiority is revealed
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in their glandular make-up, anatomy, or other physiological

characteristics.

The "Italian school" strongly influenced much of

subsequent criminology. Constitutional theories of crimi-

nal behavior we re proposed by anthropologists (Hooton, 1939)

and psychologists (Sheldon, 1949). More recently, the

Gluecks (1956) have produced a massive body of research

that, to some extent, relies on biological determinism.

Even though their approach to the explanation of criminal

behavior is broader and more sophisticated than Lombroso's,

they also propose the existence of a causal relationship

between somatotype, or physique, and potential for crimi-

nality (Glueck, 1956:219).

In sum, it can be argued that the form of expla-

nation used by biological determinism proposes that crimi-

nals are measurably different types of actors than are

conventional individuals. Criminality is considered the

result of heredity, glandular structure, or some other

biological condition that is reflected in the anatomical

characteristics of the criminal type. Hooton (1939:309)

concluded his particular argument for deterministic crimi-

nology with a statement that is common in most biological

explanations of criminal behavior.

Criminals are organically inferior. Crime

is the result of the impact of the environment

on low-grade organisms.

The next section of this chapter will examine specific
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sociological theories of criminal behavior that share a

set of background assumptions with the "Italian school."

3
Soci ol og i cjl 1 Dete nu in i _s_m

Modern deterministic criminology has largely re-

jected the simplistic explanations proposed by biological

deter m in ists by stressing the significance of social and

psychological factors. Important to the development of

sociological determinism have been the ecological theories

of Shaw and his collaborators (1929; 1930; 1942), the

theory of differential association (Sutherland, 1939), and

the structural theories of Merton (1938), Cohen (1955),

Miller (1958), and Cloward and Ohlin (1960). All of these

theories contain clear implications for the study of crimi-

nal careers. However, the fundamental difference between

biological and sociological determinism is not the form of

explanation used, but the causative factors considered

relevant. In modern sociological determinism, the primary

causative factors considered relevant to the production

of criminal behavior are social or environmental as opposed

to biological. In short, these theories emphasize the

causal role of the socialization process.

Criminological determinism includes psychological and
psychiatric theory. However, for the purposes of this
study the discussion is limited to sociological crimi-
nol ogy

.
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Cultural transmission theories . The ecological approach

to the explanation of criminal behavior is best described

in the work of Clifford Shaw ( 1 929 ; 1 930) .

Shaw posits the existence of "delinquency

areas" wherein consistently high rates of criminal behavior

are common. Generally, these criminality inducing areas

are found in the disorganized sections of urban centers

characterized by poverty, physical deterioration, and

high proportions of ethnic and minority groups. Proposing

that deviance is either highly tolerated or informally

approved in delinquency areas, Shaw considers these areas

to be detrimental. to the successful socialization of indi-

viduals to the conventional world. The child in these

areas is presented with deviant role models and uncon-

ventional values and thereby develops a self that is

positively inclined toward deviant behavior. To sum

briefly, Shaw's theory proposes that certain cultural areas

in cities produce criminal or deviant actors who have been

socialized into a life style that is in essence criminal.

The theory of differential association developed

by Edwin Sutherland (1939) is an attempt to explain the

process by which individuals living in socially disorganized

areas learn to commit infractions of the law. Attempting

to formulate a general theory of criminal behavior,

Sutherland proposes that the learning of deviant behavior

is achieved through the normal processes of social learning.
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Criminal behavior is produced when the individual comes

into contact with an ".
. .excess of definitions favorable

to the violation of the law over definitions unfavorable

to the violation of the law" (Sutherland and Cress ey,

1966:85). Thus, deviance is a result of being socialized

within disorganized communities where unconventional

standards are available for internalization.

Sutherland's emphasis on the normality of the

learning of criminal behavior is limited to the formal

aspects of socialization. Deterministic implications

within the theory become manifest when Sutherland describes

the content of differential association. It is attitudes,

definitions, and motives that are being internalized in

differential association. Although the criminal self is

structured by a process similar to that of conventional

actors, the roles and content of the criminal's self are

distinctively different from those of the noncriminal.

Differential association postulates the internalization of

motives, drives, and attitudes that form a deviant type

of actor. Thus, Sutherland's theory is essentially an

extension of Shaw's work on cultural transmission within

delinquency areas. Certain groups contain crimogenic

standards, and association with these groups results in

criminal behavior and criminal identities. Here again,

the actor is described as being socialized into becoming

a criminal; that is, a criminal self is created by the
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social environment.

For the cultural transmission theorist, both the

emergence and the continuation of criminal behavior are

explained by the same set of causal factors. Entry into a

criminal career is a result of the internalization of

criminal roles and deviant standards. Continuation in

crime is simply a result of the continued presence of these

factors within the actor's self. Futhermore, similar prop-

ositions concerning the exiting stage of criminal careers

are also suggested by these theories.

Exiting from a criminal career requires the

reconsti tution of the individual into a more conventional

type of actor. This is achieved through a process of

resocial i za ti on in which the actor rejects deviant standards

and internalizes conventional roles and beliefs. The

process of resocialization was felt to be accomplished best

by removing the individual from crimogenic environments and

placing him in more conventional groupings. Cressey (1955)

and others (see, for example, Cartwright, 1969:282-287)

have proposed the use of peer group pressure and guided

group interaction as resocialization techniques for the

creation of change in criminal behavior patterns.
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Structural theories . Another influential branch of con-

temporary sociological determinism in criminology is

exemplified by the various structural explanations of

criminal behavior. These theories are well represented in

the work of Merton (1938), Cohen (1955), Miller (1958),

and Cloward and Ohlin (1960).

Perhaps the most significant theory in determin-

istic criminology is Robert Merton's version of anomie

theory. In "Social Structure and Anomie," (1938), Merton

posits an essentially deterministic explanation that

stresses the presence of structural strains toward deviance

4
Anomie, or a disjunction between cultural goals and

socially legitimate means for the attainment of those goals

causes individuals to resort to illegitimate avenues for

the realization of internalized cultural ends. This struc-

turally produced strain toward deviance is most strongly

experienced by those at the lower levels of the stratifi-

cation system who are most frustrated in their attempts to

succeed legitimately. Further, these ^mal integrated actors

develop favored modes of adaptation to 'anomie; he also

implies that deviance results from an internalized

tendency of the actor.

The original discussion of the concept of anomie is

available in Durkheim's (1933) The Division of Labor in

Society .



I assume that the structure constrains
individuals variously situated within it
to develop cultural emphasis, social behavior
patterns, and psychological bents (Merton,
19 5 7:177).

Merton implies that the individual is a passive recipient

of deviant tendencies, for one's adaptation to structural

conditions of anomie is determined by one's social biography

and social position. Even innovation, as a deviant

adaptation to structural strain, is not rationally chosen

but externally determined. The criminal innovator is

described as differing fundamentally from the conventional

soci al actor :

We see. . .that .anomjcs^ are consistently
more apt to engage in deviant behavior
than non - anomics . . . a n o rn i c s are more
vulnerable to pressures for deviance
(Merton, 1964:238).

Thus, Merton's theory concerning criminal behavior suggests

the existence of structurally determined deviant actors.

Anomie causes lower class individuals who have internalized

cultural standards of success and cannot use legitimate

routes to these goals to deviate. Seemingly this is due

to the internalized psychological structure of certain

actors who are unusually vulnerable to structural strains

toward deviance.

The notion that anomie frustrations create crimi-

nal behavior through the process of internalization is

reiterated in Cloward and Ohlin's (1960) synthesis of
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Merton's model with differential association theory.

Cloward and Ohlin propose that delinquency is caused by

societal conditions that block lower class youths from the

opportunity to achieve occupational aspirations legitimate-

ly. Frustrated and alienated, the individual perceives

that he is a failure in conventional terms and joins with

other lower class youths in using deviant acts as an

alternative route to social status and prestige. These

alienated youths form a delinquent subculture whose

specific direction is determined by the learning oppor-

tunities available in their neighborhood. Within these

"gangs," the individual internalizes deviant roles that

require delinquent activity. That is, the role structure

of the subcultural group demands delinquency. Once the

individual is socialized into such a delinquent subculture,

it seems he will remain a criminal actor as long as he

finds continued social support for this role. Consequently,

if the youth is a member of a theft subculture and lives

in an area that provides the opportunity for differential

association with adult thieves, he is likely to graduate

into adult crime himself.

Like Merton, Cloward and Ohlin explain the entry and

continuation stages of criminal behavior by reference to

the structural conditions that cause individuals to in-

ternalize deviant roles and standards. The lower class
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youth does not merely steal; he has been socialized

into becoming a thief.

Cohen's (1955) theory of delinquent gangs is a

somewhat unique variation of the structuralists' theme.

Cohen attempts to combine normal structural explanation

with Freudian concepts. Here, criminal behavior is the

result of the youth's "reaction-formation" to his own

failure in living up to conventional standards of a-

chievement. The major subject of Cohen's theory (as in all

structural theories) is the lower class youth who, due to

his social position, is predetermined to fail when judged

by middle class standards. Such youths protect themselves

from this experience of failure by the collective con-

struction of a subcultural system that in effect reverses

middle class norms. Within this group, deviant standards

and role are internalized by the youths. The delinquent

subculture allows, even demands, criminal activities. In

sum, Cohen's work abides by the structuralist theme that

criminal behavior is the result of the social structure

forcing lower class individuals to form subgroups which

induce the internalization of deviant roles and values.

All that is required for cri mi nal beha vi or to continue is

the individual's consistent possession of these deviant

characteristics and associates.

The final structural theory to be considered in

this review is perhaps the most pars imoni ous of al 1 , the
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subcul tural theory of Walter Miller (1958). Here also,

the major causal factor in the creation of criminal action

is the process of socialization and the internalization of

deviant values and standards. Miller simply proposes that,

due to the structural conditions of society, lower class

subcultural "concerns" are likely to produce deviant

behavior. Lower class youths internalize standards that

are largely different from, and in conflict with, the norms

and laws of the larger society. Seemingly, for Miller,

crime and the lower class culture are essentially synony-

mous; for as a youth internalizes the expectations of his

family and peers, he also internalizes a tendency to break

the law. The criminal, or the lower class man, is seen by

Miller as fundamentally different from noncriminal actors

who have internalized legitimate standards and a more

normal self. Criminal behavior is simply a result of the

lower class youth's striving to achieve the internalized

goals that he has learned from his cultural milieu. The

youth will continue in crime until he either changes his

social location or is resocialized.

The structural theories reviewed here share a

general explanation of criminal behavior. This pattern

of explanation initially places significant criminal

activity within the lower classes of society. In the lower

classes, individuals are described as having been forced by

the social structure to internalize deviant standards and
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criminal roles and expectations. Most often, the structure

effects this internalization of a criminal self through the

primary groups of the individual which are often referred

to as the delinquent subculture. The cause of this

subcultural formation seems to be a shared frustration at

failing to achieve conventional goals. All that is re-

quired for the individual to continue his structurally

induced career in crime is the presence of social support

that reinforces the already internalized roles and values

of the criminal self. This may be actualized by graduation

into adult "gangs" or merely the absence of any diverting

factors within the environment of the individual.

Exiting is given a dual treatment in structural

theories. At the societal level, the internalization of

deviance can be prevented by the appearance of sweeping

changes in the social structure. Apparently, these struc-

tural alterations would result in the equalization of

opportunities and the disappearance of chronic anomie and

other strains that lead to criminal behavior. However, at

the level of individual criminal careers, the structur-

alists' propositions for exiting are similar to those of

Shaw and Sutherland. That is, exiting from a deviant

career is seen as the result of the resocialization of the

individual. Entry into a career in crime is the result of

the structurally induced internalization of deviant expec-

tations; therefore, individual abandonment of criminality
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requires that the actor be resocialized and internalize

more conventional roles and beliefs.

Overview

The following theoretical arguments may be used to

characterize the explanations proposed by sociological

determinism concerning the evolution of criminal careers.

Entry into a career in crime is the result of the in-

ternalization of roles and expectations that produce

initial criminal acts. This process of socialization is

described as the result of particular cultural systems or

as the product of structurally induced anomie and failure.

Continuation in a criminal career and the emergence of

patterned criminal behavior is similarly explained by

sociological determinism. The existence of a criminal

role-self structure and the presence of criminal associates

results in the patterning of criminal behaviors.

Exiting, or the disengagement from a criminal

career, is described as the result of .a process ofresocial-

ization. That is, the individual enters into social

groupings, structural positions, or some form of therapy

program which results in the unlearning of criminal

behaviors and values and the internalization of more con-

ventional expectations and beliefs.
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Vol untari stic Criminology and Sociology

The philosophical underpinnings of v o 1 u

n

tar i stic

criminology lie in the premise that man is an active

subject who creates his reality, rather than a passive

object within an objective reality. Voluntarists propose

that social realities are meaningfully constructed within,

and between, individuals. The model posits a natural and

intentional creativity within the actor as the basis for

both social action and social reality.

As mentioned earlier, the core of the human being

is most often described in sociology as the self. The

voluntarist conceives of the human actor as self-directed,

rational, and active. The theoretical foundations of this

approach in sociology are presented in the work of George

H. Mead (1934; 1938) and more recently in that of Blumer

(1969), Berger (1963), and Berger and Luckmann (1966).

For the voluntarist, the human actor is the

possessor of mind, thought, and a socially and personally

constructed self-concept (see, for example, Mead, 1934).

The self is the operative unit in the creation of social

action and in the construction of social meanings. The

self authors meani ngf ul

-

acti vi ty through a process of

self-indications and rational decision. This process is

Maclver (1942:291-300) has described the "within process"

as "dynamic assessment," and Blumer (1969) refers to the

"between" as "symbolic interaction."
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characterized by internal interaction between the self

and symbolically constructed others abstracted from the

individual's social world. The actor symbolically reflects

on his biography, his self, and his social world and then

chooses between indicated alternatives for action. In

other words, the human actor indicates to himself potential

lines of action and related consequences as he decides how

to act, or how not to act. The actor is capable of reason

by the processes of internal reflection and the manipu-

lation of signs and symbols. This ability to use symbols

meaningfully al 1 ows the i ndi vi dual to mentally consider the

external condition's of time, space, body, and environment

(see, for example, Mead, 1938).

In sum, the vol untari sti c perspective proposes that

the core of man is the active social self; thus, man is

capable of symbolic thought and self-conscious choice.

Man participates in meaningful activity.
He creates his reality, and that of the

world around him, actively and strenuously.
Man natural 1y --and not s upernatural ly- -

transcends the existential realm in which
the conceptions of cause, force and
reactivity are easily applicable (Matza,
1969:8).

The human actor has will, choice,. and a directing social

self. Particularly significant to the understanding of

the use of this model in sociological criminology is the

proposition that this portrait is descriptive of all social

actors including those deviating and those conforming to
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the common expectations of the social order. Both socially

approved and socially disapproved actions are the products

of these fundamental characteristics of the human being.

O rigins in the Classical Sch ool

The initial application of voluntaristic criminology

is found in the early writings of a group of nineteenth

century social philosophers. The work of this school was

derived from the Hobbesian theory of the social contract

(1957) and is best stated in the work of Jeremy Bent ham

(1823) and Cesare Beccaria (1809). Bentham's contribution

to the construction of the classical school is contained

primarily in his development of the rational model of man

and his support of the philosophical position of deterrence.

Bentham proposed that man was rationally hedonistic,

directing his behavior to seek pleasure and avoid pain.

Assuming man to be inherently amoral, Bentham posited that

the operation of this hedonistic calculus was apparent in

both criminal and conventional activity. Crime was the

result of deliberate decision and rational action for

which the larger group could justly hold the individual

response .

Using similar premises, Beccaria developed an

extensive theory for the sanctioning of criminal acts.

Beccaria agreed that crime was the result of the rational

decisions of a normal social actor. Consequently, the

sanctions for illegal behavior should be organized into an
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exact and nearly universal system of punishments. This

schedule of punishments was to be calculated with the

intention of deterring individuals from the profits and

pleasures of crime by attaching the threat of pain to such

activity. Thus for the classicists, crime was in itself

pleasureful and rewarding, and not a symptom of some

underlying pathology or maladjustment in the actor.

Beccaria proposed that if sanctions for crime were public,

swiftly applied, certain, and not overly severe, rational

actors would be deterred from choosing illegal paths of

acti on .

Sociolo gical Voluntarism

Modern sociological voluntarism is built upon the

premises outlined above and includes a broad variety of

specific sociological theories of criminal behavior. These

theories are well represented by rationalistic control

theory, and societal reactionism. Generally, the volun-

taristic approach in sociological criminology describes

criminal action as the reasonable solution of a self-

conscious actor to given situational conditions and

problems. Crime is not explained by reference to the

internalized social psychological core of the individual.

There are other, more deterministic, versions of control
theory; see, for example, Nye (1958), Reckless (1969).
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In fact, vol untari s t ic criminology directly denies the

validity of socialization explanations. Rather, the

criminal is portrayed as a normal actor, and his illegal

behaviors are explainable within the rational model of

man used to describe the behavior of conventional groups

and individuals. Matza (1969:14) has summarized this

approach as fol 1 ows

:

Straying from the path need be regarded
as no less comprehensible nor more
bewildering than walking it. Given the
moral character of social life, both
nat u ral ly happen, and thus are pondered
and studied by sociologists and others.

In short, the voluntaristic criminologist-sociologist

defines criminal activity as normal, reasonable, self-

directed social behavior.

Reasonable deviance and contemporary control theory . A

primary subschool of modern voluntaristic criminology is

rationalistic control theory. This theoretical position

will be reviewed below as it has been developed through

the work of Matza (1964), Briar and Piliavin (1965),

and Hirschi (1969). Control theory, following the

suggestive leads of Durkheim (1951; 1961), considers

deviancetobenonproblematic.

Conformity, not deviance, is what actually demands

explanation. Generally these theorists explain conformity

by positing the existence of social restraints that bind
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the actor to conventional paths of activity. Deviance

is seen as a normal, reasonable response resulting from

weak or broken social controls.

I n Deli nquency a n d Drift , David Matza (1964) has

constructed a sociological explanation of lower class gang

delinquency. He proposes that the "subterranean con-

vergence" of the dominant culture and the situation of the

lower class youth provide the juvenile with "techniques of

neutralization" by which he can suspend his ties to the

conventional moral order. The "techniques of neutrali-

zation" release the youth into a situation of "drift"

wherein he is neither constrained by the standards of the

conventional social world nor committed to deviance.

That is, the actor is free to deviate. The motivating

force that can be an impetus to delinquency is the indi-

vidual's subjective will. The will to deviate is, for

Matza, an outgrowth of the actor's situation of desparation

or his socially acquired preparation for the commission

of infractions of the law. If either, or both, of these

factors are present in the actor's situation, the will to

deviate is a likely result of the condition of drift.

Matza sees deviance as a result of the self-conscious

definitions of the youth as he confronts his social world.

The delinquent youth has not internalized deviant expec-

tations; rather, he is a normal youth willfully acting

within a given social context (1964:191).
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Since the early statements of Durkheim (1951;

1961), control theorists have believed man to be basically

amoral and that morality is a result of social controls.

To this, the modern control theorist has added the prop-

osition that man is fundamentally a reasoning being.

Thus, social action, deviant and conventional, can be seen

as purposive and rational.

In the sociological control theory,
it can be and is generally assumed
that the- decision to commit a

criminal act may well be rationally
determined--that the actor's deci-
sion was not irrational given the
risks and costs he faces (Hirschi,
1969:20-21).

The extension of control theory as a full explanation of

criminal behavior is evident in the results of the

research done by Briar and Piliavin (1965). Rati onal i si tc

control theory provides the basic form of explanation for

their work. Here, "stakes in conformity" (see, Toby, 1957)

or behavioral and psychic investments in conventionality

are proposed as the major controlling factor in the actor's

deliberations. If these social investments are absent,

and situations arise that contain rewards conducive to

deviance, criminal behavior is a likely result. Like Matza,

Briar and Piliavin do not refer to the existence of in-

ternalized deviant standards. Rather, normal actors may
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commit crimes if they lack meaningful reasons to conform

and are in a situation that they perceive as rewarding

illegal i ty

.

The notion of rational commitment has also been

used by Travis Hirschi (1969). Hirschi's recent work is

perhaps the most clearly argued statement of modern control

theory. Building from the Durkheimian model of man,

Hirschi views criminal behavior as a result of the con-

ventional social order's lack of control over the individu-

al. Conformity, on the other hand, is produced by the

actor's possession of an emotional and instrumental "bond"

to the conventional social world. For Hirschi, this social

bond is composed of (1) psychological attachments to con-

ventional others, (2) rational commitments to conformity

created by social penalties and rewards, (3) individual

"investments" and temporal involvements in conventional

activities, and (4) acceptance of conventional beliefs.

Hirschi proposes that if the bond to conventional society

is weak, broken, or nonexistent, deviance becomes a

probable avenue of behavior for the individual.

In sum, control theorists have developed a

rationalistic explanation of criminal behavior. Crime is

a reasonable path of action for the individual who is left

uncontrolled by social and psychological ties to the con-

ventional moral order of society. If the social bond

remains weak, and the individual is rewarded by his
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criminal actions, he is likely to continue along the

career line entered as a youth. On the other hand,

abandonment of a criminal career is seemingly the result

of the acquisition, or reacquisition, of a bond to the

social order. This may be the result of the natural

maturation of the delinquent (Matza, 1964), the deterrent

effect of reasonable penalties for crime (Toby, 1964),

or the actor's decision that it is no longer reasonable to

continue his criminal behavior (Frazier, 1976). However,

control theorists also imply that for these factors to

produce long-term changes in the patterns of behavior of

the individual, he must be able to develop a commitment to

conformity through the acquisition of meaningful "stakes"

and attachments within the conventional world.

Interaction!' sm and societal reaction theory . Societal

re act ion ism, as a subschool of volunteristic criminology,

focuses primarily on the effects of attempts at social

control on the patterning of criminal behavior. Therefore,

its implications for the study of criminal careers most

clearly speak to the stages of continuation and exiting.

The founding statements of the labeling perspective

lie within the work of Frank Tannenbaum (1938). These

initial hints at the effects of social control on deviant

careers reveal the interact!' on ist base of most societal

reactionism. As an i nteracti on i st theory of deviance, the
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labeling school focuses on the social psychological effects

of certain social and interpersonal situations. Tannenbaum

(1938:19-20) states that patterned criminal behavior is

a resul t of

:

. . .a process of tagging, defining,
identifying, segregating, describing,
emphasizing, making conscious and
self-conscious. . .The person becomes
the thing he is described as being. 1

Tannenbaum' s early suggestions were extended by

Edwin Lemert (1951). For Lemert, regardless of the causes

of primary deviance, secondary or patterned deviance is

the result of the symbolic reorganization of the actor's

identity which is often the outcome of being consistently

labeled a deviant. After a spiral of labeling and con-

tinued deviation, the individual may begin to consider

himself as being a deviant being. Thus, the consequence

of others' symbolic reactions to the offender's initial

behaviors is the creation of a criminal actor. That is,

continuation in a criminal career, or secondary deviance,

is explainable through the reactions of society to primary

deviations. Lemert also describes alternative methods of

This oft-quoted set of- remarks by Tannenbaum is in fact
deterministic in its description of the actor as a

"thing" that passively reacts to others' definitions
of himself.
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dealing with negative societal reactions. Acceptance

of the label is only one of these. Additionally, the actor

may defend himself against the implications of the label

or he may "attack." Generally, however, it is the

acceptance response that is emphasized by the early societal

reactionists. Thus, the work of Tannenbaum and Lemert

displays a slant towards determinism in tending to explain

patterned deviance by the actor's acceptance of the deviant

rol e

.

The recent work of the i nteractioni s ts within the

g
societal reactionist school has altered the position of

the early labeling theorists by relying more strongly on

the vol untaristic model of man. Here, man is believed to

be a self-conscious and reasonable being. Human action is

described as the product of meaningful decisions and a

creative will. The interactionist school of societal

re act ion ism is most clearly apparent in the theoretical

work of Becker (1963), Goffman ( 1 961 a; 1 963a ), Lof 1 and

(1969), Matza (1969), and Stebbins (1971).

The importance of Lemert ' s i ncl us i on of alternative_
responses to labeling will be indicated later in this

section. See also the critical work of Warren (1974), Thio

(1973), Rogers and Buffalo (1974).

9
For a good example of recent deterministic labeling theory

that stresses the static conception of the self as a

composite of roles, see Scheff (1966).
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These theorists have more directly considered the

varied and problematic nature of the labeling process and

its effects on the individual. Labeling may be successful

or unsuccessful. Consequently, the individual may become

a secondary deviant and continue in crime, he may reform

himself, or he may be deterred by the reactions of the

agents of social control to his early deviations. Becker

(1963:9) has clearly indicated this flexibility and com-

plexity in his classic statement of the societal reaction-

ist definition of deviance:

. . .deviance is not a quality of the
act the person commits, but rather a

consequence of the application by others
of rules and sanctions to an 'offender.'
The deviant is one to whomthe label is

successfully applied. .
.'

The variable nature of labeling is a result of many social

factors such as the offender's situation, the audience,

and the labelers. Additionally, Becker rejected the early

societal reactionists' acceptance of deterministic

explanations for primary deviance by observing that most

people experience desires to act in a deviant fashion. It

is, for Becker, the public acceptance of the actor's

status as a deviant that informs the decision to continue

a career in deviance.

Here Becker implies that the outcomes of labeling are
to be considered variable, even unsuccessful labeling is

a possibility.
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The interact ionist approach to labeling has been

further extended by the studies of Goffman (1961a; 1963a).

In A

s

y 1 urn s Goffman (1961) considers both the power of

formal labeling and the creativity of the individual. The

description of the "mortification of self" that occurs

upon entrance to a total institution is essentially a

picture of the destructive impact of labeling and its

consequences for the recons ti tuti on of the character of

the inmate:

. . .it is thus a tribute to the power
of social forces that the uniform status
of mental patients cannot only assure an

aggregate of persons a common character
but that this social reworking can be

done upon what is perhaps the most
obstinate of human materials (Goffman,
1 9 6 1 a : 1 2 9 ) .

Goffman seems to be arguing that much of the self is a

product of external status and social role expectations

that are assigned to an inmate during his "moral career,"

or changes in self.

The moral career of a person of a given
social category involves a standard
sequence of changes in his way of
conceiving selves, including importantly
his own (Goffman 1961a:168).

Yet Goffman was aware of the complexity of the

self and did not commit himself to deterministic labeling

theory. He also recognized the rationality and activity

of the human being. This aspect of Goffman's perspective

is most clear in his discussion of the processes of
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"making out" on the "back-stages" of a total institution.

This attitude is particularly evident in his analysis of

the in mate's creative use of "secondary adjustments," or:

. . .ways in which the individual stands
apart from the roles and self that were
taken for granted for him by the insti-
tution (Goffman, 1961a:189).

Even in the massively coercive atmosphere of the total

institution, the creative potential of man is manifestly

evident. Consequently, an inmate may elect to remove

himself, become intransigent, or adopt some other defensive

stance toward the institution and the label it provides.

Through the concept of "secondary adjustments," Goffman

provides the labeling perspective with an interaction!' st

portrait of the nature of man.

Our sense of being can come from being
drawn into a wider social unit; our
sense of selfhood can arise through
the little ways in which we resist the
pull. Our status is backed by the solid
buildings of the world, while our sense
of personal identity often resides in

the cracks (1961a: 320)

.

]

]

"Secondary adjustments" uncover some alternative responses

to acceptance of the label.

Goffman's conceptual distinction between the objective
social status of the individual, his social identity,
and the more subjective personal identity of the indi-

vidual is to become an important set of concepts in the

discussion of present research findings.
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In Sti gma Goffman (1963a) again relies on the notion

of "role distance" to illustrate the vol untari s ti c model

of man. He conceptualizes several techniques of identity-

management and information control through which the

stigmatized individual may attempt to control his social

world. Goffman ( 1 963a: 1 43) further portrays actors who

voluntarily decide to confront social expectations. This

conception of self-conscious deviance is in clear agreement

with the vol untari sts ' premises concerning the self-directed

nature of social action, both deviant and conventional.

Criminals well may be actors who simply elect to deviate

from the law.

The synthesis of the insights of labeling theory

and interaction!' sm is achieved in the recent work of

Lofland (1969) and Matza (1969). Lofland's Meadian

analysis of deviance and the changes in identity associated

with the labeling process emphasizes the rationality and

will of the social actor. Entry into deviant activities

is the result of reasonable deliberations by the situated

individual .

If deviant acts are so frequently effective
and, in the short term, rational explaining
their occurrence may be less a question of
understanding why they sometimes occur
than of understanding why they do not occur,
more often (Lof land, 1 969 : 54) .

Criminal behavior may be the result of the defensive or

adventurous decisions of the individual in certain social
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contexts. If criminal activity is both an objectively

present and a subjectively meaningful possibility for the

solution to a given social situation, the actor may choose

to commit an infraction of the law. For Lofland, continued

career deviance is also a result of social contingencies

and the subjective meanings of the actor. The primary force

that leads to continuation is the actor's acceptance of the

label proffered by significant others and the agents of

social control. Likewise, different social circles and

interpersonal others can lead the actor to reject the label

and accept an identity as a normal individual (Lofland,

1969:177-202; 248-266). Thus, the workings of the labeling

process are variable. Depending on the social context and

the will of the actor, the label may create further deviance

or deter the actor from deviation and lead to the exiting

stage of a criminal career.

Insofar as the Actor experiences punishment,

and insofar as he does so under highly attenu-

ated strengths of the elements sketched, the

exercise of control likely functions as a

deterrent to deviance (Lofland, 1969:302).

Perhaps a more insightful statement of interaction-

i st labeling theory has been produced by David Matza (1969)

in his Becoming Deviant -. Here Matza uses both the volun-

taristic model of man and the perspective of existential

phenomenology to illustrate the evolution of social deviance.

Although the individual's entrance into devi ance i s ass

i

sted

by affiliations and the actor's social context ,
the deci si ons
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to deviate is the product of human will and reflective

consciousness. In his vivid modification of Becker's

classic study of marijhuana use, he clearly states the

role of choice in social behavior; ". . .it becomes

apparent that anyone can become a marijhuana user and that

no o^e has to (1969:110)." The effects of affiliation and

other social conditions are mediated by the actor; that is,

entry into deviance requires an act of will by the indi-

vidual. Like Lofland, Matza explains the continuation of

deviance through the effects of negative societal reactions

to initial deviations. This is referred to as the process

of "signification." Being cast as a criminal and excluded

from normal social circles, the actor often is led to

a continuation of criminal activity and an acceptance of

the label of being a criminal.

However, even after successful "signification,"

the individual's career in crime remains open.

Even at the conclusion of the signifi-

cation process - imprisonment and

parole - the process of becoming deviant

remains open. Reconsideration continues;

remission remains an observable reality

(Matza, 1969:196).

Again, the effects of labeling are complex and variable

due to the rationality and will of the individual. Perhaps

the actor will be deterred by the perceived consequences

of his actions, or perhaps "signification" will lead to

further patterned deviance. Matza's phenomenol ogi cal
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analysis of deviance clearly reflects the assumptions that

derive from the voluntaristic approach.

Recently Stebbins (1971) lias incorporated the

concept of commitment into the societal reactionist

1 2
framework for the explanation of secondary deviance.

Stebbins (1971 :xvi) defines commitment in a manner that

reflects the basic rationality of the actor.

Commitment is the belief on the part of
the committed individual that he is

trapped in his deviant role by the force
of penalties that appear when he tries
to establish himself in non-deviant
circles, . . .this concept is to be

distinguished from value commitment or
positive attraction to a specified belief,
attitude or pattern of behavior.

Commitment thus describes a situation where it is no longer

reasonable for an individual to conform due to the con-

sistent negative responses of others to his attempts at

1 3
conformity. Of course, the possibility of conventional

behavior i s al ways a vai 1 abl e ; but at some point, conformity

ceases to be the most rational path of action for the

] 9
Stebbins' work draws and builds upon the early

suggestions of Becker (1963) concerni ng the notion of
commitment to deviance.

1 3
It is interesting to note that the notion of commitment

that is often used by determinists to explain the actor's
complusion to deviance is redefined by Stebbins and used
to indicate how normal actors can rationally decide
to perform consistent patterns of deviant behavior within
given social situations.
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actor. Consequently, he may continue his criminal

activities.

Still despite these costs, the individual
objectively has a choice between the

identity or expectation which brings
them and on the identity or expectation
which leads him to avoid them. The

subjective balance of penalties determines
how the choice will be made. . .(Stebbins,
1971 :64)

.

Thus, for the societal reactionist, the actor rationally

chooses to pattern his criminal behavior and further

develop a career in crime.

The interactionist version of societal reactionism

explains the initial appearance of criminal behavior

through an emphasis on the choice of the actor made within

a facilitating social context. This social context is

composed of meaningful af f i 1

i

ati onal networks, signifi-

cant others, places, and objects. All of these theorists

emphasize that crime is a rewarding form of action

consciously selected by the individual. Continuation in

a criminal career is generally explained through reference

to the labeling process. Ironically, social controls

often create the very behavior that they attempt to contain

and eliminate. Labeling may alter the personal identity

of the individual or it may lead to continuation through
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the isolating effects of the soc ial i denti ty imposed on

the actor by others. On the other hand, labeling also

may lead the individual to reconsider and attempt to

abandon his criminal career. The success of such an

attempt is seen to be largely dependent on the individual's

ability to repudiate the deviance producing effects of the

label .

Overvi ew

The following set of statements are presented as

a brief summary of the explanations concerning criminal

careers which are presented by voluntaristic criminology.

Entry into a criminal career is the result of the deliber-

ations and decisions of the actor and is a reasonable

form of conduct. Thus it becomes highly probable when

the actor is not meaningfully "bonded" to the conventional

order and when he is within a social context that he

defines as rewarding criminal behavior. The continuation

of deviance is the result of the consistent presence of

these initial conditions and the added effects of the

labeling process which further exclude the individual from

conventional society. Exiting from a criminal career is

dependent upon the choice of the individual and may also

be a response to labeling. The success of exiting is

largely contingent upon the actor's ability to deny the

label and acquire some form of meaningful tie to conformity
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C flreer Develo p men t__i_r^

Crimi nol og ica 1 Theor y

As revealed in the preceding review of the litera-

ture, the explanations of criminal behavior proposed by

individual theories within a general approach are somewhat

unique. However vol untari sti c theories share some common

characteristics which are not apparent in deterministic

criminology and vice versa. This discussion will detail

these differences and similarities.

Alternative Explanations of C r i m i n a 1 _C areerj

The reason for the division of criminological

theory into two general approaches is founded in the belief

that the statements proposed within each school are based

on a consensus concerning an assumed model of man. Deter-

ministic theorists describe the core of the social actor,

or his self, as the direct result of the internalization

of values, norms, and social role expectations. Further,

they stress the static nature of the self and the natural

perma nance of internalized behavioral tendencies. On the

other hand, the vol untaristi c approach is based on the

rational model of man. The self here is both reasonable

and creative. These theorists describe the core of the

actor as constantly in process.

The importance of these domain assumptions for this

study lies in their effect on the explanations of criminal

careers provided by each school. Although few of the
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specific theories reviewed offer a total explanation for

the development of deviant, careers, and while many are

quite narrow in their focus, it is possible to derive

propositions relevant to such a task from each general

approach.

Deterministic criminology explains entry into crimi-

nal careers by reference to internalized values and roles

within the actor. Socialization is the primary explanatory

variable in these theories. The actor is socialized so

that he internalizes a compelling tendency to commit crimes,

Continuation in a criminal career is dealt with in a

similar fashion. The existence of a criminal role or self

within the actor explains the patterning of criminal ac-

tivity. To change the actor's career-line from criminality

to conventionality, the actor himself must be altered.

The deterministic criminologists explain exiting from a

criminal career through the process of resoci al i zati on

.

Building upon the rational model of man, the

voluntarists explain the process of entry as the result of

the reasonable choice of an actor in a situation which he

defines as conducive to the commission of crime. Continu-

ation along the criminal career-line is similarly handled.

The patterning of criminal behavior is described as

contingent upon the continued existence of a social

context, such as the situation of labeling, which makes

criminal activity reasonable and rewarding. Since the
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vol untari s ts see crime as the reasonable action of a normal

actor, re socialization is not necessary for exiting.

Rather, the abandonment of a criminal career can be ex-

plained simply as action chosen in a context wherein it is

no longer reasonable to continue criminal activities. To

question the assumptions that underlie the conflict between

deterministic and vol untari sti c criminology requires a

unique perspective. I believe that the needed methodology

is provided by the phenomenology of Husserl (1931) and

Schutz (1962). This research employs the phenomenol ogi cal

method in the study of criminal careers in order to arrive

at a description of the career development of the typical

nonprofessional property offender which is founded upon

the subjective meanings within the consciousness of the

acting individual. This phenomenological typification

provides the basis for a comparison of the relative

worth of the explanations for criminal careers offered by

deterministic and voluntaristic criminology. A special

focus of this analysis is the oft-neglected exiting stage

of career development. It is hoped that this style of

research will provide new insights within the sociological

study of criminal careers.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY: PHENOMENOLOG I CAL ANALYSIS

Phenom en ological Sociolo gy

The phenom enological method applied here was

originally stated in the philosophical work of Edmund

Husserl (1931; 1973) and was adapted by Schutz (1962) to

the discipline of sociology. The specific procedures of

the phenomenological sociologist are directed toward the

goal of understanding social behavior from the subjective

view of the social actor. Generally, that goal is attained

in this research by methodological techniques that require

the observer-analyst to empathize with, or take-the-role-

of, his subjects (see, Cooley, 1902:136-137). This

empathetic understanding reveals to the phenom enologist

the world of experience as it is given to the individual,

and from which the individual constructs a meaningful

life -world centered around his reflective consciousness of

himself. The method

. . .delivers the analyst into the arms of
the subject who renders the phenomena, and
commits him, though not without regrets
or qualifications, to the subject's
definition of the situation (Matza, 1969:25).

However, it is important to note that the investigator

47
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remains the analyst; that is; he is a once removed third

party to the actor's life-world and may, indeed must,

question the beliefs within the thetic-consciousness of

his subjects. The primary aim of phenomenology is to

portray the subject's consciousness of the phenomena

accurately and to construct analytical conclusions with an

awareness of the importance of the actor's perspective.

In short, these techniques reveal the social

meanings held by the acting individual. The assumption

here is that it is the meanings that others, events, and

oneself are defined as possessing which form the basis of

social action. It follows that in order to understand

social actions, one must first become aware of the contents

of the consciousness of the individual. In other words,

the observer must attempt to see from the perspective of

those he is observing. As Blumer (1969:51) has argued,

the sociologist must be able to

. . .place oneself in the position of
the individual or collectivity. . .

to take the role of others. . .

Phenomenol ogi cal analysis provides a radically empirical

means of analyzing social reality from the position of the

acting individual. As will be explained later, the

observer is able to reach these subjective data by relying

on the natural i nters ub ject i vi ty of social life.

The phenomenol ogi cal posi ti on clearly shares some

kinship with the theoretical perspective of the
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vol untari sts , just as positivistic methods are related to

deterministic theories of social behavior. However,

these relationships do not preclude the use of phenomenology

to test these schools of theory. The conflict between two

approaches is not over the premise that meanings are im-

portant for the study of social action, but rather the

question of which meanings are important for what actions.

The fundamental question is whether social behavior is a

direct result of the internalized standards of the indi-

vidual, or whether social action is a result of reasonable

choices made by, the actor.

The "attitude" of the phenomenol og i s t does not

allow him to be enclosed by the conclusions of others. The

only proposition with which the phenomenol ogi st enters the

field is the belief in the necessity to suspend all

theoretical presumptions about the subject under scrutiny.

Therefore, although the theoretical conclusions of

phenomenol ogi cal study may propose the existence of "pre-

reflexive consciousness" (Sartre, 1 953 : 1 i
i -1 i x) or a

"transcendental ego" (Husserl, 1973), the phenomenological

observer must suspend these notions while he is in the

field. The phenomenological method is concerned with the

Likewise, one can legitimately use positivistic
methods to evaluate these theories. For an excellent
example of this type of research see Hirschi (1969).
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thing itself as it appears to human consciousness. Such

a method is clearly applicable to the performance of

sociological research.

Analy tical Stages

This study addresses three basic research problems.

These questions are interrelated and build upon one

another. The study begins by addressing the problem of

developing a phenomenological description of the career

of the nonprofessional property offender. A typification

of the nonprofessional property offender's career that

includes and incorporates the i ntersubjecti ve factors

which influence and shape career development is presented.

Secondly, this typification is used to evaluate the

comparative utility of deterministic and vol untari s ti

c

criminology as explanations of the career development of

the nonprofessional property offender. In short, these

two theoretical orientations are pitted against the

phenomenol ogical ly constructed typification of the

nonprofessional property offender's career. Finally, as

a related concern, the study examines in depth the process

of exiting from a criminal career. This last focus of the

research is of special import due to the theoretical

neglect of exiting as a stage withing criminal careers.

The data collected for the study resemble "topical

life-histories" of the respondents (Denzin, 1970:222-223).
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The application of life-history data in criminology is

derived from its use in general sociology at the University

of Chicago beginning in the 1 9 20 ' s (see, for example,

Thomas and Znani encki, 1 927 ; Anderson, 1923; Shaw, 1930;

Sutherland, 1937). In this research, the life-history plan

was used only as a means of ordering the collection of the

data. Analysis, as has been mentioned, was performed with

the tools of phenomenology. The life-history method of

data collection was used in order to obtain information

concerning the criminal life of the respondent as it was

perceived by the actor himself (see, Becker, 1966:v-xviii;

Denzin, 19 7 0:202).-

Before going further into the specific methods

used here, perhaps a statement concerning the flexibility

of the research design described above would be helpful.

Truth as a social phenomena is socially constructed. In

the everyday life of sociology, truth is a result of the

conflict of opinions between sociologists and sociological

theories. This study is an attempt to advance sociological

truth by openly confronting a basic dispute in contemporary

criminology. This conception of the social nature of

theoretical truths is directly opposed to the idea that the

validity of a statement is determined by the method

according to which it was made. All types of study--

intuition, science, play--may produce a convincing argument

and an acceptable truth. The design of this study was
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greatly influenced by the need for freedom in sociological

research. Concepts were kept fluid, questions were con-

structed during the ongoing interview, and the interviewer

was open to all forms of information. I believe that these

procedures add to, rather than subtract from, the credi-

bility of the results within the i ntersubjecti ve world of

soci ol ogy

.

Data Collect i on and Field Procedures

The following sections will describe the rationale

and procedures used in collection of the data for the study.

The discussion will center on the selection of respondents,

and the development of the interviewing process.

Res pondent s

The men interviewed for this study were a group of

twenty felons convicted and incarcerated for the commission

of property offenses. These men voluteered to participate

in the study and were chosen on the basis of offense

patterns as revealed from studying each man's prison file.

These files were used to initially select a larger group

of inmates (38) who had displayed a relatively long history

of officially processed property offenses. Of these

thirty-eight men, twenty-two agreed to be interviewed.

For the founding argument concerning freedom in sociologi-
cal research, see Phillips (1973), Abandon ing Method.
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Two of the volunteers were not interviewed. One respondent

was transferred to another institution prior to his inter-

view, and the other was in the prison hospital at the time

he was scheduled to be interviewed.

The use of typologies within criminology has been

common since the early work of Lombroso and Ferri .

Presently, the use of typologies is still a common method

by which the theorist ties his abstract work to empirical

reality (see, for example, Gibbons, 1965; Roebuck, 1966;

Schafer, 1969:140-182). The rationale behind the analyti-

cal use of typologies in criminology has been succinctly

stated by Clinard and Quinney (1973:vii):

Criminal behavior covers a great variety
of violations of criminal laws. For
purposes of explanation this behavior
must be broken down into types.

An adequate comprehension of deviant behavior demands that

this category of social conduct be further typified or

categorized into specific types of action. The con-

struction of a behavioral type serves to highlight the

characteristics and attributes that the observer or the

theorist considers to be the boundaries of his study. As

Schutz (1962) repeatedly demonstrates, these thetic

typi

f

ications are built upon the empirical world and are
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abstractions from everyday life. They are thus analytical

more than they are descriptive.

As with any perceptual tool, theoretical types both

clarify and channel perception. That is, typologies, like

larger theoretical schemes, are founded in background

assumptions concerning the individual and his behavior.

For instance, most typologies i n modern crimi nol ogy present

a clear deterministic bias by implying that criminal

behavior is explained through the inner state of the crimi-

nal. Isolated typologies attempt to explain behavior by

merely describing the characteristics of the actor.

However, a reflective and consistent awareness of

the intrinsic determinism of actor types can result in the

conscious use of behavioral typologies as an analytical

tool which reaches beyond itself to a full understanding

of social action. Criminal behavior is indeed a complex

phenomenon; and in order to clearly recognize this

complexity, one must first consider analytically separate

slices of the whole. Sociological theory is best built

from the ground up (see, Merton, 1967:39-73; Glaser and

Strauss, 1967); that is, it should proceed from types of

criminal behavior, to crime in general, to social deviance.

The typological categorization used here has been con-

structed carefully and with a reflective eye on the deter-

ministic bias of typological explanations. The nonpro-

fessional property offender (NPO) as a type is founded
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upon the observable existence of a distinctive pattern of

criminal activity. The following is a brief description

of the nonprofessional property offender as a behavioral

type.

3
The NPO type, as described below and throughout

the remaining chapters of this work, is itself a construct

that is derived from criminological research. It is an

idealization of what actually exists in the first order

world of everyday life. In the construction of the NPO

type used as a guide for the selection of respondents,

reliance was placed on the official portrait of the indi-

vidual as revealed in prison files and on previous dis-

cussions of related conceptions in current criminological

1 i terature .

The NPO is similar to the type of offender described

by Clinard and Quinney (1973:131-154) as one who commits

"conventional criminal behavior" and by Stebbins (1971:

78-80) as "the nonprofessional criminal". It is character-

ized by a subjectively and officially recognized pattern

of criminal behavior which is organized around the repeated

commission of crimes such as burglary, robbery, and

forgery. In other words, these men exhibited an official

record composed of a pattern of relatively uncomplicated

Throughout the remainder of the study the abbreviation
"NPO" will be used to refer to the "nonprofessional proper-
ty offender. "
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and unskilled property offenses. The most frequent offense

characteristic of the respondents was burglary or breaking

and entering, although the actual continuum of offenses

ranged from attempted murder to public drunkenness.

Additionally, each of these men had experienced several

periods of incarceration within penal institutions. Arrest

frequencies ranged from five to twenty- seven ; but prison

terms were infrequent, and when i m posed, were usually no

longer than five years. Irwin's (1970:24) description of

the "disorganized criminal" fits the MPO well.

Disorganized criminals, who make up the bulk
of convicted felons, pursue a chaotic,
purposeless life filled with unskilled,
careless and variegated criminal activity.

Also, the NPO is similar to Stebbins 1 (1971:74) "nonpro-

4
fessi on a 1 criminal."

The nonprofessional, as compared with
his professional counterpart, lacks
any extensive skills in carrying out
his conventional activities, although
he is successful enough at the height
of his career to make some sort of
living by crime.

Nonprofessional property offenders were selected

for use here for several interrelated reasons. First, the

In other criminological typologies, the closest category
to the NPO has been variously referred to as the "jack-of-
all-trades offender" (Roebuck, 1962) and the "Habitual-
situational criminal" (Lindesmith and Dunham, 1941).
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fact that more felons are convicted of property offenses

than of any other category of offense (see, Glaser, 1964;

President's Commission, 1968) indicates that study of this

type of offender will produce conclusions which are

applicable to the largest single class of officially

processed criminals. Also, since the property offenders

are frequent recidivists (see, Glaser, 1964; President's

Commission, 1968), they provide data particularly relevant

to the study of stabilized criminal behavior patterns.

Third, property offenders are of specific import to the

theoretical positions of both determinists (see, Merton,

1938; Sutherland, 1939; Cloward Ohlin, 1960) and volun-

tarists (Hirschi, 1969; Matza, 1969) in criminology.

Finally, the study of respondents with a good deal of

deviant experience will be more likely to produce data

5
which pertain to the full evolution of criminal careers

through stages of entry, continuance, and exiting.

It is important to note that at the time of the inter-

views, all of the respondents were incarcerated in a

state correctional institution.
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The Interview Format

The unstructured interview was the primary

observational instrument of this study. This style of

interviewing is more commonly described by sociologists

as the nonstandard!' zed interview (Denzin, 1970:126). In

this type of interviewing, the formal content of the inter-

view is not prestructured. The rationale for using this

method of observation is that the most valuable data-

gathering procedures and questions are determined within

the interactional context of each interviewing situation.

Questions are formed according to the qualities of the

respondent, the content and mood of the past dialogue,

and the expanding avenues of interest of the participants

in the conversation. Thus, this style of interviewing

allows the respondent to indicate freely to the observer

the most significant factors as he defines his situation.

It is also felt that this unstructured form of interviewing

can elicit information on criminal careers without relying

on preconstructed questions that might lend support to one

or other of the theoretical schools under consideration.

This procedure is of special relevance to this

research due to the limitations of more structured methods

when they are applied to questions surrounding deviant

Jack Douglas (1967) has demonstrated that interviews
contain information which is well-suited for the study of

social meanings and actions through phenomenol ogi cal a-

nalys i s

.
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behavior. For instance, many prison inmates, like uni-

versity students, are quite cognizant of the standard

psychological tests and may consciously manipulate them

for any number of personal reasons. Further, the

inflexibiltiy of structured instruments assumes a univer-

sality of meanings that can not be taken for granted in

this research. The more structured methods of interviewing

also require that the investigator predetermine his

questions on the basis of his conceptual definitions and

hypotheses, thereby closing-off unexpected data and

responses. Consequently, the observer is not free to learn

to appreciate the actor's subjective experiences. Addi-

tionally, the fixed structure of most procedures does not

allow the observer or the respondent to autonomously follow

suggestive leads that unexpectedly occur during the inter-

view. Cohen and Taylor (1972:35) have cogently stated the

necessity for unstructured and flexible methods when one

is studying those who act unconventionally or are in

unusual social situation.

The men knew much more about th'e

territory than we did and to constrain
them with our categories would have
been presumptuous. . .

In fact, one of the respondents in this study related to

me just such an indictment of standard personality tests
and the ease with which he and others could sabotage these
measures.
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These general procedures for the collection of data

were chosen in order to obtain the desired information and,

at the same time, to minimize the intervention of theoreti-

cal bias and preconceptions. In short, these methods

maximize the opportunity for the phenomenon-as- exper i enced

to emerge from the interviewing process.

Interviewing Procedures

As mentioned earlier, a list of thirty-eight inmates

was selected from a review of prison files. Names of those

inmates whose files indicated the characteristics of non-

professional property offenders were included on this list.

These thirty-eight men were asked to discuss the project in

a preliminary interview. In the preliminary interview, the

subject was introduced to the study and to the investigator.

He was informed that the investigator was an independent

research- soci ol ogi st who was in no way concerned with the

state correctional system. The inmate was also informed

about the study. He was told that the research was part of

the investigator's doctoral dissertation and that partici-

pation in it was voluntary and unpaid. The respondent was

informed that the investigator desired to gather informa-

tion concerning the experiences of the offender from the

point of view of the offender. He was informed that the

data collected would be analyzed to evaluate the credibility of

current criminological theory. The inmate was assured of the

confident iality of the research and was in formed of my intention
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to tape record the conversation. The inmate was then

asked if he had any questions concerning either the re-

search or the investigator. Finally, he was asked if he

wished to participate in the study.

If the respondent indicated that he would take part

in the study, a date was set for the full interview as soon

as was mutually agreeable. Of the thirty -eight men, inter-

views were scheduled with twenty-two. Final interviews
o

were conducted with twenty inmates. In total, fifty-eight

preliminary and full interviews were conducted. All the

o

Those who d
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interviewing was done within a vacant office in the

classification section of the Reception and Medical Center

at Lake Butler, Florida. The length of the interviews

ranged fro in one hour to three hours, and the average

session was around two hours in length. All of the inter-

views were completed in one sitting. As an example of the

type of data produced by these procedures, a sample inter-

view is reproduced in Appendix A.

Intervie w Content a nd The Process of Serendipity

As mentioned earlier, the only framework applied to

the interviewing process was the investigator's persistent

intention to organize the conversation around the needs of

the research problems. It was expected that the content

of the interviews would evolve over time during the data

collection stage of the study. However, during the inter-

viewing, a pattern of data emerged that changed the

general focus of all subsequent interviews. In short, the

interviews uncovered a "serendipity pattern" (Merton, 1957)

9 "

As originally conceived, these interviews were

directed toward understanding the impact of different forms

of legal sanctions in creating change in criminal behavior

patterns. However, as the first few interviews were

conducted, two factors emerged which significantly changed

See Appendix B for a reproduction of the original frame
of the interviews.
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the direction and focus of the research. It became in-

creasingly apparent that the only form of meaningful

sanctioning experienced by these men was imprisonment.

Thus, these interviews could not provide data relevant to

the comparison of types of sanctions for crime. Yet, it

was also clear that exiting was manifest as a stage in the

careers of each of the respondents. This stage of exiting

from criminal behavior patterns became the new guide for

the data collection. Therefore, the organization of the

interviewing process was changed to one which closely

resembled Lemert's (1951:446) outline of the "natural

history of the deviant." The investigator's interviewing

outline as it developed is reprinted below:

A. Social background of respondent.

1

.

Significant events .

2 . Si gni f i cant others .

3

.

Sel

f

-concept .

4. Overview.

B. Initial acts of delinquency and crime.

1. Review above.
2. Reactions of others.
3. Re act ions of self.
4. Reactions of agents of control.
5. Significant changes in life-situation

c. Impri sonment .

1. Experience and routines.
2. Reactions of self.
3. Reactions of others.
4. Significant changes in life-situation

D. Rel ease.

1

.

Changes in behavior.
2. Changes in self-concept.
3. Reactions of others.
4. Changes in life-situation.
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E

.

Repeat, for all significant criminal actions.

F. Overview, and open conversation.

All of the interviews were tape-recorded unless otherwise

requested by the respondent. Immediately after the con-

clusion of each session, the interviewer made notations

of all important nonverbal messages. The final form of the

data prior to analysis consisted of the tapes of the con-

versations, and the observational notes of the investigator

concerning the emotional and nonverbal context of the

interview.

The Question of V alid ity

The high degree of nons peci f i ci ty of this research

design should not indicate that no checks were made on the

data in terms of potential manipulations by respondents.

The respondent's statements were constantly evaluated for

internal consistency and reliabiltiy during the course of

the interview. Inconsistent accounts were questioned in

the manner most integrative with the interview situation as

it developed. Generally, this was done in one of three

ways: first, the respondent could be directly questioned;

second, the earlier information could be restated by the

This happened only once when a respondent confided to me

for a short period of time concerning involvements with
radical political groups that he did not wish to have
recorded on tape.
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interviewer and presented to the respondent for verifica-

tion or alteration; and thirdly, unconvincing statements

could be reacted to nonverbally with furrowed brow, crossed

arms, and other skeptical gestures.

Further, common justifications for "conning" were

not present in the interviewing situation. First, partici-

pation in the study offered no advantage to the respondents.

Secondly, the investigator had access to official files

and prison "jackets" to which he could turn if manipu-

lation or exaggeration were evident. This source of

checking was clearly recognized by the inmates. A third

factor that discouraged "conning" was that the interviewer

was not in an official or advantaged position which might

indicate to the respondents that he could be used in order

to gain favors from the prison administration.

Data Processing

Approximately thirty-five hours of tape recordings

were produced by these interviews. Each recorded interview

was fully transcribed prior to the analysis of the data.

This resulted in some 600 to 700 pages of transcription,

Similarly, "body language" expressive of openness and

acceptance was consciously used by the interviewer to gam
rapport with the respondents. Specifically, postures that

included opened arms and uncrossed legs were used to

communicate positive messages to the respondents. The_

author is indebted to Dr. Clair Martin for the suggestion

to use "body language" during the interview situation.
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notes, and comments concerning the interviews. As is

discussed below, these data were then listened to and read

several times during the analysis of the interview results

Phenomenological Analysis and
Data Interpretation

This section is intended to introduce concepts

and procedures used in the analysis and interpretation

of the data of the study. Hence, its position in this

chapter is purposively out of chronological order. How-

ever, an understanding of these notions is essential to

the comprehension of the later sections of the study.

It is important to recognize that the usefulness of

these concepts was determined by the data, and that they

1 2
were not imposed on the data in any a_ priori sense.

At the most, the phenomenological concepts discussed

below were merely anticipatory and were not forced into

areas where there was no fit between anticipations

and the data found in the field.

Phenomenology, as used in this analysis, derives

from Schutz's (1962) synthesis of the methodological work

12
For instance, the usefulness of Goffman's (1961a) notions

about moral careers emerged during the analysis of the data
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of Edmund Husserl (1931) and Max Weber (1959). Schutz

believed that sociology should be concerned with under-

standing how individuals behave in everyday life, and what

the "mundane world" means to the actor within it. Wagner

(1970:44) has clearly formulated the basic question of

phenomenological sociology.

What does this social world mean for the
observer actor within his world, and
what did he mean by his acting within it?

Like Weber's vers tehe n , Schutz. and the phenomenological

sociologists agree that understanding is the proper goal

for sociology. Schutz further proposes, like Husserl

(1931), that such understanding is best, achieved by

observing the everyday world from the perspective of the

actor as he gives it meaning. The result of the actor's

meaningful ordering of the social world as it is naturally

experienced is termed the "life-world." This study of the

life-world then is the optimum path for the sociologist

who intends to return to the thing itself.

The basic components of the life-world that are

discussed below are best defined as "sensitizing concepts"

(Blumer, 1969:153-171). They were not forced on the data

by the research design; rather they were determined by

the data. These anticipatory concepts include meaning,

consciousness, and consciousness of self.

Meanings are fundamental to social action. Weber

defines social action as behavior that is subjectively
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meaningful to the individuals within a given situation.

Action is social in so far as, by
virtue of the subjective meanings
attached to it by the acting indi-
vidual (or individuals), it takes
account of the behavior of others
and is thereby oriented in its own
course (Weber, 1964:88).

Yet meaning, as an analytical concept in sociology, has

been largely ill-defined. To define meaning, one must

confront questions concerning the nature of human con-

sciousness that are fundamental to Husserlian phenome-

nology. The phenomenologist believes that consciousness

is essentially intentional (Husserl, 1931; Sartre, 1953).

Consciousness is always c onsciousness of so methi n g . Gen-

erally, the object of consciousness in the direct nonthetic

experience of everyday life can be called the life- world

of the actor. This life-world i s constructed by the indi-

vidual through reflection on his biography, by the use of

socially provided materials such as language and expec-

tancies, and by projection toward future ends and actions.

In sum, it is a personal interpretive construction built

upon the flow of the "vivid present" and composed of that

flow, past experience, and future possibilities.

It is the process of interpretation, or the making

of symbolic indications to oneself, that gives the parts

1 3
The same viewpoint is apparent in the work of George

Herbert Mead (1938)

.
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of the life- world some subjective meaning. Meaning, then,

is the product of the actor's interpretation of the every-

day world. The individual creates meaning as he defines

his position within given social situations. Further,

meaning is constructed by the intentional consciousness

of the actor; that is, the actor creates meaningful real-

ities by reflecting upon his own conscious existence in

the past, present, and future as a social being.

Things have meaning for an individual , and all

meanings are primarily subjective. However, meanings may

become i ntersub jecti ve. They may be at least partially

revealed to and shared with others through the actions of

the individual, for one may communicate meanings to others

through culturally relevant signs, symbols, and actions

(Mead, 1934; 1938). The i nters ubjecti ve quality of social

meanings implies that they may be visible to an observer

if he empatheti cal ly takes notice of the actions and indi-

cations of others. Yet, a one-to-one correspondence

between objectified and subjective meaning cannot be

assumed. Thus, the observer must suspend his cultural

beliefs and attempt to take-the-role-of-t he-other in order

to arrive at the true meanings of things as constructed

by the actor.

Sociologists have theoretically proposed the

existence of a social self as the central component of

one's life-world. However, the phenomenol ogi cal conception
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of this aspect of reflective consciousness is much more

complex than the traditional social self of sociology.

For the phenomenol og i s t , the self is that complex of

meanings that the individual consciously attaches to

himself as he existed in the past, as he exists in the

present, and as he will have existed in the future. The

self is a history, a situation, and a possibility.

The process of reflective consciousness and self-

construction is, of course, influenced by the individual's

existence in a social world and the i ntersubjecti ve mate-

rials supplied by others. And like any meaningful element

of the life-world, the self may be partially communicated

to others in one's social world. However, the self is a

process. The temporal and spatial variability of the self

stems from its interpretive origin. As the flow of the

present continues, the focus of consciousness changes and

a new perspective on past and future is constructed.

Consequently, the self is altered. The self, as with all

meaningful elements of the life-world, is created by the

given project that an actor is considering at the time.

For example, if my project involves social research, then

my sel f-as-a-soci ol ogi s t becomes meaningful, and my self-

as-sports- fan may slip to the background of my

1 4
Here, I am referring most directly to the conception of

the self as a composite of social roles and statuses
(see, for example, Biddle and Thomas, 1966).
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consciousness. In sum, the phenomenological conception of

the self emphasizes that the self is a meaningful, yet

always incomplete, construction of human consciousness as

it reflects on itself and its life-world within a given

project of action.

The idea of the self as a part of the actor's life-

world alters the general sociological definition of a

social career. Goffman has defined a "moral career" as a

standard sequence of changes in the actor's conception of

both his self and the selves of others (1961:168). To

this idea, the phenomenol ogi s t adds the importance of

changes in the '

1

i

fe-worl d . As used in this study then,

"career" refers to both changes in the actor's con-

sciousness of self and his consciousness of other life-

world elements (objects, persons, and events) as they are

relevant to the individual's project for action within a

certain social context.

1 5
The interrelated notions of life-world, self,

meaning and the actor's social career are the primary

conceptual tools used in the analysis of the data collected

in this study.

Schutz (1970) has defined the life-world as the
subjective sphere of experience of the actor composed of his
consciousness of objects, others, events, and himself.
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Techni ques of Phenomen o logical Analysis

Phenomenological analysis attempts to describe and

produce understanding of the life-world of the actor as

it is directly experienced. It strives to uncover the

meaningful components of the consciousness of the individu-

al as they are revealed in his behavior and conversation.

The reconstruction of the subjectively meaningful world of

the actor is accomplished through the use of several spe-

cific techniques of analysis. These techniques include

phenomenological reduction, eidetic reduction, and inten-

tional analysis (see Spiegelberg, 1969).

Phenomenological reduction is a conscious return

to the nonthetic and given aspects of the life-world. It

is accomplished through the use of empathy and the

suspension of all belief in scientific and mundane presup-

postions on the part of the analyst. By placing these

beliefs in "brackets," the analyst may return to the

contents of consciousness of immediate, past, and future

experience within the actor's life-world. As defined by

Schmitt (1959-60:240) ,

It is called 'phenomenological' because it
transforms the world into mere phenomena.
It is called 'reduction' because it leads
us back (Latin, redu c ere ) to the source of
meaning and existence of the experienced
worl d . . .

In this process, the analyst's attitude is changed from

natural nonreflectivity into one of empathetic study and
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reflection. As used here, the technique was applied to

reduce the interview transcripts of the experiences and

reflections of an other to the other's meaningfully con-

structed life-world. In other words, the transcripts were

read and listened to as given to the investigator.

Theoretical preconceptions were not allowed to influence

the perception of the analyst, and the transcripts were

reduced to a pure description of the experiential life-

world of the respondent. That is, the transcripts were

taken back to a description of the events and changes in

the respondent's criminal career. Through reflective

thought, intuition, and em pathetic role-taking, the

analyst attempted to reach the other's life-world as it

was immediately and meaningfully experienced and con-

structed. The phenomenol ogi cal objective is the thing,

itself; or, in this case, the meaningful experience of the

respondent .

The second step in the analysis of the interviews

was a technique most generally referred to as "eidetic

reduction." This style of analyzing data attempts to

arrive at the essential aspects of the respondents' ex-

periential life-worlds.

Eidetic reduction leads us from the
realm of facts to that of general
essences (Kocklemans, 1967:30).

This is accomplished by imaginatively and consciously

varying the components of the phenomenon in order to
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discover the invariant aspects of the phenomenon. These

consistent and continuing aspects are the essential quali-

ties of the phenomenon in question.

In order to grasp an essence, we consider
a concrete experience, and then we make it
change in our thought, trying to imagine it
as effectively modified in all respects, that
which remains in va ria ble through these
changes is the essence of the phenomena in

question (Merleau-Ponty, 1964:71).

In this research, the transcripts-as-given were examined

over and over again in order to identify the elements

within them that were shared across respondents. Thus,

the data were further reduced down to the essentially

typical elements of the experiences of the men interviewed.

The process of phenomenol ogical analysis is

constantly aware of the import of social meanings. The

analytical procedure used to uncover the process by which

elements of one's life- world become meaningful is called

"intentional analysis." Here, the analyst uncovers the

manner in which the actor uses social signs and symbols

to constitute a meaningful phenomenon through the processes

of interpretation, conscious reflection, and conscious

projection. Meanings are fully understood only when the

analyst can explain their constitution within a given

project of action. Here intentional analysis was con-

stantly in use as I studied the transcripts in order to

understand the actor's intentional and interpretive reflec-

tion upon his situation and his possibilities for action.
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Needless to say, these techniques were used

together in the analysis of the data. They were applied

in order to best realize the goal of understanding the

life-world of the respondents as it was directly experi-

enced. To do so, the data were reduced to the shared and

essential elements of the life- world of the respondents and

to the manner in which these elements were meaningfully

related to changes in the behavior of the respondents.

As Douglas (1967:256) has written:

The ideal of this approach is to go
from what people say and do in the
real-world-situation upward toward
an analysis of the patterns that can
be found in. . .the meanings of their
statements and behaviors.

In this study, the life -worlds of the respondents were

explored in order to better understand the evolution of

the career of a nonprofessional property offender.

Summary

The use of qualitative data has a strong historical

tradition in sociology. In fact, the classic works of the

field from Weber to Goffman have often been produced from

so-called "soft" data. Yet, within sociology, the use of

qualitative methodologies remains controversial. I

believe that phenomenol ogi cal analysis provides a radically

empirical means for studying the essential aspects of
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social experience as they are relevant to the individual

himself. The results of these techniques are presented

in the following chapters of this work.



CHAPTER 4

ENTRY AND CONTINUATION: A PROFILE OF THE NON-
PROFESSIONAL PROPERTY OFFENDER

Introduction

In Chapter 1, I argued that theories of criminal

behavior in sociology should adequately consider three

stages of development within criminal careers: entry,

continuation, and exiting. A special focus of this

study is the issue of exiting from criminal careers. How-

ever, in order to understand the processes involved in

changes of behavior, one must also be aware of the preceed<

ing development of those behaviors. Therefore, in this

chapter, I will describe the career development of the NPO

in order to provide a framework for the consideration of

the exiting stage of the NPO's criminal career.

Contrary to the life-history method of analysis,

one or two cases are not followed at length throughout the

study. Rather, the individual interviews were analyzed in

order to arrive at an ideal typification of the criminal

career of the NPO. The term NPO is always meant in a

generic sense relative to the men interviewed for this

study. In all instances, the findings reported here are

representative of nearly all the respondents. The

77



characteristics and contingencies referred to as typical

of the NPO were evident in all but one or two of the in-

dividual cases. Throughout this and the following chapters,

excerpts from the interviews are presented in order to

exemplify the shared, or essential, characteristics of the

careers of the respondents. In other words, the findings

are illustrated through the use of excerpts from cases that

are representative of career development of the typical NPO.

Each significant factor common to the respondents and their

criminal careers will be demonstrated through quotations

from the actual interviews. In the presentation of these

quotations, I have placed limited editorial comments and

contextual interpretations within brackets. These added

comments are intended to provide the reader with otherwise

unapparent background information important in understanding

a respondent's meaning.

The data collected for this study reveal the

importance of two primary "career contingencies" that

lead to the entry stage of the NPO's criminal career: (1)

a lack of strong ties to the conventional social order, and

(2) the motivating force of subjectively meaningful needs

or desires. Continuation in the career of the NPO is most

Becker (1963:24) defines a career contingency as a factor
that produces mobility from one stage or position to an-
other within a given career.
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directly the result of the processes of societal reaction

and the stigma of being a known criminal. As we will see,

these findings lend strong support to the theoretical posi

tion of the vol untari s ti c school.

Theoretical Ground work

The etiology of criminal behavior and its sub-

sequent continuation as a patterned, or recurring, form of

activity has been the major focus of criminological theory.

All of the major schools of criminology have proposed

theoretical answers to the questions of entry and continua-

ti on

.

As reviewed in Chapter 2, deterministic theories

explain the emergence of criminal behavior by reference to

biological or sociological factors within the individual.

Initial criminal behavior is caused by either the offender's

biological propensities for deviance, or the presence of a

self-structure that produces criminality as a predictable

response to given social circumstances. These deviant

"psychological bents" are seen as the result of environ-

mental structures, social learning, and the process of

socialization. Thus, due to the internalization of deviant

values and roles, crime is compelled by the internal

structure of the actor. These theories claim that crimi-

nal behavior arises as a result of an affinity for crime

that is manifest within the actor.
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Vol untaristic theories explain initial infractions

of the law by reference to factors external to the actor.

Criminal activity is described as a reasonable response to

social situations which are defined as allowing criminal

behavior. These situations are produced by an absence of

social bonding or by interpersonal conditions within a

given place at a given time. For these theorists, initial

criminal behavior is the result of the actor's decision to

use illegal action to deal with an external social situa-

2
tion. The primary general distinction between these

frameworks is that deterministic criminology explains the

emergence of criminal behavior by reference to internal

predisposing factors, while the vol untari sti c school ex-

plains this emergence by focusing on the external situa-

tion of the actor.

This difference is clearly reflected in the school's

respective descriptions of the patterning of criminal be-

havior. The deterministic criminologists generally refer

to the continued existence of internal factors to explain

continuation. It is the incorporation of a deviant self

that is described as fundamental to the rise of patterned

criminality. The actor is a criminal and thus exhibits

Issues concerning the accuracy of specific theories
within these general approaches will be discussed later in
this chapter.



persistent criminal behavior. Anchored in his internalized

role structure, the criminal's identity compels the com-

mission of crimes. In sum, the determinists propose that

criminal behavior continues due to the existence within the

actor of a criminal self.

The external reference of the vol untari sti

c

school is apparent in their explanation of the continuation

stage of criminal careers. Continuation is the response

of the actor to situational conditions that are consistently

conducive to criminal action. The actor's self is normal,

and continuation is the result of the individual's

reasonable response to situations of nonrestrai nt , or stigma

and exclusion from legitimate activity. Criminal patterns,

like conventional actions, are rational, voluntary, and

meaningful. Vol untari sti c theories explain the appearance

of recurring criminality as a result of the individual's

reasonably chosen response to given social situations that

are perceived as rewarding deviance.

The remainder of this chapter describes and

theoretically interprets the development and changes within

the criminal career of the NPO, as these events and condi-

tions are seen by the offender.

A brief note on the concept of career is necessary here.
It is best considered as somewhat flexible and as an or-
ganizing notion for use in describing the lives of the
respondents. Second, third, and multiple careers are not
only possible, but are most probable. In this study, these
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Entry into a C riminal Careei

The first evidence of meaningful criminality in

the lives of the respondents usually appeared in the middle

teen years (14-18 years of age).
4

Initial criminal ac-

tivity most often followed a number of more minor "troubles

such as repeated truancy or running away from home. The

first crime committed by the respondents was universally

some form of theft. The following two excerpts from the

interviews illustrate the typical form of activity that is

the NPO's first criminal offense.

I never really had had any big troubles
before--you know, fights and things like
that, skipping school. The first'thing
I did was steal. We'd break into places,
houses, steal hubcaps, things like that.

I mainly— well , we'd just do anything--
got into some trouble. Just like sort of
to have an amount of fun. Then I started
those B & E's, stores, houses, I don't
know, I was about 13 or 14 or 15.

The emergence of these early infractions can be understood

by the recognition of two factors that were consistently

mentioned by the respondents when they described their

youths. These explanatory conditions are: (1) a lack of

strong ties or bonds to the conventional social order, and

other noncriminal careers will be considered only when they
are significant factors affecting the individual's criminal
career.

4
The age range of the first official offense within the
sample was from 8 to 20 years of age.
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(2) the motivating force of subjectively meaningful needs

and desires. As we shall see, these two contingencies

were accentuated and amplified through the presence of

similarly situated peers.

Bondlessness and the Situation of Entry

It is quite apparent from the data collected for

this study that as youths the respondents did not consider

themselves to be members of conventional social groups. In

their adolescense, these men experienced few meaningful

interpersonal rea 1 t i ons hi ps with others who supported and

espoused conventional normative standards. This absence

of relations with others was evident to the respondents

in both familial and nonfamilial contexts.

Generally, the respondents were able to recall few

intimate relationships of care and concern with others.

For instance, although the family and the school are pri-

mary conventional institutions in the lives of most youths,

they held little significant meaning for any of the re-

spondents in this study.

My family and me, we never got
along, especially me and my father.
Matter of fact, we still don't get
along. Me and my mother, we never
had no family type of relationship.
I got a brother, but I don't claim
him--in my book, he's just no good.

And I think my biggest problem was,
I never had a real close family tie
with any of my, any of my family.
I just quit school, just wanted to
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get out, tired of listening to
them teachers and everything.
Taking orders fromthem. I just
up and quit.

The lack of close- and significant relations with others in

the family and school among the respondents was paral 1 el ed by

a general isolation from conventional others within the

wider community. Typically, these men stated that they

experienced no close relational ties to others or peers

within their home neighborhoods. This relative social iso-

lation was defined as a result of physical and social mo-

bility as well as of other forms of differentiation in

society.

I've not lived in one place long
enough to know anybody in our
neighborhood. Never stayed in one

place long enough to really know
anybody.

I didn't have friends because I

guess I was always agitating, you
know, pushing them away from me.

I didn't associate with too many
people when I was coming up. I

didn't know too many people, 'jery

few.

Additionally, the respondents possessed no significant

behavioral investments in conformity during their early

years. Their youths were characterized by a tendency to

invest neither time nor energy in conventional aspirations

or involvements. For instance, the respondents consistently

indicated that they consi dered neither educational nor

occupational goals to be important considerations for them
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interviews indicate the typical disposition of the young

NPO.

I never really considered conse-
quences, only what I wanted at that
particular moment, and to hell with
the rest of it. I didn't care.

During that time, it was just something
to do. Really, it was just something
to do. There was no_ reason not to
(break the 1 awl ("emphasis mine)".

As these two statements indicate, the respondents also

were largely oriented to short-term goals and projects.

Further, they were also temporally uninvolved with con-

ventional activities and aspirations.

It was like I had time to be by
my s e 1 f , things like this. Like,
I sometimes, I would skip school
and next thing you know, I would
be stealing something.

Finally, the respondents also related that during their

teen years they began to question the validity of conven-

tional standards and values. They gradually learned that

the legal system in particular was often hypocritical, un-

fair, and biased in favor the powers- that-be .

Poor man ain't nothing he can do,
the law, they gonna get him either
way it go. I never gave a shit my-
self.

I didn't have no respect for the law,
just to be truthful. No kind of re-
spect for the 1 aw.
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In general, then, the respondents characterized

their youths as essentially unconventional. Yet, no single

case was reflective of a youth that was essentially crimi-

nal. These men experienced their early lives as funda-

mentally unconnected to any social world. As youths, they

were generally lacking in meaningful ties to others, and

they exhibited no strong conventional aspirations or in-

volvements. They experienced no strong familial or extra-

familial relationships with others. They remembered having

no truly meaningful temporal or behavioral investments

within the conventional social order. Further, they did

not believe in the validity of conventional normative

standards. In sum, significant youthful ties to the con-

ventional world were consistently lacking. They inhabited

a life-world that was essentially characterized by bond-

1 essness .

My family didn't care what I did.
If I wanted to do something I

could do it, they could care less.
They loved me, but they didn't
put me under tow. If I wanted to
slip out at night time, it didn't
bother them, I could go ahead, do
what I wanted to do, they didn't
care. So I just said the hell
with it; "You all don't care about
me, I don't care about me, either."

The theoretical framework that best explains the

shared characteristics of the respondents' entries into

crime is vol untari sti c criminology. More specifically,

rationalistic control theory as stated in the recent work

Hirschi (1969) receives strong support from the data.
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Control theory originates in Durkheim's (1933)

description of man as inherently amoral and the allied

belief that normality is a product of the social group.

This perspective has recently been revitalized by the

emergence of modern control theory. Explicitly criticiz-

ing positivistic criminology, Matza (1964) constructed a

theory of delinquency based on the rational, or reasoning,

actor. By symbolically neutralizing his bonds to conven-

tional legal norms, the youth "drifts" into a situation

where delinquency is a possible avenue for the exercise of

will. Briar and Pi 1 iavan ( 1 965 ) further developed modern

control theory through the concept of commitment or "stakes

in conformity." Finally, Hirschi (1969) formally put the

theory in order by explicating the elements of the social

bond and their significance for human action. The results

of his reserach clearly illustrate the presence of rational

motives for crime.

Our findings indicate that the period of youth for

the NPO was largely devoid of the majo-r elements of the

bond to the conventional social order. 'The young NPO was

not tied to conventionality by either attachments to

significant others who espoused conventional standards, or

by commitments and investments within conventional endeavors

As a young man, the NPO gradually lost his confidence in the

normative standards of the conventional world. The NPO at
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the entry stage of his criminal career was free from social

controls, and thus he was vulnerable to deviance.

Thus far, I have described the life- wo rid of the

NPO at the entry stage of his criminal career. This situa-

tion is fundamentally one of "drift" or bondl essness .

Previously, both Matza (1964) and Hirschi (1969) have

stressed the import of social bonds to the conventional

moral order as a condition of behavioral conformity. With-

out the constraining effects of these bonds, the NPO may

perceive crime as a reasonable project of action. The

subjective reasons that typically lead the NPO to commit

an infraction of the law are discussed in the next section

of this chaDter.

Meaningful Goals as Motivation for Entr y

Lacking social controls, the respondents were tied

to neither the conventional nor the criminal world. They

were free to deviate if they perceived a meaningful reason

to do so. It is important to note that none of the respon-

dents were socialized into crime; but rather, at entry,

they were available for deviating from conventional

standards. Motivation for criminal activity was provided

for the respondents by the existence of relatively un-

restrained, yet subjectively meaningful, desires. The

choice of a criminal avenue for the satiation of these

needs was catalyzed by the presence of like-situated
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associates. Unrestrained by ties to the conventional world,

the respondents were open to deviation in order to achieve

certain ends. Additionally, they could account for their

deviations by recognizing the influence of associates.

The findings discussed below indicate that even within the

situation of bondlessness, the respondents did not

natural ly deviate . They did so only when there was some

goal, or "in-order-to motive," for which criminal behavior

was considered a reasonable response.

The respondents indicated that their early crimes

were actualized in order to fulfill subjective needs. That

is, crimes were felt to be meaningful, reasonable, and

goal -di rected actions. The "in-order-to" motivations for

the initial infractions of the respondents were both ma-

terial (money and possessions) and psychic (mastery, the

pleasures of skill possession, the thrill of victory, and

self-esteem). In fact, most of the respondents referred to

some combination of money, self-respect, and "thrill" as

the reason for their early crimes.

The respondents began to commit property offenses

in order to fulfill subjectively-felt needs for additional

The perspective on motivation used here has been developed
by Schutz (1962). Schutz has defined "in-order-to motives"
as goals that project from the present into the future,
and "because motives" as biographical reasons for actions
that derive from reflection on the past.
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material resources. None of them related that they stole

for primary needs such as food or shelter; rather, they

stole for the achievement and maintenance of a subjectively

necessary style of living. Unconstrained by conventional

concerns and values, this life-style was itself often mar-

ginally deviant. However, to the individual, it was

psychologically necessary for both status and self-respect.

Many of these desires were defined by the respon-

dents as not presentable to, or sharable with, conventional

others. The private quality of these needs operated to

close many conventional avenues for their acquisition.

Statements revealing this type of motivation were consis-

tently encountered during the interviews.

I really needed the money for
things--my parents, I couldn't
tell my parents about. They
wouldn't give me the money anyway
if they knew.

I started running around with some
other guys and not knowing the type
of persons that they were. Well,
I got pretty well involved and the
way we were living back then, A
needed a lot of dough.

Although objectively these needs were for things considered

as luxuries (guns, stereos, clothes), they were strongly

desired by the respondents.

I was just stealing stuff I wanted,
mainly. I'd see a rifle or something
and I'd go get it, or I'd see a tape
deck for my car. Things that I wanted
mysel f , not to sell.
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Some respondents indicated that goods were sold or pawned

in order to get the money needed for clothes and a higher

s ty 1 e of life.

I wasn't messing with no drugs
or nothing, I just wanted to wear,
to wear pretty clothes. I couldn't
work and make money to take care
of my family and wear nice clothes,
drive a new car. So I stole, and
got away with it too.

As indicated by the last excerpt, much of the

respondents' criminal activity was of a part-time, "moon-

lighting" nature performed as a supplement to a conven-

tional occupational career (for related discussions, see

Polsky, 1967; Letkemann, 1973:7). Many of the respondents

also indicated that they began to steal for social

psychological ends; that is, in order to gain self-respect

and for the intrinsic gratifications of being skilled in

the control of potentially dangerous social situations.

The "thrill of victory" was a consistently mentioned reason

for theft and other property offenses.

To me, I look at it, I used to
look at it as a sport in a way.
Just see how much I could get .

by with. The cops would chase
me, I'd enjoy running from them.

I really enjoyed knowing I could
get away with it, without being
caught.

These pleasures and skills provided the individual with

a behavioral source of self-esteem and self-worth. For
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all these men, crime was remembered as a meaningful source

of youthful success and self-mastery.

I'd feel pretty good about it
when I got away. I felt I could
go in anywhere if I wanted to go
in there. I just felt good.

It's competitive. One wants to
do a neater crime than the other.
Its sort of a conversation piece.

Sometimes I'd feel good about it;
"Wow! I can do that and I'm doing
something somebody else can't."

During the interviews, a "because motive" was

mentioned by many of the respondents as they reflected on

their early offenses. This "because motive" was the

presence of delinquent, or equally drifting, associates

and peers. The respondents often mentioned the influence

of cohorts on their early criminal activities. These

associates were described as equally unbound youths with

whom the individual discovered theft as an avenue for the

attainment of shared goals.

I started mingling with a crowd of
guys and we started doing things
like breaking into places.

Come to think of it, I started
running around with a crowd who
were always doing wrong. Skipped
school, other things like that.

In sum, the respondents described entry as moti vated

by subjectively meaningful reasons for the commission of

crimes. These motives included a desire for the possession

of goods that indicated a valued style of living, and the
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psychological pleasure of successfully committing a crime.

As was described earlier, in their youths, the respondents

lacked strong bonds with conventional activities, others,

and standards. Because they were unrestrained by bonds to

conventional standards, they were open to deviance. Sub-

jectively meaningful needs and desires afforded the actor

reasonable motives for the enactment of illegal behaviors.

Ov ervi ew

Criminological theory is neatly divisible into two

general forms of explanation concerning the occurrence of

criminal behavior. The entry stage of the criminal career

of the NPO is best described by the voluntarists.

Specifically, the theory most strenghtened by the findings

reported above is rationalistic control theory. In fact,

there is only faint support for other theories in these

data. None of the respondents were socialized into crime;

none displayed an internalized commitment to crime through

an identification with criminal norms and values. Only

the importance of similarly situated associates as a

condition of entry into a criminal career by the NPO is

supportive of deterministic criminology (see Sutherland,

1939).

The entry stage of the criminal career of the NPO

is wel 1 -expl ai ned by control theory as postulated by

Hirschi (1969). These findings even support Hirschi's
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(1969) contention that control theory must be modified to

include reference to the influence of associates and

meaningful reasons for the commission of crime (see also

Matza, 1964).

The theory underestimated the
importance of delinquent friends;
it overestimated the significance
of involvement in conventional
activities. Both of these mis-
calculations appear to stem from
the same source, the assumption
of "natural motivation" to
delinquency. . . . In other words
a failure to incorporate some
notions of what delinquency does
for the adolescent. . . .(Hirschi,
1969:230).

The entry stage of the NPO's criminal career is actualized

through the influence of two primary career contingencies:

(1) a lack of strong ties to the conventional social order,

and (2) the presence of subjectively meaningful reasons for

criminal behavior.

Continuation: Initial Considerations

Subsequent to the entry stage and the initial

emergence of criminal behavior, or primary deviance, some

offenders develop a patterned continuation of secondary

deviance. As defined earlier, continuation within the

Others, of course, do not proceed into a stabilized
pattern of deviance. For a relevant discussion of these
youths, see Matza (1964). This study is concerned only
with those who go on to the second stage of career
criminal i ty

.
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career of the NPO refers to repeated infractions of a non-

violent and predatory nature. This includes, most often,

offenses such as burglary, forgery and uttering, and theft.

To be included in our definition, these behaviors must also

be recognized as similar by the actor himself.

Labeling and the Provision of Criminal Status

The primary career contingency that influences the

NPO's progress into the continuation stage of a criminal

career is the excluding and bond-destroying impact of

"having a criminal record." The respondents in this study

did not pattern their crimes because they were labeled and

then accepted that label. Rather, they continued in crime

largely because they perceived that they were labeled and

then isolated by others from participation i n conventi onal

al ternati ves that might lead to material and social

rewards .

Of primary importance in the respondents' progress

into continuation is the effect that being publicly labeled

as a criminal had on their perception of their life-chances

within the conventional world. The label of "criminal" was

formally applied to the individual by the agents of the

criminal justice system. By being processed through this

system, the respondent felt that he was assigned a record

and others were provided with a social typification by

which to perceive and evaluate him. The label provided
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interaction partners of the NPO with a formally processed

and legitimized conceptual category with which to organize

and interpret the actions of the offender.

Most of the respondents confronted this process

upon their first visible adult offense and formal convic-

tion. For a few, this offense resulted in incarceration;

but, more often, the offender was placed on probation.

Although objectively these dispositions were not severe,

the label's impact on the indivdual was very significant.

For example, the respondents stated that due to their

identity as known offenders, they were often denied the

major conventional route for the acquisition of material

rewards and resources. That is, the respondents believed

that they were denied subjectively rewarding conventional

employment primarily on the basis of their criminal social

identities.

At first, I tried walking around
town hunting a job. On every one
I was turned down because of my
record

.

After being refused these opportunities several times, the

individual developed a personal sense of the workings of

the label given to him by others.

I told him (an employer), "If
you ain't got the job open, why
ask for someone?" I don't need
no lame excuse, they don't want
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me because I been busted. I'm
an ex-con .

1

The respondents also stated that there were numerous less

formal interpersonal problems associated with "having a

record." Their chances for comfortable interactions and

relationships within normal social circles were damaged by

their awareness of the use of the criminal label by others

within these groups. As a known offender, the respondent

felt that he was defined as essentially evil, or sick, and

that he was reacted to with an attitude of mistrust and

fear. Conventional others expected and demanded that the

o
once-convicted offender be consistently criminal. These

perceived attitudes further estranged the individual from

bonds to the conventional world.

Labeling, the Aura of Mistrust

The respondents in this study indicated that most

often the social identity as a deviant was applied to them

through nonverbal channels of communication. They ex-

perienced this message as one of extreme mistrust which

further alienated them from conformity. They felt that

conventional others were untrusting and fearful that, as a

criminal, they might suddenly revert to their preferred

form of activity. In fact, even attempts at conformity

Similar findings concerning the labeled offender's employ-
ment difficulties have been previously published by Glaser
(1964), Schwartz and Skolnick (1962), and Stebbins (1971).

8
Stebbins (1971) and Shaw (1930) have both published
similar findings on this point.
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were often interpreted by others as merely a "con-game"

perpetuated by the labeled criminal for ulterior motives

(see also Matza, 1969:174-175). The respondents perceived

that minor errors or shortcomings were seen by others as

revealing their true nature. The perceived presence of

this underlying alienative mood of fear and mistrust within

the life-world of the respondents was consistently mentioned

during the interviews.

The majority of people say, "He's an
ex-convict, he's mean." Because you
survived through a prison. So the
general attitude of the convict is
that he's supposed to be tough, he's
no good.

They won't trust you, they won't
give you a chance to pull anything
on them. Because they're always
on their toes when they're around
you. They try not to act like it,
but you, you can sense it. They
are scared of you.

I mean people talk about you, like
they would always say, "You better
not lay nothing down in front of
him, he'll steal it." This is

the way people in the neighborhood
would look at it.

The perceived expression of mistrust and fear by

others revealed to the respondents thatothers considered

them to be aliens, deviants; and therefore, others did not

wish to provide them with normal access to conventional

circles. These reactions effectively weaken or break the

individual's already meager ties to the social order. He

believes that he has become a different type of person in
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the eyes, of conventi onal others and, thereby, is alienated

from normal rounds of life. These experiences of the

respondents are well illustrated by the following statement

from Erikson (1962:198).

We are still apt to visualize deviant
behavior as the product of a deep-seated
characterological strain in the person
who enacts it, . . .we are still apt
to treat that person as if his whole
being was somehow implicated. . . .

Yet the respondents clearly did not accept this public

conception of their own being.

Society looks at you different,
once you been in prison, they
consider you as a criminal, they
consider you no good. This is

something that makes you feel
kind of bad. You never do accept
it , they're wrong because I

hadn't stole from just anybody.
I hadn't really stole that much
anyhow. I, as far as criminal
records, mine was not that bad
(emphasi s mi ne)

.

Still, regardless of the respondent's inner aspirations

and personal identity, societal reaction to deviance,

as perceived by the individual, isolated him from al-

ternatives and controlling restraints w.ithin the conven-

tional social world. The label and its effects operated

to drive the respondents deeper into a career pattern of

property offenses.

These people form an opinion
of me and they never see me.

They really can't tell what I

might do or what I'm capable
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of doing. They know that I

had been in trouble, they would
look at you from a different
point of view, you was a criminal.
You had a record, and they would
take that under consideration.
They would look at you and say,
"He went to jail for stealing,"
and they feel like I might do
something to them. ]_ didn't
think of mysel f as a_ criminal .

I didn't stamp mysel f as one .

So you don't get the job, or
you can't get yourself established
or nothing like the other men.
The thing is people don ' t 1 ook
at what you gonna do , they 1 ook
at what you done done and
i t makes i t hard on you fe m p h a s i s

mi ne) .

The label was not simply interpersonal; it was

also strongly reinforced by the action of the authorized

agents of the state. The criminal justice system continued

to define the respondents as persons to be treated with

suspicion. The mistrust of legal agents advanced deviant

expectations and increased the respondent's distance from

the conventional world. This process occurred most

obviously and most often in increasingly frequent en-

counters with the police and courts.

To the police, the respondents were known criminals

and thus were "suspects." Their legal status as suspects

was clearly recognized by all of the men interviewed:

I know I could get a great deal
of time easy, because I'm familiar
with crime. If we're around a

place that been broken into, the
police gonna say, "Two ex-cons,
take them down and check them out."
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It's sort of like a hassle all the
time, and then it gets to the place
where they know you, they know you
by face. So now they'll pick you
up just cause of your record.

To these respondents, the suspect position was indicative

of the conventional world's fundamental mistrust.

The police don't like you at all.
If you done time, I guess they just
feel that you're always gonna be
out there doing sutff, breaking into
places and like that. I really be-
lieve they're down on the ex-convict.
Once they find out you get a record,
they'll get you. You don't do
time and forget it, it don't
work that way with cops.

Primarily, these meanings were communicated to the individ-

ual through continual contact with the agents of law enforce-

ment.

The respondents often defended themselves against

the moral implications of these perceived hassles through

the development of an attitude of resentment toward the law

and its agents. This resulted in further isolation from the

standards of the conventional order.

The way law enforcement itself
treated us; it, the law, those
guys will pick you up on sus-
picion. You don't get that sus-
picion off you. They will find
something if they have to go on
an unsol ved case

.

The police didn't like me. They
hassled me, trying to get me for
something else so they could, wouldn't
have me around. I'd always see a

cop car somewhere, or following
m e . There was a 1 ways someone ther e
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and that woul d ma ke me uneasy, a_nd
damn mad at them a 1

l~
Temp~hasi s mi n e )

.

Resentment toward the law was justified by an increased

perception of a gap between the ideal and the real operation

of justice. Particularly disturbing to the respondents in

this study was the commonplace practice of plea-bargaining. 9

Ironically, although the offender often wins in objective

terms by these negotiations (see Newman, 1956, Sudnow,

1965); subjectively, he feels that the negotiations function

for, and are a convenience to the courts. Moreover, the

respondents are sensitive to the negotiations as an in-

formal means of evading true due process.

And actually I did what I did, and
won. I don't deny that, but if the
laws are set down for me to follow,
they should follow them too.

The state just told me, "Either
pick a jury or cop-out." I

couldn't go to no jury, I didn't
have the necessary funds for the
jury for one thing. The lawyer
made me see it his way and I go
for it, simply because I don't
have no other choice.

Through their courtroom experiences, some of the

respondents also perceived the public defender as a

"double agent" who works for the system and against his

client (see also Blumberg, 1967:115).

For discussions of the practice of plea-bargaining in
contemporary court systems, see Blumberg (1967) and
Newman (1956:1966).
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To me if you break a public defender
down into a definition, from what
I've seen of them, the experience I

had with them, I know one thing,
they are an officer of the court,
they're appointed by the court to
represent you and there's the old
saying, "You can't serve two mas-
ters." Now the public defender, to
me, he's in a moral no-man's land
because he cannot represent his
client and still be part of the
court system itself. You go into
court, the court is the enemy. And
you got a man on the enemy's side
representing you.

Even the judge communicated suspicion and mistrust to the

respondents by overtly basing his sentencing decisions on

the offender's record as a criminal. In general, the

respondents felt that they were reacted to by the judge

and the other members of the court according to their

social identities as criminals.

He sees your record, and loses any
hope for you. They put you away
because you are considered as a

criminal, habitual offender. You
will always break the law. You
are a menace to society, also a

threat to society. So they put
you away.

They say your juvenile record
doesn't hurt you, but before
that time I'd never been con-
victed of a felony. What I was
told everytime I went to court,
they said: "Well, this ain't
gonna hurt your record, you are
a juvenile, you're not responsible
for yourself." But then I come
up to felony court, they say:
"Oh, these are felonies, it don't
make no difference whether you
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you was 12 years old." So its
sentenced on your past.

The respondents also defined disparities in sentencing deci

sions as an indication of the injustices and hypocrisy of

the contemporary court's emphasis on the individualization

of justice.

The courts is the most unfair
system in the world. I come
in here for armed robbery. I

didn't hurt a soul, I put a

man in fear of his life. There's
guys get life for armed robbery,
I got 20, some guys there got 5.

These contacts with the criminal justice system eventually

created a bitter resentment within the individual who

consequently was more and more removed from the controls

of the conventional society. The legal code loses much

of its controlling force for the actor as be becomes in-

creasingly convinced of the duplicity of the "system."

He experiences a growing sense of resentment and anger

towards criminal justice and imposes more distance between

himself and the conventional social order (see also Irwin,

1970:50-60).

I don't believe in the law.
One thing, its money, I don't
have enough money to have a

sufficient lawyer.

The sense of injustice referred to here seems most
destructive of the element of the social bond that
Hirschi (1969) has called "belief."
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No I didn't try to do something
out of my way to get in trouble,
but I don't do anything when it
comes to cooperating with the
police or legal officials. I

don't want no part of it.

Societal Reaction and Secondary Deviance

The data collected in this research suggest that

societal reactionism is the theory that best explains the

typical NPO's progress into continuation. It is apparent

that the perception of the formal reactions of the legiti-

mate agents of social control were most frequently the

producers of the NPO's patterning of property crimes.

The explanatory agents stressed by other schools of

theoretical criminology were not significant in the ca-

reers of the respondents. There is no real evidence that

the respondents were positively committed to deviance. The

NPO had not internalized deviant values. Further, there is

no indication of the oft-mentioned causal force of criminal

identities. To the contrary, the respondents over-

whelmingly did not conceive of themselves as criminals.

Again, only the emphasis on the effects- of association and

their provision of some social psychological support for

the respondents was found to be important in the career

development of the typical NPO.

The stage of continuation in the career of the NPO

is most adequately explained through the major thesis of

labeling theory--the stigma of being a known criminal.
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As Matza (1969:195-196) suggests, the NPO feels that he is

defined by many others as the "collective representation of

theft." However, contrary to many popular interpretations

of the effects of labeling, it is not the personal

identity of the actor that is changed by labeling. Rather,

it is his social identi ty and social situation that are

altered. The data reported here suggest that societal

reactionists should place less emphasis on changes in the

self of the labeled individual and place more stress on

the perceived reactions of others to the offender as he

enters normal social circles. This area was recognized by

Lemert (1951:93) as the process of "soci al i sol ation " and by

Matza (1969) and Becker (1963) as "exclusion."

Treat i ng a_ person as though he
were generally rather than
specifically deviant produces
a self-fulfilling prophecy. . . .

One tends to be cut-off, after
being identified as a deviant,
from participation in more
conventional groupings (Becker,
1963:34).

Thus, both formal and informal forms of societal

reaction function to lead the NPO to avoid normal social

circles and to become isolated from ties to the conventional

moral and legal order. As a response to the isolating

As shall be seen, the effects of labeling are complex
Some NPO's were both deterred by this process and, at
the same time, they were led into further crime by the
negative effects of labeling.
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effects of labeling, the NPO may drift into unconventional,

and perhaps criminal, circles and behaviors. He often

responds to his perceived exclusion from conventional

groups by attaining his aspirations illegitimately. In

other words, these findings indicate that the labeling

process created continued criminal behavior by amplifying

the uncontrolled situation of the NPO. His already weak

bonds to the conventional world were not able to with-

stand the impact of the stigma of "having a record." Al-

though he still experienced common desires for goods, a

meaningfully rewarding standard of living, and a necessary

degree of self-esteem and respect, now the NPO has been

pushed further from ties that might bind him to conven-

tional behaviors.

Additionally, the NPO is often penalized through

his stigma for attempting to enter conventional circles

and to use conventional routes to desired ends. The

individual then often decides to continue in crime. The

process of labeling has provided the NPO with negative

reasons for entering the continuation stage of a criminal

career.

Being relatively unskilled in criminal lines of

action, the NPO is often apprehended and convicted of

offenses. Hence, he frequently experiences imprisonment.

As we shall see in the next chapter, the prison experience

is in many ways the exemplar of the labeling process.
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Because of the significance of the NPO's prison experience

for both his career development and career abandonment, it

is to be considered as a separate phenomenon.



CHAPTER 5

INCARCERATION: THE ARCHETYPE OF
LABELING AND ITS EFFECTS

Introduction

The impact of negative societal reaction on the

self-image and life-world of the typical NPO is most

clearly understood through a description of the offender's

prison experiences. Prison is a primary contingency within

the career of the NPO. It is society's most dramatic means

of reaction to the criminal offender.

The data produced in the interviews conducted in

this study indicate that imprisonment effectively removes

the of fender--both physically and socially— from the con-

ventional world. However, paradoxically, it may also cause

the NPO to recognize his deteriorating social position and

attempt to change his status. At the same time, it may deny

him real means and opportunities for exiting from his crimi-

nal career. Prison is both a motive to continue in and a

motive for attempts at exiting from patterned criminal

behavior.

...felons grapple for alternative life
styles and some find them. Usually,
however, they do not succeed in them.
Often this represents a failure on the
part of the official agents whose policies
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and acts usher felons along the criminal
or deviant path rather than opening up
acceptable alternatives for them (Irwin,
1970:2).

It is the dual nature of the prison experience and more

generally of the labeling process that will be the guide

for the discussions in this chapter concerning the impact

of imprisonment on the career development of the typical

NPO.

These data also incicate that several specific

aspects of the prison world as experienced by the respon-

dents were significant variables that influenced the evolu

tion of their criminal careers. Within the context of the

prison, the NPO's life-world underwent some significant

changes. The life -wo rid of the incarcerated NPO centered

around his social i denti ty as a criminal, the personal

deprivations of the abnormally insecure prison round of

life, and the struggle of the individual to repudiate the

identi ty- impl i cati ons of being incarcerated. Equally im-

portant to this new situation were the NPO's consciousness

of time and his personal identi ty as a noncriminal. The

Throughout this study I make. an important distinction be-
tween the actor's personal and social identity. This dis-
tinction is derived from Lai ng , Phi 1 1 i pson and Lee's (1966:
3-11) discussion of the significance of "metaperspecti ves " on
one's conception of his own self; social identity is the in-
dividual's "meta-i denti ty" composed of hi s vi ew of others ' view
of his self. Social identity is a sociological parallel to
the existentialist's term "bei ng-f or-others " (Sartre, 1953).
Hawkins and Tiedeman (1974:243) have recently defined
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respondents further described the prison life-world as

fundamentally disorganized and unorthodox.

Because exiting most often occurred as a direct or

indirect response to the prison experience, an understanding

of this experience from the point of veiw of the respondents

will provide a base for the consideration of exiting itself.

Therefore, this chapter describes and theoretically inter-

prets the prison experience of the typical NPO.

The Prison World

The Personal Deprivations of Incarceration

Sykes (1958: 63-84) has argued that the experience

of imprisonment is pervaded by five "pains:" the depriva-

tion of liberty, goods and services, heterosexual relation-

ships, autonomy, and security. The men interviewed for

this study generally concurred with this description of the

prison world. The loss of liberty, autonomy, and security

were of special interest to my respondents. Additionally,

the awareness that others defined them in a negative manner

was consistently mentioned by the respondents as a psycho-

logical deprivation.

social identity as the "...identity imputed by an audience
to the actor." The concept is indicative of more depth and
intensity than mere social status. As used here, it refers
to the imputation of identity that occurs within the label-
ing process.
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The prison world is set apart by formidable walls

between the institution and the "outside" social world.

The loss of personal liberty symbolized by these walls was

actually experienced by the respondents as a loss of con-

tact with significant others in the outside world. The

respondents entered the prison prepared to have their free-

dom for physical mobility severely limited, but they were

not wel

1

-prepared for the emotional and psychological impact

of the loss of relations with important others. It was the

loss of ties with people truly cared for that the respon-

dents considered to be the most meaningful definition of

the lost freedom and liberties of incarceration.

They taken (sic) me away from my family,
deprived me of my freedom. I got a new
family. More than anything in the
world, I'd like to be there.

The state mostly has deprived me of my
family, I don't like that. That don't
make me feel good.

Man come here and they keep him from
his family, the main thing is his
family. If you don't have a family,
you have someone out there that you
care about, and believe it or not
that bears on him.

Freedom is social as well as psychological. It was defined

by these men as the ability to be in contact with others

The family ties mentioned by the respondents were most
often one of two types. The most frequent concerns were
about members of the offender's family of procreation; some
also missed members of their family of orientation.
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of one's own choice. The loss of this social freedom was

a more meaningful deprivation to the respondents than was

the absence of physical mobility.

When a men gets to prison, he's
got his freedom taken over, you
know. A man starts thinking and
being 1 ocked up ain't that bad .

Its your f ami 1

y

, those you love ,

not the fact that you're being
locked up, the bars. Its the
fact that you ' re taken away from
the ones you love ( emph a s i s mine).

Secondly, the incarcerated offender typically loses

control over trivial, yet meaningful, aspects of his self

and his behavior. Meaningful social freedom and the more

simple elements of personal autonomy were stripped away from

the respondents by their incarceration.

The worst thing is the hassles
the majority of the time, little
things can mount up to so much.

These perceived harassments were attributed so much meaning

and felt keenly by the respondents because they occurred

with no explanation or obvious indication of their necessity,

Most of what you want is respect.
But they harass you and they don't
tell you why. You don't get an ex-
planation, you can't understand.

The respondents interpretation of such official practices

led to the feeling that. they were "defined as non-persons.

Because they were nonpersons, explanations of accounts were

not considered necessary. In this setting, the offenders

lost a large portion of their self-respect. (See also,

Sykes, 1958:73-76).
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It's not really malicious harassment or
anything like that. It's just little
technical things. Just little things
such as not being clean shaven when
you go into chow line. You look the
wrong way, you do this or that and
so on.

Prison is for childs. For instance,
you come in the chow hall in the
morning and you stand in line, this
guard comes up and he gets right up
in your face to see that you didn't
miss a wisker. He's all in your
face, ordering you to button your
shirt, cut your sideburns. That
stuff makes me mad. In the chow
hall, you're sitting there eating
and there's a guy walking around,
he'll stand over the table and he's
looking all in your plate and stuff.
They treat you like you're a piece
of shit or something. It makes my
bl ood boil.

The forced dependence on the institution that was

experienced by these men and the related lack of self-

mastery and social freedom introduced the respondents to a

new meaning-world that was to be largely a negative expe-

rience. Within the prison world, the respondents felt

"hassled" and coerced into a child-like dependence on the

3
prison and its staff. At the same time, they felt that

they were consistently marked by their social i denti ty as

"outcasts." That is, the individual believed that he had

The demeaning nature of this new position is all the more
severe due to the obvious low community status attributed
to the guards that exert this power over the individual.
As one respondent states: "These people are dumb, ignorant
slobs who can get no other job. And he's supposed to re-
habilitate me, this guy's supposed to make an impression on
me."
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been officially redefined by society and its agents as one

who was rejected and could no longer be accorded trust,

self-control, or even membership within the conventional

world (see also Sykes, 1958:62). He was treated as if he

were a child whose personal responsibility could not be

taken for granted.

They treat you like you in a boy's
school. You no longer considered
as being a man. Now that I've
committed a crime, I got incarcerated,
I don't get no respect.

The man wants to be treated like a

man, but its not that way at all.
You're treated like you are some
school-age child.

Nobody likes that, I didn't like
being under the gun, or being
forced or told what to do. I'd
rather to have a man come up and
ask me to do something or other.
You don't have no freedom.

Not only did the respondents feel they were ascribed the

position and rights of a child while they were in prison,

they also felt defined and treated as less than normal

children. Individually, they felt they were seen as a

man-child infected with pervasive criminality and multiple

maladjustments. In broad terms, the respondents came to

believe that they were identified, or labeled, as objects

of moral condemnation.

The guards figure you done something
bad against society, so you just a

plain criminal in their eyes.

In other words, they would think you
has an "attitude." In the meantime
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it wouldn't be you had an "attitude,"
it would be the guards have an "attitude,"
and they form an opinion that you have
an "atti tude . "^

Although the respondents related that they were consistently

reacted to on the basis of a soci al identity as criminal ,

most of them remained unconvinced of the validity of this

judgment. The existence of this offered role was painfully

apparent to them, but it was not accepted as bona fide. In

fact, their treatment by the prison staff was usually con-

sidered unreasonably harsh.

They treat you like you was an animal,
they're not here to give no help, they

don't give a good goddamn whether you
change or not. And they're gonna do

their best to make you worser than you

are. All they do is aggravate you.

They look at you like you was a piece
of shit.

I don't think I am a criminal. Oh,

I know I've been convicted and they
thinks a felony is, makes a criminal.

The withholding of normal respectful self-definitions from

the respondents was perceived as being correlated with the

general abnormality of the prison as a social environment.

4
This inmate uses the word, "attitude" in two distinctly

unique fashions. In reference to himself and other inmates

it means a negative or deviant personal identity. But when

related to the guards, "attitude" is better defined as a

perspective that defined inmates as bad or evil persons.

5
The distinctiveness of life inside the prison is sym-

bolized by the argot terms, "free world" and "free man"

that inmates use to contrast life outside the institution

with life "inside."
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Inside the prison, the respondents felt that they were

constantly being "tested" or otherwise involved with in-

mates or guards in potentially violent incidents. Because

the prison world possesses no real personal security, it

was experienced as a social reality infested by the tense

emotions of fear and unpredictability. The anxiety and in-

securities of this world further degrade the individual's

perceived self-worth. "Inside," normal degrees of security

against interpersonal and collective violence could no

longer be taken for granted. The life-world of the re-

spondents became pervaded by tension and fear, and for some,

terror.

The people that I was surrounded with,
that includes the officers too, their
was a thickness there. You just knew
that if the inmate didn't get you, the
officers would.

Well, you're in here in prison and you're
scared to death the whole time you're in
here. Every human being on that yard out
there is scared because you never know what
to expect . You don't know if some guy is
gonna walk up and stick a knife in your
back, or if a riots gonna break out. You
don't know if the guards are gonna lock
you up in five minutes. There's always
fear on that compound (emphasis mine).

This tension was heightened by racial prejudices and fears,

and by sexual hostilities.

Sykes (1958:78) also discovered that the uncertainties
of prison life were defined as an "ego threat" by the in-
mates forced to live in the potentially violent atmosphere
of the prison.
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They sent some kids here. Its about
70-80 percent niggers, and I don't
mean black people; I mean niggers. And
they're nothing but animals. It was
pure racial shit all the time.

They moved him over there and he
got raped, gang-banged, two or
three time. They got this little
kid, they beat his ass down there
and raped him.

Accompanying the lack of normal ranges of personal security

and social order was the respondents' dismay over contact

with other inmates who had been convicted of violent crimes,

These offenses were defined as personally repulsive by the

men interviewed for this study. In short, in prison the

respondents were forced into a social circle in which they

had to interact with others whom they had labeled as "real"

deviants.

It was the first time I ever go
into a place where I've come in
contact with people that were in

for rape, murder, and so forth.
And I seen several beatings, seen
several rapes. And to me, it was
one of the worst experiences I've
ever had.

The Meaning of Incarceration

The prison world--the lack of freedom and autonomy,

the insecurity, and the tension--are indicative of the two

most significant meanings within the respondents' prison

experiences. One of these meanings is the obvious ab-

normality of prison as a social world; the other is their

own position as abnormal individuals cast into that world.
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The abnormality of the prison as a social world was clearly

evident to the respondents. Their life-world had become

1 ess than normal ; they could no longer assume a reciprocity

of perspectives with normal others. They now existed in a

primitive, irregular social context that was physically and

symbolically isolated from conventional life.

I feel like I belong outside, I

don't feel like I belong in the
joint. I just, out there is

home, this ain't my home.

This joint ain't normal everyday,
that's a whole new society.
You're cut-off from the free world.
Inside them fences, man, you got a

new world. This is all completely
different. This ain't the same
society as the straight one. This
is two different societies. Prison
is a savage, primitive type society.

The unnatural ness of the prison world for the respondents

is illustrated in the manner in which they see time as

proceeding. Prison, as a unique life-world, contains a

novel flow of time. The respondents related that when

imprisoned they could no longer take the passage of time

for granted; instead, they had to struggle to find an

acceptable way to "build time." Time had become a burden

to be lived through, rather than a resource to be used

and profited from. Time could be done easily or with

great difficulty, but it nevertheless passed more slowly

and jerkily than is normal on the "outside." The strange

For instance, to be given "extra time" in prison is a

punishment, while on the outside a gift such as "extra
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structure of their internal time-consciousness further

revealed to the respondents the fundamental abnormality of

the prison world.

Imprisonment forced the respondents to inhabit a

social world in which they were defined by almost all other

members of the same social context as criminals. Still,

they reacted to this situation by struggling to continue to

consider themselves as non-criminal beings. Thus, a fight

for psychological security was added to the struggle for
o

physical survival. The general abnormality of the prison

world was perceived by the individual as an attack on his

conception of himself as a normal noncriminal social

actor (Sykes, 1958:79).

A prison is a, when a man is locked
behind closed doors its a yery cold
and lonely feeling that you get deep
inside. And it really tears you apart.
Get to thinking, you hear them doors
lock, look around, you don't see nothing
but walls, bars. It's really a cold
place, you're now seen as a real
animal , a convict.

The Repudiation of the Label

Often, indeed more often than previously assumed by

many, the imprisoned actor continues to reject the label of

time" most often would be defined as pleasing and re-
warding.
o

As shall be described later, the outcome of this struggle
is variable and problematic.
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being a criminal. That is, the findings of this study

indicate that the respondents did not come to conceive of

gthemselves as true deviants. Yet, at the same time, their

native confidence in their own status as substantially nor-

mal beings was often weakened by the experience of im-

prisonment. The individual began to question his normality

and moral worth, thereby increasingly alienating himself

from normal rounds of life and the controls therein. Yet,

it is a tribute to the power of the assumed normality of

one's self that most of the respondents firmly refused to

accept the label. Generally, to himself, the actor remains

a noncriminal. He may have lost his natural acceptance of

his own normality, but he had not been convinced of any

fundamental criminality in his character. The individual

becomes confused and uncomfortably aware of the transciency

of his social i denti ty and becomes more definitely cogni-

zant of his position between social worlds (see also Irwin,

1970:80).

The refusal to accept the label was accomplished by

the respondents through the use of several interpersonal

techniques. The most common of these skills are

There is some relevance here of Goffman's (1961b) discus-
sion of "role distance."

These techniques are similar in both form and content
to what Goffman (1961a) has called "secondary adjustments.
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described below as "picking one's group," "rejection of

the rejectors," identity apathy, and "playing the game well.

These styles of defensive adaptation to the degrading and

stigmatizing impact of incarceration were clearly evident

in the comments of the respondents concerning their prison

experiences.

"Picking one's group" is a defense against the

labeling process that functions by including the individual

in an intimate primary-type social group that supports its

members' conventional identities. These groups are clearly

distinct from the more criminalistic cliques within the

prison. ' Often these cliques were defined as the principal

anchor for the conventional personal identity of the re-

spondents who remained within the cohesive boundaries of

the group.

In the joints, you gonna find some of
everybody on the streets, you get all
types of people. So what you gotta
do is just pick your company. You
pick your people to be with, you can't
be messing with everyone. Some guys
will lead you to trouble. The-re's
all kind of charges here, you name it
and they are here. They got friendly
people here. People, I don't think
should be here. To be in theirpres-
ence, talk with them, they don't seem
like criminals. So you just try to
pick them to talk with on your own
level. You got all levels of people
here.

11
See Clemmer (1940) for the original discussion of the

import of primary cliques inside a prison
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The majority of ones I be around with
feels like they want to be straight.
I don't talk with those that don't
wanna go straight, they looking for
trouble. I'm, we ain't no hard-down
cri mi nal s

.

Some respondents defended their self-concepts by

rejecting the agents who were trying to apply the label to

them. This process has been noticed several times in

previous descriptions of adaptations to total institutions

(see, for example, Sykes, 1958; Goffman, 1961a). It refers

to the inmates' rejection of the tag of criminality by

directly denying the authority of those perceived as apply-

1 2
ing the label. This rejection is built upon the indivi-

duals perception of the injustice and hypocrisy of the

criminal justice system. The specific forms of this tech-

nique encountered among the present respondents ranged from

a radical rejection similar to the stance which Goffman

(1961a) calls "intransigence" to less extreme opposition

communicated through frequent "bitching." The effect of

these adaptations was to psychologically strip the definers

of their moral qualifications for judging others. The

depth of this rejection often included all types of con-

ventional definers.

Believe it or not I meet better people
in prison than I have on the streets.

1 o
Otherwise described, the NPO maintains some psychological

distance between his social i denti ty as a criminal and his
personal i denti ty as conventional and noncriminal.
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At least, one thing, the people I

know in here are honest with each
other, to a stronger degree than
on the streets. The only thing I

ever got out of people on the
streets is, if you don't act like
them, you are no good.

So-called righteous community and all
those God-fearing people in society,
Bullshit! People on the streets, so-
called Christians, they'll stab each
other in the back for the god-almighty
dollar. People I'm with in the joint
just try to stay together and help
each other. And I've seen more of it
in the joint than I have on the street.

Thus, the individual disallowed the qualifications of the

system's agents and redistributed moral authority. The

moral authority of the labelers was considered to be

illegitimate, and the tag was rejected along with its source

Another interactional skill used by many of the

respondents in order to effect self-defense against the

stigma of incarceration was the technique which I refer to

1 4
as identity apathy. In identity apathy, the individual

withholds his identity from being an object of concern

within his present situation. The men themselves referred

to this process as the adoption of a "give a shit attitude"

toward self, others, and one's actions. This technique was

often supplemented and highlighted by a belief in the

Goffman (1961a) has discussed a similar technique for
"making out" within total institutions. He calls this
technique "situational withdrawal."
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absurdity of prison life and a related perception of the

sanctimoniousness of conventional standard bearers.

These so-called righteous society
members can all go to hell. They
are sick and they're supposed to
be reforming me. Boy, these are
some ignorant people, it's ridiculous!

I try to be straight and no "jitterbug."
If these people give me half a chance,
I'll take it. But, if not, no use in
me going and beat my brains out, trying
to do something I can't do. Hell with
them.

I just held off, didn't worry. If any
man got any self-respect for his self,
regardless of what another person think,
he always gonna think highly of himself.
There ain't nothing you can do with them,
got to accept that.

Perhaps the most significant self-defense resource mentioned

by the respondents was the technique of "playing the game

well." ' In playing the game according to institutional

expectations, the individual attempts to use the resources

available in prison to reconvince himself and others of

15„
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the fundamental conventionality of his character and thereby

deny the validity of the institutionally imposed criminal

label. Most often, the resources used included therapy ses-

sions, self-help groups, nonvi s i bi 1 i ty or "s

1

iding by," and

impression-management or "being con-wise." Most often,

rehabilitation programs were used by the respondents to

impress representatives of the conventional world that one

would conform if released from the institution. In other

words, although he has never defined himself as a real

criminal, the actor decides to play the game by seeming to

accept the label and then outlining external routes for

bringing about'a fictitious change in his fundamental self.

One example of this technique that was commonly shared by

many respondents was the use of Alcoholics Anonymous and

other drug abuse programs by nonaddicted inmates in order

to impress parole boards and other staff with the indivi-

dual's personal reform. The inmate "conned" the system by

participating in whatever programs were available in order

1 8
to publically announce his reform.

Sometimes educational and vocational training programs
were used to gather some gain from the prison situation.
A few respondents also indicated that they attended and
benefited from pragmatically-oriented counseling programs

1 g
As we will see in Chapter 6, "playing the game" may

extend into the NPO's post-release situation. Even after
release from the prison, institutional programs can help
to publicly certify the NPO's "reform."
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Sure I'm con- wise. I make them
think I've just now straightened
up. This is a good trait and it
got me out of prison two or three
times. You got to be smart. I

couldn't come into the penitentiary
shouting that I'm not a criminal
and get out. Because people gonna
think, "He's trying to con somebody."
So I go to school, show them my whole
attitude has changed. You see my ob-
jective is to achieve a parole as
soon as possible, to get back to nor-
mal.' 9

Sure they got programs to help you
here, but its, most people get into
them account of it looks good when
you see the parole man. He see that
you're in the program, they don't
know that you ain't getting nothing
out of it. They think you are
changed .

In sum, through several behavioral techniques and

strategies, the respondents often successfully refused the

label of being a criminal that comes with incarceration.

Although they had been assigned the identity of a criminal

by others, the respondents most often constructed a more

conventional personal identity .

The Criminal and Conventional Aspects
of the Prison World

The process of formal labeling did have some

significant effects on the career development of the

1 9
The different definitions of "conning" by the staff and

the respondent in this statement reveals an interesting
misunderstanding. This respondent had described a "triple
con" wherein the inmate fools the staff member who is ex-
pecting a more ordinary version of conning the system.
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respondents interviewed for this study. These effects

should be described before we proceed further in the study

of the career of the NPO. That is, in order to understand

exiting, one should know what it is that leads up to the

abandonment of criminal behavior.

As we have seen, the respondents believed that they

were publicly defined as criminals. This belief increased

their isolation from restraining ties to normal social

circles by rewarding them for using the criminal role to

order the social context of the prison. These men are well

described as adult "drifters" who live in neither the de-

viant nor the conventional world and who possess a clear

realization of the oddity of their situation. Similar to

his juvenole counterpart described by Matza (1964), the

adult "drifter" is essentially of two minds. He inhabits

a life-world that includes elements of both the criminal and

the conventional world view.

Labeling did result in increased isolation from

conventional places and others for these men. At one

extreme, some respondents were pushed to use the criminal

role and image as a means of adapting to the prison world.

The individual's criminal self efficiently ordered and made

inhabitable the criminal world into which he drifted. As

the key stone of a criminalistic life-world, this identity

made some sensible order out of the prison, and larger,

criminal world. While securely inside the institution, the
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respondent's social identity as a criminal became the base

of a constructed reality or life-world whose relevance was

2

1

limited to the prison context. He employed this public

identity essentially to gain admission to the available

affiliational groups that were perceived as being able to

bring some security and i ntersubjecti vi ty to the dis-

organized tensions and abnormalities of the prison situa-

tion. The respondents thus gained an intersub jecti ve

community through inmate groups and the security of the

traditional standards of "do your own time" and "don't

squeal to the man" (Sykes, 1958). As one respondent

described the cohesion of these groups:

We tend to stick together, when
the man come back with that
bull ship we al

1

have something
to say.

Another result of the criminal role was that the

individuals were introduced to the criminal world view

within prison through the learning of the techniques and

contacts of the criminal subculture of the area. They

stated that while in prison they often developed a "we-

relati onship" with other inmates in their cliques. Within

In the terminology of "the phenomenol ogi st (Schutz, 1962)

each identity is relevant to the life-world of the indi-

vidual in relation to different projects of action. For

the NPO's in this study, the course of incarceration re-

presented at least three different projects of action.
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these groups, the inmates shared a reciprocity of meanings

and expectations that was recognized by them to be "un-

22orthodox." These meanings and expectations represented

a life-world that was directed toward the opposition of the

conventional world, for instance, contrary to the conven-

tional order, this new unorthodox world included within its

stock of knowledge an awareness of how to "do a crime."

However, the central element of this perspective

was the individual's personal identity as unconventional

but yet noncriminal. The actor within this context was a

"drifter," without true commitments to either side of the

moral universe. This disorganized perspective on one's

self was a fundamental result of the processes of formal

labeling. In short, the self of the respondents now in-

cluded some of both worlds; it is well described an un-

orthodox. That is, the respondents saw themselves as dif-

ferent in that they had been into "some kind of trouble,"

yet these "troubles" did not imply to the respondents that

they were fundamentally criminal.

I just consider myself as an
average person, like any other
person. But there is a difference,
I got into some troubles, I've
been in the joint.

22
"Unorthodox" is used to describe the general mood of the

NPO's life-world at this time in his career. It is simply
the mental result of the individual's realization that he

exists outside of conventional and deviant circles, and
that his is in fact odd or unusual.
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Realizing that they had broken the law, the respon-

dents consistently expressed remorse over their criminal

2 3
actions. Thus, as Matza (1964:42-44) has recognized in

the juvenile drifter, the respondents were clearly not com-

mitted to crime as a way of life.

I often think of my past,
I think of the people I've
hurt. It bothers me some.

I never did nothing that hurt
somebody else, besides taking
their property. I know they're
struggling just as hard as I

am. I always try to steal from
a business. ^

In fact, many of the respondents were quite proud of their

chosen styles of theft. For instance, they were steadfastly

nonviolent and, unlike "true criminals," they never carried

a weapon and remained nonagressive "on the job."

I prefer to take somebody else's
property but in the process of
doing this I don't wanna harm
nobody. I put my own life in
jeopardy before I put somebody
else's life in jeopardy. I don't
carry no gun, the other person
got more than me.

However, they also perceived that thi s di sti notion was usual ly

not made by others "on the street," especially the agents

23
These feelings of guilt further highlight the NPO's deci-

sion not to identify himself with his criminal biography.

24
Thus denials of injury and victims are techniques not only

for the neutralization of moral binds (Matza and Sykes ,

1957), but also for the distancing of one's criminal bio-
graphy from one's self-identity in the present.
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of social control. The respondents felt that, to most

people, they were simply criminals.

People in the streets are down on
you all the time. Least little
thing happen, police gonna come
get me for it anyway because I

lives in that area and I got a

rap sheet.

As we have seen, at this time in their careers, the

respondents' life-worlds became organized around a split-

identity. Their knowl edge-at-hand was ordered into a system

of relevancies that uniquely reflected the unorthodoxy of

the actor and his situation. The content of the respon-

dents' life- worlds was both intersubjective and inconsis-

tent. It was shared between the respondents and their

prison clique and it included both the learning of crime

and the learning of conventional conduct. For example,

the following excerpt indicates that while in prison in-

mates shared techniques for committing crimes and locating

25essential contacts.

The most thing I've learned in prison
is how to do a crime. I've learned how
to disassemble burgular alarms, how to
open safes four ways. I learned how to
steal cars, where to take them to, who
to sell them to. Where to get funny
money (counterfeit money), contacts all
over the state.

On the other hand, the NPO's life-world also made

available a conventional stock of knowledge. Even after

25
For a related discussion, see Letkemann (1973:117-137)
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formal labeling, the respondents remained in drift, outside

of both social perspectives. At the same time, the NPO's

had acquired an increased understanding of the world of the

committed criminal. From this position of general isola-

tion, the inmate who was about to be released began to

project a plan for his future. He was open to both conven-

tional and criminal considerations and alternatives. The

actor was open to crime and possessed a perspective that

could define situations along the lines of a project of

theft.

I can walk down the middle of a

street at night, just taking a

nice walk. I look at a house
and all of a sudden it hits me,
just like that, go into it. And
I usually try to follow that feel-
ing. Maybe its just something that
I can do

.

If I see a big piece of money,
I'm, I would be tempted to take
it.

Sometime regular life don't have
no meaning for me, I don't have
no reason not to steal and plenty
of reason why.

Conversely, the respondents were also open to "going

straight." They consciously considered returning to a

generally conventional life.

I'M just like any other person,
looking for stuff like settling
down, having me an old lady,
couple of kids. All I wants is

a little freedom. I don't care
about no hell of a lot of money.
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I believed that if I got half
the chance, I'd make good. I

ain't lazy, if I can get a decent
job that I like to do, I would
straighten up.

The respondents indicated that they saw themselves as es-

sentially normal actors, with normal desires for a conven-

tional styl e of life.

Us, we don't forget the way we
was raised, what you was raised
up to you don't forget it. You
might not always follow through
with it, but you don't forget it.
You like the outside world better
than this inside world.

Thus, although the perception of labeling was

effective in confusing the respondents and in some cases

pushing the imprisoned offender into some use of the

criminal role, it was not completely decisive. The re-

spondents also conceived plans for exiting from their

criminal careers. It was the decision concerning which set

of relevancies and which identity that the respondents

attempted to actualize upon release from incarceration that

determined further career development. This decision will

be the topic of concern in the following chapters of this

study .

Summary

These findings concerning the prison experiences

of the respondents are strongly supportive of societal

reaction theory. In effect, they outline a labeling process
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that functions to further destroy the NPO's already weak

ties to the conventional social order. The NPO feels that

he is stigmatized and excluded from normal social

groups. This process, as we shall see, makes conventional

behaviors that are of subjective worth to the NPO seem im-

9 c

possibly difficult to perform successfully.

Control theorists argue that criminal acts occur,

"... when an individual's bond to society is weak or broken"

(Hirschi, 1969:16). This was the case within the histories

of our respondents. In describing the continuation stage

of the NPO's criminal career, we again found little evi-

dence to support deterministic criminology. Only the pos-

sible acquisition of a distinct criminal worldview charac-

terized by some differential association within inmate

groups is reflective of the tenets of deterministic theory

(Sutherland, 1939). With the inclusion of this finding in

the descriptions of the societal reactionists, labeling

theory provides an excellent explanation of the continua-

tion stage of the NPO's career (see, f„or example, Becker,

1963:79-121; Matza, 1969; Stebbins, 197.1). Labeling theory

also provides the best explanation and description of the

prison experiences of the NPO. The labeling process ef-

fectively increases the isolation of the NPO from the

9 c

In only one or two of the cases collected for this study
did labeling alter the offender's fundamental self-image,
and even these incidences were clearly not permanent or
irreversible.
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controlling world of conventional behavior. Imprisonment,

as the epitome of labeling, physically and socially excludes

the NPO from normality and leads him to a new world of

heightened criminality. The individual often chooses to

adapt to the prison situation and hopes to secure some sense

of social order by using the proferred criminal identity as

the foundation for the construction of a life-world.

Incarceration and the ritual degradations of the

labeling process (Garfinkel, 1956) exclude the actor from

normal interactions with conventional others and conse-

quently further shatter his attachments, commitments, in-

volvements, and beliefs in the conventional world. As will

be seen shortly, after release from the institution, the

NPO's stigmatized position as a convicted criminal, or an

ex-convict, follows him into normal social circles (Irwin,

1970; Schwartz and Skolnick, 1962). His social identity

as a criminal closes off many taken-f or-granted alternatives

for the achievement of economic and personal goals. More

importantly perhaps, it strikes deep into his personal

i denti ty as normal and noncriminal. He believes that con-

ventional others see him as less than normal and not to be

trusted. He feels that they expect deviant behavior from

him in many normal situations. Even the legally appointed

agents of the law continue to tag him as a suspect and

anticipate that he will perform illegal activities.
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In response to this perceived societal definition

of his social and moral worth, the NPO constructs an un-

orthodox life-world that lies outside of conventionality

and outside of criminality. He inhabits the disorganized

world of the noncommi tted , part-time conformist and part-

time deviant. On this point, Irwin (1970:24) has noted:

The bulk of convicted felons pursue
a chaotic, purposeless life filled
with unskilled, careless, and
variegated criminal activity.

This is an excellent description of the life-world of the

NPO during the continuation stage of his criminal career.

The next two chapters of the study describe the

respondents' adjustments to the situation of unorthodoxy.

Chapter 6 discusses those who actualized the criminal

aspects of the prison life -wo rid. Chapter 7 concerns the

respondents who attempted to realize a conventional 1 i fe-

wer! d .



CHAPTER 6

THE SEMIPROFESSIONAL PROPERTY OFFENDER

Introduction

This chapter describes the situation of the few

respondents who altered their careers by increasing their

involvement in the criminal world and graduating into semi-

professional theft. It includes a discussion of the prob-

lems encountered by all of the respondents upon their

release from imprisonment and one theoretically important

manner of adjusting to the reentry situation. The respon-

dents discussed in this chapter differ significantly from

those to be described in Chapter 7 in that they did not

construct a project for exiting from their careers in crime.

Rather, they adjusted to reentry and the stigma of having a

criminal record by increasing thei r commi tment to theft

and the world of the criminal.

The Reentry Situation: Going Home ?

Changing Realities

Upon parole and release from prison, the respon-

dents all faced extensive difficulties in returning to the
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outside world. They had to relearn conventional styles

of behavior and adjust themselves to a new round of life.

Release into the world of conventional everyday life, for

these men, was similar to what Schutz (1962:229-234) has

called a "reality shock." That is, the individual's atti-

tude and his life-world underwent a radical transition as

he entered a social world for which his immediate past and

his most recent experiences had left him largely unprepared.

In addition, the ex-convict was often required to perform

extraordinarily well according to the ideals of this new

2
environment. To be successful within the conventional

world, the respondent had to negotiate a leap from the mood

of unorthodoxy to the now strange world of everyday living

within conventional social groups. Obviously, this situa-

tion was most problematic for the respondents.

The initial change in life-worlds was made even

more difficult due to the fact that the men themselves often

believed that they would fail to make this transition and

thus would be quickly reconvicted. Emerging from a past

in which he was consistently reminded of his fundamental

deviancy and in which he encountered many recidivists who

had failed to manage reentry, the respondent's

For a related discussion, see Irwin (1970)

Irwin (1970) has recently published an excellent descrip-
tion of the overly puritanical standards by which the
parolee is expected to live his daily life.
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self-confidence was often shaky. Although the identity-

implications of formal labeling may have been success-

fully repudiated, these reactions did create in the indi-

vidual a reflective awareness that others expected him to

fail to be normal. Old associates and new acquaintances

were perceived as directly and indirectly anticipating the

worst. The perception of such expectations influenced the

subjective deliberations of the respondents.

I know exactly what it would take
for me to go back to it. Just get
around somebody that's always edging
me, "You're used to crime." Keep
on saying that I will go back and
don't give me half the credit I de-
serve for -try i ng .

Sometimes, their consciousness was such that they expected

the worst from themselves.

Yeah, I had a feeling I would get
busted, but I didn't know how long
I could 1 ast

.

I know it's gonna be tough. There
gonna be people, a lot of people,
and things that bring back old ideas
and habits. I can't say for sure
what's gonna happen in the future.
Probably sooner or later, I is gonna
get in trouble again. People know
it and maybe I know it too.

The respondents clearly felt that people would be watching

them closely and that they would be asked to exhibit near

perfect behavioral conformity.

First thing they wanna do is

convict you because you is a

felon, you already got a record.
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So that's all they do. Maybe
you get into something, they
don't say, "Let's let this
man stay out, give him a

break, he is trying." They
give you time because you
are a repeater.

This excerpt indicates that the men believed that their

social identities as criminals denied them the right to

simple errors during the return to the outside world. If

they were to err, they would be cast out once more because

they were considered essentially criminal.

Disorganization and Insecurity during Reentry

Burdened by these difficulties, the respondent's

new world of experience was made insecure. It was dis-

oriented by the actor's own untenured place within nor-

mality. He was made self-conscious of his awaited and

expected regression into crime. The respondents indicated

that the major vehicle of this discomforting awareness was

the continued stigmatizing reactions of conventional others

They felt that these reactions were based on their past

records as criminals.

The disorganized and split-identity of these men

that was outlined earlier often led them to be unsure of

their ability to gain acceptance within normal rounds of

life. The respondents noted that they became fearful that

they would return to their "old habits." The perceived

reactions of others, then, may have brought the ex-convict
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to a mistrusting of himself. Without a strong self, many

of the respondents were unable to develop purposive plans

for returning to the conventional world. In response to

this general disorientation, a return to the familiar

world of unorthodoxy learned in prison was a relevant fac-

tor on the horizon of the reentry life-world of all the

respondents. This aspect of the respondents' life-worlds

further added to the shakiness of their position in nor-

mality by coming into their consciousness during periods of

reverie, deliberation, and reflection.

You're always on edge, you know
if you get in trouble again, even
if you're on parole or probation,
you can't do nothing wrong or you
back in the slammer.

Your criminal life is always there
to turn to. There is a tendency
to do something that's wrong, even
when you thought you had changed
it all around.

It was consistently evident throughout the inter-

views that consciousness of the stigma of a criminal record

was a major factor in the careers of the respondents. The

reentry situation further illustrates this fact. In re-

entry, the label symbolized a general expectation by

others that the ex-convict would recidivate.

Irwin (1970:117) has published similar findings concerning
the felon's inability to develop a pragmatic plan for re-
entry .
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You don't do your time and forget
it, it don't work like that. The
rules they put you on in the street,
if you stump your toe and don't warn
them, they lock you up for it. Take
you right back for almost any little
thing you do. You got a record.

This reentry situation, distinguished by the

general disorientation of the individual's perspective on

both others and self, places the individual in the social

position of a "homecomer" (Schutz, 1964). The "homecomer"

is one who returns home after a prolonged absence to dis-

cover that home has changed in a manner unlike one's self.

To the homecomer, home shows--
at least in the beginning-~an
unaccustomed face. He believes
himself to be ... a stranger
among strangers .... (Schutz,
1964:106).

The strangeness of the conventional world as perceived by

the respondents was largely due to the passage of time and

their loss of place within that world. They expected to

return to a place and a routine similar to the one they had

left several years earlier. They hoped to easily resume

old relationships and behaviors. However, during their

absence, both home and they themselves changed. The re-

spondent was now a known deviant with a criminal record

and he felt that he was no longer welcome at many places

within his "home." Further, habits, beliefs, and other

taken-f or-granted aspects of everyday conventional life

had varied with the passage of time. Consequently, due
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to stigma and the passage of time, the respondents ex-

perienced home as disorganized, lonely, and confusingly

strange. In short, home had become an alien world for

many, indeed most, of the respondents. They had lost their

place in everyday life; they now lived outside the

boundaries of the shared natural attitude of most conven-

tional actors. Common anticipations and taken-for-granted

expectancies could no longer be easily assumed by these men.

Primary groups had often dissolved, or more often, had been

reorganized without their membership.

It does change. A whole lot
of it is you. You really don't
know what to expect when you
get out. It's like people kind
of, people almost forget about
you.

You really don't know what to
expect, how to act. You don't
know how to go about things
anymore and you end up messing
up.

The securing comforts of we-relations and a reciprocity of

meanings that are characteristic of everyday life were not

readily available upon release from prison. A simple un-

complicated return home is probably impossible because home

itself must be reconstructed by the individual. Relations

with new and former significant others must be formed anew,

and the ex-convict must also strive to reformulate a place

in the conventional world as a whole.

... it really wasn't comfortable.
It was like moving back into a
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new neighborhood. You know how
everybody is, but when you leave
for a certain amount of time, you
don't know how much they've
changed. You have to start over ,

find out w here you "s t a n d and where
you stand with them~~I emphasis mine).

The passage of time on the outside and its re-

cognition by the respondents advanced their disorganization

and further called into question their normality. "Home"

and self had been altered by experiences through time.

Things that normal others were at ease with had become ripe

with disorder for the respondents. Fields of meaning had

changed with the passage of time, and like time itself,

these changes were fundamentally irreversible.

You first get out, you feel
that, I felt that I was alone.
Everything seemed strange to
me. Always felt that something
was missing. It's the time that
you ' ve been away

.

Time had been lost on the outside and during that period

conventional life had changed. The ex-convict had been

excluded from these changes, and consequently, the normal

world into which he reentered lacked recurrent meaning for

him. Thus, he remained isolated and alienated from a con-

ventional social order that he had never been able to

real ly master.

Therefore, even when released from prison, the

respondents struggled to attain a natural perspective

within the conventional world. They were forced to work
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determinedly to attain the sense of belonging that is

easily assumed by most other social actors.

I didn't have a sense of belonging.
I didn't feel, or know, where I belonged
in life or anything like that. I

didn't have any place in society and
as far as it goes I don't belong out
there in some respects. I wanna be
out there, but I got no voice in it.

The Mood of Reentry

The social difficulties of reentry were intensified

by the general mood that pervaded the reentry period. The

ex-convict NPO typically was troubled by the peculiar emo-

tional temper of his return to the outside. This mood is

understandable yet unusual. The respondents returned to

society wishing to "make up for lost time." This catch-up

mood seems to have derived from their realization that their

time in prison was not experienced in a normal manner. As

a result of incarceration, these men felt that they had

lost time on the outside. They often developed a feeling

that they owed it to themselves to perform activities

oriented toward catching up with the flow of time. The

catch-up mood that encompassed much of the reentry situa-

tion was founded on this desire to retrieve the time that

In The Felon , Irwin (1970:144) makes reference to the
convict's "catch-up ethic." Although I generally concur
with Irwin's description of this phenomena, I feel that
"mood" is a more descriptive term than "ethic."
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had been "stolen" from the individual. At the very least,

the respondents considered gaining some form of revenge

on those who took their time on the outside.

So you get to thinking about it,
and you gonna get some kind of
revenge. I done lost a whole
heap by getting this time, my
family, my home. You want to
get back on society. When he

get out then, try to get even,
catch-up on the world. That's
the attitude.

The data reveal that the most frequent manner in which the

respondents repaid society and regained some of their lost

time and experiences on the outside was simply to "live life

fully." That is, the actor strove to fill free hours with

sensual enjoyment and emotionally vital acitvities. Since

in our culture time is money, these men felt that they

could make up lost time by spending money in extremes.

Consequently, a cycle was begun. More money than normally

was available was often necessary in order to enjoy "life

fully." Thus, the respondents needed to steal in order to

have enough money to symbolically retnieve lost time:

They put you out there and you
look around you, say: "Man, I

ain't got to stay right here, I

can do what I wanna do." And
then you start remembering all
them nights you missed in all
them night clubs, all the fun
you had. You try to make up,
you don ' t real i ze you can ' t go
back (emphasis mine) .

I felt like, I was afraid X
woul d be tempted to steal some -
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something simply becaus e J_ feel
like , that they ov/e it to me
"(emphasis mi ne j .

This mood added to the perceived disorganization of the

reentry situation by raising to sel f -consci ousness , once

again, the issue of the actor's unorthodox style of life.

In sum, for the typical NPO, the long-awaited return

home to conventional life is highly disorganized and some-

what unrewarding. As we will see, the social and psycho-

logical products of this initial insecurity may lead the

actor to return to the relative comfort of the "old habits"

and old friends acquired while in prison. It is during

reentry that the released offender begins to seriously

reflect upon the social reality imposed upon him in prison

and the processes of societal reaction that function to

keep him within that reality. His past may become more

inviting than his future. Some of the respondents went no

further into the conventional world.

Becoming a Semi profess i onal

Irwin (1970) has proposed that the first months

of the felon's post-imprisonment life constitute a crucial

period for this successful reintegration into the con-

ventional world. The findings of this study support this

contention. The previous section has described some of

the major difficulties encountered by the respondents

during the reentry period. Sometimes, the actor cannot
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withstand these initial difficulties. Consequently, he

adapts to life outside the prison by relying on the life-

world and perspective acquired while in prison. This

procedure allows the individual to evade the very real

anxieties of the "homecorner .

"

In these cases, the respondent actually was not

able to develop a strong project for "going straight;"

rather, he met the anticipated disorientations of reentry

by psychologically never 1 eaving the criminal world. In

doing so, the actor's investment in, and commitment to,

deviance increased.

Simply stated, the contingencies that led to

further criminal behavior as a career choice were largely

a result of the stigmatizing reactions of others experienced

by the returning ex-convict. Societal reactions initially

induced imprisonment of the individual and thereby for-

mally introduced him to a fundamentally unorthodox world-

view. This unorthodox perspective further loosened his

already weak bond to the conventional social order. Now,

the expectations acquired through hearing about the reentry

trials of others while in prison, and the perception of the

stigmatizing attitudes and actions of conventai onal actors

to the ex-convict merely added to the individual's isola-

tion from a normal round of life. In short, the respon-

dents stated that they were left with an increased involve-

ment in deviance and the life-world of the criminal largely
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because other alternatives were closed to them. Rather

than deterring or curing these men, the formal and infor-

mal means of social control actually increased their

criminality by forcing them into the life-world of the

semi professi onal

.

The Pull of Predictability

Rather than confront the social and personal con-

sequences of fighting back in opposition to one's social

identity as a criminal, a few of the respondents decided

to take the route of least resistence by remaining in the

place that society had so clearly assigned them. The life-

world aligned around this identity had been previously

constructed while in prison. Compared with the unknown and

strange world of conventional life "on the streets," the

life-world of continuation was relatively secure and or-

ganized. Thus, in effect, these respondents chose not to

move outside of the life-world of the criminal, but to

progress within the predictable round of life and social

circles acquired in their recent pasts.

Then I lost the fear, the being
afraid of doing a crime. It's

just an everyday thing. You
don't care about getting back
into it. Just that you don't
feel like going through the
hassles no more. It's an easier
way of life.

The stock of knowledge and recipes constructed and acquired

in prison provide a stable world for the continuation of
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property offenses. The individual had developed some

primary group ties with like-minded associates and contacts

that also made the road further into crime easier to travel

than conventional alternatives. These few men experienced

the forceful pull of the social group and a predictable

round of life that is frequently acknowledged by the soci-

o 1 i g i s t

.

... the subjective meaning the
group has for its members consists
in their knowledge of a common
situation, and with it a common
system of typi f

i

cati ons and rele-
vancies. This situation ... forms
a common relative natural concep-
tion of the world. Here the indi-
vidual members are "at home," ....
(Schutz, 1962:251).

These three respondents who adapted to reentry in

this manner stated that they began to accept various forms

of theft and related deviance as part of everyday life. In

Lemert's (1951:97) terms, they were becoming "adjusted

deviants" who were adapting to their negative social

identi ti es by rationalizations and through the solidarity

and in-group cohesion of a more or less deviant social

circle. These respondents related that they experienced

this period of career- transformati on as a process of learn-

ing to become a more committed and a more efficient theft.

In short, they graduated into the career-line of the semi-

professional property offender. These men altered their

involvement in criminal activities.
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Don Gibbons (1965:104-106) has described the common

characteristics of the semi prof essi onal property offender

(SPO). Briefly, this category of criminal behavior is

similar in terms of type of offense to the NPO. However,

the offenses of the SPO are more frequent and tend to be

performed with less equivocation and more skill. Psycho-

logically, the SPO:

... sees himself as an individual
who has few alternatives to criminal
behavior and as a victim of a corrupt
society (Gibbons, 1965:104).

At this point, the respondent had become a neophyte

member of the criminal subculture in his local area, and he

was increasingly aware of his behavioral and emotional

investments in the deviant world. The life-world of the

SPO included meaning and activities that differed from both

the disorganized perspective of the NPO and the conven-

tional social order. The SPO differentially associated with

other semiprofessional criminals and these affiliations

provided him with ideological protections from negative

societal reactions. Criminal associates also introduced

the individual to skills and attitudes required of men who

wish to make a living at theft.
6

As Gibbons (1965:106)

has noted:

Throughout the remainder of the text, the abbreviation
"SPO" is used to indicate the typical semiprofessional
property offender.

For the classic description of the learning of criminal
behavior and deviant attitudes through differential
association see Sutherland and Cress ey (1966).
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The import of differential association is evident in the

remarks of the three SPO's interviewed in this research.

Come to think of it, I started
running around with a crowd who
were always doing a job. I learned
how to do, they told me how to do
it and I started from there.

I started really hanging out with
friends that was doing a lot of
jobs. It didn't seem wrong to
me then, they were a better class
of people anyhow. My kind of
peopl e

.

The findings indicate that these groups were usually small

and existed only temporarily. However, within them, mem-

bers shared an intersubjective world characterized by an

instrumental ly motivated form of trust.

I found some good dudes, that
I consider good people, some-
body you can trust. When you
are in it, you get to know
people. You can take a look
at him, be talking and the more
they talk the more you are find-
ing out about them. You learn
to spot who can be trusted, who
can't, by the way they act, the
way they talk. I've found me
some good partners .
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The life-world of the SPO's interviewed was also marked by

the approval of the use of illegal means for the acquisi-

tion of goals. The life-world of the SPO was referred to

by the men themselves as "the life."

"The Life "

The respondents characterized "the life" as being

organized around fast living, "kicks," the potentials of

crime for both rewards and punishments, and a strong mood

of personal alienation from the wider society. Theft was

chosen by these men for two significant reasons. The most

frequently mentioned "because motive" for the individual's

increased involvement with crime was the belief that most

legitimate alternatives for goal achievement were painful in

that they required the respondent to contend with the

stigmatizing effects of having a criminal record. These

respondents believed strongly that they were doomed to

failure in most conventional routes for behavior. Secondly,

their crimes were purposive in that they were performed in

order to acquire some form of meaningful, often pleasureful,

consequence. They defined theft as a fairly reasonable

gamble. In "the life," the individual gained psychological

The SPO's alienation is revealed by his conception of
conventional life as fundamentally corrupt ("Everyone has
a racket, stealing mine"). He defines himself as a "solid
character," or a "right guy." For further discussions, see
Jackson (1972).
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and material rewards by theft. These respondents achieved

thrills, excitement, and social status among their peers.

As successful thieves, they possessed self-respect and self-

esteem as individuals who were skilled at theft. Status

rewards and reactions upon which self-esteem could rest were

sought from both peers and the conventional public.

When I got out I wanted everybody
to think, "Look, he's tough." So
I went right back to the same things
I did before I went in the joint.

Some dudes, it make them feel
superior. They like to have
the money and, I guess, it's
their thing to be able to get
your money.

There is some real pleasure in

knowing you can do something
good, that not many other guys
can.

Beyond the rewards of status and self-esteem, the

respondents stated that they were rewarded by the intrinsic

pleasures and excitement of committing a criminal act (see

also Lofland, 1969:104-110). For instance, fear was de-

fined as pleasureful. It was functional in keeping the

working thief careful while he was "on 'the job."

I enjoy beating the cops. I

felt pretty good about it.

It's the best job you can have
in the world as long as you
don't get caught.

After a while you lose the fear,
being afraid. 0_r it's just you
become to like it . It's just an

everyday thing. You can be too
afraid; if I think too much about
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it, it would totally mess me up.
But I would always think of it,
to be careful. And too, I tried
not to be too careful . I guess
its sort of like being a mountain
climber (emphasis mine).

As an extreme example of the significance of the psychologi

cal rewards of "the life," one SPO-respondent told me that

he sometimes entered dwellings for the pure enjoyment of

deviating and the resulting sense of skill and power.

Sometimes I'd go into a house
and wouldn't take nothing out.
I just go in to be walking around
in the house. Now I have gone
inside a house sometime and wouldn't
touch a thing, except for the front
door. I'd go in it, go out of it.

There were also real economic rewards in this career-line.

The "big score," or the dream of acquiring large sums of

o
money by theft, was quite significant to these men. How-

ever, frequently, they sought more realistic sums only

slightly larger than those provided by conventional oc-

cupations that were closed to them as ex-convicts. These

respondents believed that theft was an easier, simpler,

and less degrading means to economic ends than the con-

ventional occupations open to them.

That life gave me plenty of
money in my pockets. I just
wanted to make me some money.

I just figured it was a good
way to make some money and I

Irwin (1970:8) has published similar research findings
on this point.
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really didn't figure I would
get caught.

I stole for the 'bread." That's
the reason I would steal, if I

needed the money. So I picked
places where I figure the money
will be.

The psychological and economic goals that these

respondents mentioned as the reason for continuing to com-

mit crimes were reinforced within the noncriminal routines

of "the life." The leisure activities of the SPO and his

associates centered around seeking excitement and "kicks."

The most frequently mentioned avenues for the achievement

of these desires for adventure were marginally deviant.

They included gambling, drinking, some use of drugs, extra-

marital sex, and general "hell raising" during repeated

nights "on the town." These activities reinforced the

individual's desires for excitement and increased his needs

for relatively large sums of money. Just living "the life"

became an important reason for theft.

I got used to spending twenty -five
to thirty dollars a night in night
clubs because I had been out stealing
it, see. And blowing it just as fast
as you can get it. Well, you start
going to these night clubs and pull
out some paycheck, "ninety-five dollars
payable to .... " You cash that, its
gone because you pay your rent, you
bought your gas for your car, you buy
a little bit of groceries, you eat a

good meal. Boom! You broke. And you
still waiting to have that fun you
want, so you rely on your old trade
and you steal some money.
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I got into checks, I was married and
for awhile I was doing pretty good.
Hell, I started messing around with
another woman. I got pretty in-
volved and I needed a lot of dough.

The respondents indicated that they could obtain

more money from less real work through theft than through

conventional forms of employment. They also perceived

\ery little actual risk involved in theft. While aware of

the legal sanctions applicable to their "trade," these men

were not usually deterred by them. They reasoned that the

chances of avoiding apprehension and conviction were good.

Further commitment to "the life" tended to lower the

deterrent power of criminal sanctions (Chambliss, 1967).

Since they had already adjusted to their identities as

criminals, these men had little to lose by further exclu-

sion from the conventional world. The stigma of conviction

was a relatively ineffectual factor in their deliberations

and anticipations. One reason for this reaction was that

the SPO's had learned to "build time" easily by organizing

prison life according to the convict code and the thief's

subculture (Irwin and Cress ey, 1962).

When I do a crime, I know to
look for, I know the consequences
if I get caught, knowing if I

get caught I'm coming back to

This excerpt indicates that, as previously noted, the
marginal deviance of the activities of "the life" creates
needs that may be satiable only by criminal or equally
deviant means. For a related description see Jackson (1972)
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prison. So really, I just ex-
clude the fact about coming back
to prison because if I do, I

know what to look for. It seems
to make it easier to come back
because you know how to do time.

I never worried about getting
caught, not in the least, these
people done all to me they can.
There's nothing else they can do.

For these reasons, the men came to define crime as a

reasonable type of action given the limited available

paths for the achievement of subjectively meaningful

goal s

.

I can do 20 or so before I will
get caught. So it becomes easier
and easier. Your actual count of
any crime you ever do it may be
half of what you get known for.
Maybe one out of ten you get caught
on. And I figured out, try to fig-
ure out, the best way I could do it,
get the most before I get caught.
So I can come out and have all the
money still. I had it planned so
I knew what I was gonna do.

"The life" of increased commitment to crime was

augmented by moods and beliefs constructed from real and

imagined encounters with conventional others. The world

of the SPO was inbued with a general mood of apathy and

alienation concerning the conventional world. He pro-

tected himself from judgmental stereotypes by an atti-

tude of fatalism concerning conventional reactions. One

respondent told me, " ... they all expect me to be worse,

so I say "why not?" Involved in "the life," alienated
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from the wider social order, and apathetic towards conven-

tional standards, these men found no meaningful reason to

abstain from stealing.

Fuck it, whatever happens just
happens. I had that kind of
attitude too. I just kept on
doing what I was doing until
I got some time. Fuck it.'

If you get that old bitter attitude,
well you don't give a damn, that's
it. What can you do but go on
stealing.?

What these findings indicate is that, as implied earlier,

the perceived reactions of others had increased the indi-

vidual's commitment to his criminal actions (Stebbins,

1971). Further, "the life" defensively protected the

actor from the potential deterrence of s ti gmati zati on

.

Or put differently, "the life" justified his continuation

in a criminal career. In the end, the actor progressed

further into patterns of criminality.

The life -wo rid of the SPO included a cognitive

style that transformed the mundane environment into places

riddled with openings and opportunities for crime. These

men defined the world through a perspective directed toward

discovering potential sites for the commission of theft.

This process of interpretation was often described as

primarily intuitive.

Thus in Merton's (1948) terminology, the conventional
reactions to the individual initiate a "self-fulfilling
prophecy .

"
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I can sense it, that there's money
in a house for the taking. It's
just something that I've got or
know about. I know if there's
anything in there or not. If I

do and wanna go in there, I'm
gonna go into it. They way I live
you really don't give a heck. You
just get a feeling. I usually
f ol 1 ow my senses .

This heightened sensitivity to the criminal aspects

of the everyday world often coincided with a respondent's

conscious reformulation of his personal identity around a

definition of himself as fundamentally a thief. At the

completion of the graduation process, the actor had accepted

1 2the label of being a criminal.

At this stage, these respondents had rejected con-

ventional verbalizations (Cressey, 1955) and accounts and

had defined themselves as thieves in a positive ideological

fashi on

.

I began to put it in my head
that I'm the best. If you're
doing anything, that's the
way to look at it. Think that
you are the best for the job.

I guess I considered myself
a thief. At first I'd feel
like I was sort of borrowing
it, at first. Then I had to

This is of course similar to the process by which
sociologists tend to see "roles" where others merely see
behaviors. Much of what is seen depends on the identity
and position of the seer.

12
As David Matza (1969:173) has observed: " ... the ap-

pearance of his theft becomes reality in the profound
sense of indicating or revealing his true being or iden-
tity "
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turn out, I knew after a while
that I was stealing the stuff.
I won't return it no way. So
automatically I started knowing
I was a thief anyway.

These findings indicate that, as Lemert (1951:76) has

stated, the "adjusted criminal" bases his actions on his

Personal identity a_s_ a_ criminal rather than around a social

image of his deviance. As they did so, the SPO's in this

study also rejected conventional interpretations of their

behavior and redefined theft as either a common or a posi-

tive form of behavior.

I'm not completely wrong in what
I'm doing. The free man steals
at the job, businesses, steal from
their insurance. I don't feel bad
about it at all. What the hell
has society got, I mean, what is
there to conform to?

Summary

We have seen that three of the respondents in this

study reacted to the reentry situation by consciously in-

creasing their commitment to the criminal world. These

men I have called semi prof ess ional property offenders.

They define themselves as criminals and
. construct "the life,

or a deviant social reality, that both assists and supports

their criminal activities. The findings of this research

agree with Clinard's (1974:326-327) analysis of the effects

of labeling.
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For those offenders who pursue
criminal activities sporadically
there is vacillation in self-
conception: but for those who
regularly commit offenses and who
are continually isolated from law-
abiding segments of society, a

criminal sel f- concept i on is almost
inescapable.

Contrary to the case of the simple NPO, here the

effects of societal reaction were to alter the individual's

personal i denti ty by consistent labeling and a perceived

exclusion from the conventional world. Differential

association with criminals was a natural consequence that

further induced criminal behavior. Therefore, it seems

that the career transformation, or graduation, that is

evident in the histories of these men is best explained

by the factors of labeling and differential association.

Yet even these more committed criminal actors

related that they had experienced desires to abandon their

criminal careers. They were most often influenced by a

revitalized fear of imprisonment and injury or merely tiring

of the hectic pace of "the life." Regardless, all but one

of the SPO's interviewed seriously attempted to "go

straight" at least once. They seemed to do so less

often and later than the NPO's interviewed. They also

followed the zig-zag path between deviance and conformity

typical of NPO's (Glaser, 1964:85). The next chapter

will consider the respondents' experiences while attempting

to exit from their careers in crime.



CHAPTER 7

"GOING STRAIGHT:" SUCCESS AND FAILURE

Introd uction

This chapter describes the exiting stage of the

criminal career of the typical NPO. Exiting refers to the

abandonment of a subjectively recognized pattern of crimi-

nal behavior. Here, we are primarily concerned with

answering two basic questions surrounding this stage in

criminal careers. First, what are the contingencies that

lead the NPO to attempt to disengage from deviance and

crime? Second, what conditions influence the successful

accomplishment of exiting by the NPO?

Traditionally, this area of analysis has been

neglected by criminological theory. However, each theo-

retical position implies certain propositions concerning

the issue of exiting. For instance, deterministic

theories imply that since deviance is the result of some

internalized compulsion to deviate, the offender must be

resocialized in order to successfully abandon patterned

criminality. More specifically, these theories propose

that exiting requires that the actor first unlearn deviant

values and self-conceptions and then internalize conventional

164
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normative standards (see, for example, Cressey, 1955). On

the other hand, the vol untari s ti c approach, by explaining

crime as a process of reasonable choice, implies that exit-

ing is likely to be the result of changing conditions

external to the actor which lead to the decision to abandon

criminal behaviors. For the control theorist, disengage-

ment from a criminal career does not require resocializa-

tion or the therapeutic reconstruction of the offender's

identity. Rather, it is suggested that exiting may result

from the actor's acquisition of new commitments to con-

formity (Frazier, 1976).

The findings presented in this chapter concerning

exiting from criminal careers specify the motivations and

situations that affect the NPO's attempt to abandon

criminal behavior. A unique finding of this research

concerning the contingencies within both attempted and

actual abandonment of criminal careers in that to be suc-

cessful, exiting must be formally concluded through a

process of social certification .

These data support the vol untaH sti c explanation

of the exiting stage of criminal careers. As will be

demonstrated, the NPO's interviewed for this study abandoned

their patterned criminal behaviors for meaningful and goal-

directed reasons.
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Attem pts at Exi ting

The final stage of the deviant career cycle of the

NPO is exiting, or the abandonment of a pattern of criminal

behavior. As mentioned earlier, the biography of the

typical NPO is often cyclical in that it runs back and

forth, in and out of deviance. This chapter will focus on

the contingencies that surround the stage of exiting within

the career of the typical NPO.

All but one of the interviewed in this research had

attempted, at least once, to disengage from criminal ac-

tivity. Many had done so several times and some considered

themselves to have successfully accomplished an exit from

crime. Others, in fact most, were less successful. In

total, at least 30 attempts at exiting were encountered in

this research.

Of these 30 attempts, less than eight were

considered even partially successful by the respondents and

only two are clearly examples of real success in the aban-

donment of crime. The high frequency of these attempts at

exiting is an increasingly common finding of recent crimi-

nological research. Indeed, it is no longer correct to

picture criminal careers as narrow and conclusive (see,

for example, Glaser, 1964; Irwin, 1970; Stebbins, 1971).

Rather, most criminals seem to spiral through periods of

both conformity and deviance. For example, Glaser
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(1964:475) has found that " ... at least 90 percent of

American prison releases seek legitimate careers for a

month or so after they have been in prison." The careers

of the respondents in this study reflect a similar tendency

towards attempts at leaving crime. The most obvious ques-

tion is: what conditions influence the result of attempted

abandonment of criminal behavior?

Success in abandoning patterned criminality is

here given a subjective referrent; that is, successful

exiting is achieved when: (1) the individual becomes

relatively aware that he has disengaged from a previously

patterned form ofcriminal activity, and (2) the individual

has had that disengagement certified by conventional

others. Failure refers to the actor's subjective aware-

ness that he has attempted to exit from crime, but has

failed to do so. The findings of this study indicate than

the contingencies that influence successes and failures at

exiting by the NPO are best explained by an amalgamation of

the arguments of control theory and societal reactionism.

The second part of this definition of successful exiting
is derived from the study's findings. It will, therefore,
be more closely described later in this chapter.

2
As will become clear below, here again I have found no
significant support for the more deterministic forms of
sociological criminology.
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In particular, these data reveal that successful exiting

is dependent upon the acquisition of ties to the conven-

tional social order that in turn protect, support, and

certify the NPO's exit from crime. On the other hand, fail

ure in exiting is produced by continued labeling and the

resultant isolation of the actor from the conventional

worl d

.

Motivation for Exiting

A great deal of motivation is required in order for

the NPO to decide to try to abandon crime. The desire to

leave a career in crime must be strong enough to consciously

challenge the same difficulties and penalties that led some

of the respondents to increase their commitments to deviance,

The individual must be willing to confront his socia l

i denti ty as a criminal; he must struggle to construct a

new life-world and leave the world of his recent past.

As Schutz (1962:69-72) has outlined, motivation is

a two-fold concept. It refers to goals, or the end results

toward which conduct is directed (or, "in-order-to motives").

It also includes "because motives," or the objectified

reasons and accounts for behavioral events. A comprehen-

sion of deliberate social action is best provided through

the actor's "

i

n-order-to-moti ves" because they are the

meaningful reasons for behavior that are present to the
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acting individual in-situation.

... the in-order-to motive refers
to the attitude of the actor living
in the process of his ongoing action.
It is, therefore, an essential
subjective category and is revealed
to the observer only if he asks what
meaning the actor bestows UDon his
action (Schutz, 1962:71).

Therefore, it follows that to consider fully the

processes of successful and unsuccessful exiting one must

first grasp the respondents' motivations for attempting to

abandon their careers in crime. The findings of this

research clearly demonstrate that the NPO is motivated to

abandon his criminal career in order to avoid reincarcera-

tion and in order to regain the rewards of normality. He

is pushed by the deterring threat of more prison "time" and

pulled by the rewards of a normal life.

The threat of punishment . The primary motive for

attempts at exiting among the men interviewed was the

deterrent impact of criminal sanctions; that is, the re-

spondents were moved by the fear of "doing more time" in

prison (see also Glaser, 1964; 1973; Zimring and Hawkins,

1973). These men decided to "go straight" in order to

avoid the possible consequences of future convictions.

Lest we be confused by common grammar, Schutz (1962:70)
reminds us that in-order-to motives are often described
in "because phrases .

"
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I broke down because I know
I've done time in prison be-
fore, if they catch me again
they gonna send me back because
I'm an ex-f el on

.

Unlike the SPO's described earlier, these men did not seem

to have grown accustomed to doing time in prison; so the

threat of imprisonment still had a deterrent effect on them.

The differential impact of periods of imprisonment

on these two groups of respondents is best explained by

the fact that those who chose to attempt exiting held some

remaining stake in conformity. The respondents who

attempted exiting possessed a weak but salient bond to

conventional society. This bond was usually the result

of the inclusion of the individual in a new family or the

possession of some form of meaningful psychological attach-

ment to a conventional significant other.

Another element that influenced attempts at exit-

ing by these respondents was that their social identity

as ex-convicts led them to anticipate frequent surveil-

lance from the police and to expect harsh treatment if

rearrested. Consequently, these individuals became more
4

certain that if they returned to crime and theft, they

Interestingly, theoreticians of deterrence have consis-
tently emphasized certainty as the most important element
of the threat of sanctioning (see Beccaria, 1963; Tittle
and Logan, 1972; Andenaes, 1966; Zimring and Hawkins, 1973).
Unfortunately, I am unable to provide more information as
to why some individuals defined their situation as rela-
tively safe and others not; this should clearly be a focus
of future research.
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would be apprehended, convicted, and punished severely (see

also Stebbins, 1971:77). As one respondent described the

situation:

I just didn't wanna get no
more time or anything. I

seen what was gonna happen
if I get caught again and
I said "This ain't worth it."
I just didn't wanna come
back to do more time.

The fear of imprisonment also seemed to become

stronger as the individual aged and began to tire of the

harsh requirements of the prison world.

I realized that soon I had
to start to try to get it
together, because I know
that I wasn't getting any
younger, getting older.
If I keep on, I'll be doing
time for the rest of my
life. I just sort of had
it in my mind that I didn't
want to come to the chain
gang no more.

I just was tired of doing
time, I just got tired of
doing time in the joints.

The threat of "doing more time" was made real to

the respondents by two psychological elements of the pri-

son world. These elements were: (1) the individual's

symbolic use of older inmates as a sign of his own deterio-

rating situation, and (2) the presence of time for re-

flection. In considering the first element it should be

remembered that these men spent most of their leisure time

within the prison as members of small cliques or primary
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groups which in turn introduced them to the world-view of

the convict. In these interactions, many of the respondents

participated in close face-to-face relations with older,

more experienced convicts. It is a commonplace character-

istic of "I -thou" relationships that the participants share

a reciprocity of perspectives and develop the ability for

empathetic communication (Cooley, 1909; Schutz, 1962; Buber,

1970). That is, one individual symbolically "takes the

role of the other" during these ongoing interactions (Mead,

1934). One member,

... participates in the conscious
life of another self ... in a

concrete we-relation, face to face
with a fellow man (Schutz, 1962:25-26).

When perspectives are shared, the individual is able to

"see" through the eyes of the other. Within these rela-

tionships, the respondents vicariously experienced or

perceived a potential future of their own acted out by

older inmates whom they knew well. This future was per-

ceived as a constant sequence of imprisonments for larger

and longer periods of time. This symbolic transcendence

into the individual's own future often created a desire

to alter his behavior in order to avoid the future

symbolized by the actor's associates in prison.

In the joint, you get a chance
to meet different people. And
in a lot of people you see your-
self, in a lot of other people.
There's a lot of things you can
learn from friends and stuff.
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My point of view changed about
things, you don't want to end up
like some of these old timers,
been cons al 1 thei r 1 i fe.

They showed me what would happen
if I didn't straighten out, you
see what you will miss. I thought
about it, "Wow, I could spend the
rest of my life in prison if I con't
straighten up. There's some guys
here that do life on the installment
plan and I could be one of them.
Not me, this is my last time."

Secondly, the respondents considered the penalizing

impact of imprisonment as they reflected on their bio-

graphies while they were in prison. As convicts, they

spend many hours lying on their bunks and reflectively con-

sidering the past and the future. They symbolically pro-

jected themselves into several anticipated future life-

contexts. For many of them, one very probable future led

them to a reconsideration of crime as a recurrent form of

behavior. As a result of these reflections and projec-

tions, most of the respondents at one time or another

decided to alter their probable futures by choosing a more

conventional style of behavior.

After doing so, many of the respondents prepared

for this plan of action by "gleaning" (Irwin, 1970:76-79)

while incarcerated. In "gleaning," the individual tries

Perhaps some aspects of the Quaker notion of "medi tati on
1

is not as outmoded as many contemporary criminologists
have concluded.
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to improve his chances for conventional success by learning

a trade, educating himself, or otherwise bettering his con-

dition. As one respondent stated:

I thought about it and well,
I wanna make a little some-
thing of my life anyhow. I

set goals and one was to learn
a trade.

The pull of normality . An additional category of

motives for the decision to "go straight" centered around

the respondent's subjective wish to lead a normal life.

Many of these men desired to abandon crime in order to

escape the hassles and disorientations of their unorthodox

style of living. They had also become envious of conven-

tional comforts and wished to "settle down" into a slower

paced existence. Gradually, they began to define the

security and anonymity of conventional life as highly de-

sirable.

You stop when you get ready,
just like I say, you rehabilitates
yourself. You think about what it
used to be, what you are used to,
You don't forget what it was 1 4 k e ,

you don't forget the way you was
living out there in the world. •

An naturally you gonna like that
world better than this inside here.

I just decided I wanted to be
like any other person, sett!

e

As we will see shortly, "settling down" is also a

significant factor in the success of the NPO's exiting
project.
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down , have me an old lady, a

place to stay at, a good job.
I was just tired of it. I

really wanted a chance to live
a normal, straight life (emphasis
mine) .

The findings further imply that this desire to

"settle down" was often a result of the maturation of the

individual; as he aged, he began to tire of the rapid pace

and the frequent "troubles" of continued criminal activi-

ties. He tired of "being on the run." Having some remain-

ing interest in conformity, at least in the form of these

new or renewed desires for a normal life, the individual

often sees exiting as a release from a troublesome past as

well as an unrewarding future.

The way I look at it right now,
just like if you get tired of
running, it gets old. I really
don't wanna go back to it. I

look at it this way, I've had
enough of it. I'm fed up with
it.

I just didn't wanna, didn't
feel like going through the
hassles no more. I just,
its like sort of growing out
of things. I just growed
out of it. The 1 i f e don't
appeal to me as much as it
did before.

Overvi ew . All attempts at exiting must include the

formation of intention. Exiting requires a strong, non-

deceptive, and meaningful decision by the NPO to abandon

his criminal behavior. Without this initial intention, the

actor's own defeatism and desparation combined with the
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perceived reactions of conventional others to his initial

reentry movements often result in the creation of a project

that includes an increased commitment tn deviance. In other

words, the individual never truly begins the exiting journey

Most guys plan to go straight,
or they say they do, but some-
how they just don't grasp it.
They promise themselves, they
promise their family and the
officials. They got to realize
its now or never.

The system can't do it, man has
to make up his own mind, decide
to do right. If they don't have
it in their mind to do right be-
fore they hit the streets, they
gonna get another case.

The findings of this research demonstrate that the

intention to abandon crime is a result of the deterrent

force of the imprisonment and the NPO's desire to "settle

down." The choice of an action project that includes

exiting is only the first step in the process of "going

straight." Importantly, the project of the actor must not

be self-deceptive; that is, the intention must be honest.

This initial step can be made only by the individual. In

this case, as the respondents themselves clearly realized,

the individual rehabilitates himself. The actor must

As Schutz (1962:84) has stated, "Projecting, however,
is of my own making and in this sense within my control."
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engage himself in an existential leap of faith in order to

attempt exiting.

Majority of men they be saying
they gonna get out, get a job,
go straight. They don't really
intend to though. You gotta im-
press yourself, not the other
man, that you gonna do right.
You got to be sincere with
yoursel f

.

Failure at Exiting

Failure at exiting has been defined as occurring

when the individual becomes aware that his project to

abandon patterned criminal behavior has been unsuccessful.

Assuming the existence of intent, failure was most often

contingent upon the inability of the respondent to feel

accepted within conventional social circles. This in-

ability was due largely to the effects of labeling and

stigmatization. Consequently, unrestrained by and isolated

from any meaningful ties to conventionality, it was all too

easy for the NPO to slip into his "old habits."

The implementation of exiting is an extremely diffi-

cult task. The findings to be presented here support

Irwin's (1970:204) description emphasizing that the ex-

convict must:

... travel the difficult route
away from prison without guidance
or assistance; in fact, with con-
siderable hindrance ....
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The difficulties of the initial stages of reentry were

described in Chapter 6. These difficulties were also part

of the NPO's exiting project. They involve wrestling with

early insecurities, overcoming personal alienation, and

denying negative expectations. To do so, the individual

must be able to rely on a revitalized sense of self as a

normal actor. In short, the actor must achieve the

natural attitude of everyday life in the conventional world

To accomplish this change of perspective, the respondents

had to reacquaint themselves with much of what conventional

actors simply take for granted.

In addition, the ex-convict had to deal with his

belief that everyone-- i ncl udi ng himself--was anticipating

his failure. These aspects of the respondents' first

several months on the "outside" made the conventional

reality that most people accept so comfortably an insecure

world for the respondents' attempted solidification of

their disorganized identities. The initially disruptive

nature of the respondents' entry i nto conventi onal circles

often shook the foundations of their projects for the

abandonment of crime. The men often began to doubt even

themsel ves

.

The social and psychological difficulties within

the early stages of exiting were experienced by all the

respondents, both those who succeeded and those who did

not. However, problems were more uncompromising for some
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of the respondents due to the effective and isolating impact

of perceived societal reactions. Those who failed chose to

face these exigencies by returning to the security provided

by "old habits" and the familiar world of the convict.

Failure and social isolation . The isolation of

those who failed was a result of the labeling process.

These respondents felt that they were excluded from normal

opportunities within social, economic, and legal circles of

action. Socially, the stigma of a criminal record prevented

the forming of interpersonal relationships. Thus by de-

priving these men of opportunities for a normal social life,

labeling was perceived as driving them away from many con-

ventional paths of action. Often these excluding reactions

from others were communicated to the respondents by an

overly long and objectifying "stare." Due to this "look,"

conventional others were defined as labeling these men as

Q
less than normal, and criminal. Extraordinarily long and

intense glances at the individual deprived him of normal

degrees of "civil inattention" (Goffman, 1963b). Such

looks were intensely felt by the respondents and were

defined as indicating continued rejection by conventional

actors. These men felt that conventional others continued

to see them as pervasively di

f

ferent and essenti al ly devi ant

.

The stigma of being different is often applied to indivi-
duals through degrading "looks." Thus, the already dis-
comforting effects of the stare (Sartre, 1953) are doubly
important and discomforting for the respondents.
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They look at you like you
ain't no good and you are
like shit. Treat you like
you are worser than you are.

I tried, but they didn't
let me change my ways.
People on the street treat
you like you was low-down.
Condemn you right off."

The social i denti ty as an outcast and a criminal

was most directly experienced by the respondents within

emerging interpersonal relationships. When trying to

establish normal heterosexual relations, the respondents

often underwent extremely degrading reactions from con-

ventional individuals. Generally, it was not those with

whom the emerging relationship was directly established

who labeled the individual; rather, the labeling was per-

formed by once-removed friends of a friend. These indivi-

duals often warned new friends about the contaminating

ramifications of continued interactions with a known

criminal. Consequently, it became clear to the ex-convict

that his status as a deviant was still the major identify-

ing social position that he possessed.

The destructive impact of perceived interpersonal

labeling was a consistent factor in the failure of the

respondents. It was continually mentioned as a major hurdle

Similar findings have been published by Stebbins (1971:
127): "Curiosity and recognition stares at the nonprofes-
sional criminal by nondeviant members of the community are
o d i o u s t o h i m .

"
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in the attempt to enter into normal social relations with

conventional males and, especially, females. The following

two excerpts illustrate this situation:

My brother was dating this girl
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The stigma of being a known criminal, like other

deviant social identities (Goffman, 1 963a : 73-91 ) , can be

partially avoided by "passing." 10
However, the data indi-

cate that the use of this technique of impression-management

brings the actor great anxiety concerning matters such as

potential discovery of one's stigmatized status by conven-

tional others. The new meaning-world remains uncomfortable

and the individual is overly self-conscious (Matza, 1969:

150-155). The respondents who tried to pass soon came to

realize that they still had not achieved the social posi-

tion of the conventional actor.

Those fellows I could hang with now,
I finally stopped associating with
them. It was not a thing where I

thought they were better than me,
just I knew the position I was in,
they didn't.

Now, I kind of looked at people at
a different angle, "Do you know or
don't you?" It was kind of touch
and go in certain ways, it was
really uncomfortable.

Thus, even in passing, the label remained a destructive

element by forcing the actor into a double life that was

anything but conventional.

The social effects of labeling denied these men the

acquisition of strong interpersonal relations with

Briefly def i ned, "passi ng " refers to attempts by the
deviant to conceal the facts of his social identity from
some groups of conventional others (Goffman, 1963a).
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conventional others. Without the security of the emotional

supports normally provided through ties with others, the

respondents often experienced the conventional world as

anxiety-ridden and uninviting (see also Matza, 1969:151).

For instance, even the actions of agencies designed to aid

the returning felon were perceived as stigmatizing. The

respondents defined these offers of aid and assistance as

an indication that their social identities were discredited

and different from those of other, more normal individuals.

Most of these people knew I was
an ex-convict, some of them tried
to, every way they could, help me.
I didn't feel accepted. I wouldn't
accept the help that was offered me
because I thought it was an offer,
just for the sake of somebody saying,
"Look what I did, pin a ribbon on
my chest." The people didn't really
care about me or even like me.

The most destructive effects of the actor's crimi-

nal social id enti ty were on his attempts at resuming a con-

ventional economic life. The respondents wanted "good jobs;

that is, ones that met certain subjectively meaningful

standards of prestige and income.

A good job is not making no
50 to 100 dollars a week. A
job making 150 and 200 dollars
a week. A trade that you
don't mind doing.

Often these types of employment were not open to the re-

spondents due mainly to their stigmatized social i denti ty .

Irwin (1970) and others (Glaser, 1964; Stebbins, 1971) have
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also stressed the significance of employment in postrelease

adjustment.

In most conventional schemes of
doing good, a "good" job is an
absolute necessity .... It is
still fairly accurate to say
that jobs with large private
corporations and jobs with
government agencies are almost
closed to the ex-convict. These
classes of jobs constitute the
great majority of "good" jobs
(Irwin, 1970: 135-136). 1]

Here again, the respondents felt forced to enter the anxious

circumstances of passing or either be severely disappointed

in their occupational aspirations. Those who chose to

conceal their criminal record from empl oyers had to confront

the ever-present threat of sudden exposure and consequent

loss of their jobs:

I might work maybe a short time,
finally somebody find out I was
a con, that I was arrested. It'd
get around the factory and I'd
either quit or get fired. See
you can only keep a record quiet
so 1 ong

.

If you register it, they they're
not going to hire you. If you
don't register it they're going.
to fire you when they find out.
There ain't no way to get by it.

If the respondent acknowledged his criminal past, he was

often unable to find suitable employment. In fact, the

To this listing of Irwin's the respondents also indicated
that self-employment was considered a "good job."
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factor mentioned most often as a major part of the failure

of an exiting project was the respondent's inability to

secure a "good job."

I went to the employment center to get
a job. At the first one, clothes sales-
man, I rapped to the dude and he says,
"Fill out the application, and I'll show
you around." I got to the section on
being busted and I figured I'll tell the
truth, instead of him finding out later.
Maybe they'll have a little more faith
in me. Forget it! Same thing happened
everywhere. Bullshit: Just because I

been busted, they can go to hell.

The respondents indicated that, in effect, the oc-

cupational opportunities of the known criminal are limited

to low-paying and personally demeaning jobs. Obviously,

these positions do not fulfill the requirements of the

exiting project in terms of income and prestige, and they

are totally unacceptable as long-term occupational careers

Lacking emotional resources in the conventional world, the

actor's inability to locate acceptable economic rewards

may defeat his project to abandon crime.

Finally, the labeling process -continued to be

implemented by the agents of the criminal justice community.

The respondents ' social identities and their criminal records

destroy their anonymity with the police. They felt that

}?.

1 2
Additional pressure, both economic and psychological, is

applied by the NPO's catch-up aspirations. He may hold
higher goals at his release than he did before he was in-
carcerated .
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they were formally defined as persons not to be trusted,

and the police were perceived as being continually suspi-

cious of them. They felt that they were treated as people

from whom the policeman could reasonably expect criminal

behavior. In other words, they felt known to the police

as criminals. Consequently, the abnormal tension of their

presence in the conventional world was made even more per-

vasive, and the respondents became increasingly insecure.

They stated that they were abnormally apprehensive around

the police and became less sure of their ability to be

successfully conventional. These men were clearly aware of

their vulnerability to rearrest by the police because of

their past criminal records.

All the cops do is aggravate you,
because they want you to do some-
thing so they can jump on you.
It's ridiculous.

Even if it try, automatically,
I know they gonna bust me, just
by my past record.

The individual reacted to the situation produced by

these factors by becoming less committed to the exiting

project, and his anxiety over his reentry into the conven-

tional world was increased (Stebbins, 1971:150).

The respondents felt that others defined them as

pervasively deviant and that this definition was augmented

and sometimes initiated by the perceived actions of the

police. Either by reconviction, or by merely announcing
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their pasts, the police threatened to destroy the respon-

dent's projects.

You try to straighten out, go
for maybe a year. Then some-
thing happens around you, the
law knows or finds out you're
a convicted felon and go for
you. They bring up your record,
past, and people start learning
about you again. Everywhere you
go, you lose.

Once they find out you got a

record, they'll get you. You
never stop being a convict.

The use of the actor's identity as criminal as a basis for

police investigation and patrol work functioned to deny the

individual normal relations with the legal segments of the

conventional world.

Overview . The ex-convict NPO is socially, eco-

nomically, and officially handicapped by the presence of

the label of being a criminal. Because of his past record

of offenses, the NPO has great difficulty in escaping his

s ocial identity as a known criminal. Although he may try

to pass, or conceal this social definition of himself from

new acquaintances, such action is merely a tentative solu-

tion. In passing, the normal world remains anxious and

insecure for the NPO. Further, passing requires that the

actor subjectively accept the label as a criminal and then

deny that portion of his self. He passes as normal, but

he is subjectively aware that passing is not itself normal.

He feels as if he has secretly crept into conventional
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circles and begins to define himself as an unexposed

deviant.

The real effect of the perceived continued labeling

of the NPO is to defeat his project of exiting from crime..

In fact, as shown in the previous chapter, it often results

in an increased involvement in a criminal career. At the

least, the NPO feels excluded from conventional groups and

normal paths of action. Formally and informally rejected

by others, and increasingly uncertain of himself, the NPO

is ill-prepared to survive the initial disappointments

that arise from his project. He fails to abandon crime,

and he constructs an account for his failure around the

realization that the conventional world has denied him any

real opportunity for exiting.

They were always pushing me to
go back. I didn't get any credit
for trying.

I tried to go straight, the people
didn't give me half a chance and
if they are not willing to go half-
way there's no need of me trying.
If they are not willing, hell with
it all .

The nonacceptance received from conventional others

is perceived to be based on the NPO's past biography. The

perceived reactions of others isolate him from a supporting

bond to normal rounds of life that could provide resources

for the easing of this period of career transition. Alone,

the NPO remains unorthodox. He does not acquire strong
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ties to conventional beliefs or activities. He feels no

stake in conformity; consequently, the NPO has no meaning-

ful reason to strive to be defined and accepted as normal

and noncriminal. Failure becomes the most probable result

of the exiting project.

I hadn't really got anything
left to do out there. My wife
left, my kids were in foster homes,
and I wasn't getting nowhere. To
me, I didn't know what I was trying
to go back to.

Finally, the project collapses, 13
and NPO turns to

the relative security of his old world as a means for re-

ordering his place in social reality. Within this perspec-

tive, the individual knows what things mean and where they

are. He knows how to behave and what can be expected as

a consequence of his behavior. Further here the NPO has

old contacts to rely on for assistance. Although un-

orthodox, this social reality is ordered and comfortably

predictabl e.

My time come, I went back where
it was easy, old ideas and habits.
I went home. First job I was a

little nervous, I knew I could
do it, then I just kept on it.

I had a record and its hard getting
started and settled down couldn't
get no honest job so I went right

1 3
These findings are strongly supportive of the theoretical

work of Matza (1969:159)

.
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back to the same old deal, back
to burglary again.

I lost that job, I had to go back
to my own trade, the one that I

know best of all. I just went back
to my own trade where I knew what I

was doing.

Success in Exiting

Earlier, I defined successful exiting as the aban-

donment of a pattern of criminal behavior for a subjectively

significant period of time. The data indicate that the

factors which were most influential in successful exiting

include social, psychological, and economic variables.

Most of these conditions of success are simple parallels to

the conditions that were not achieved by those respondents

who failed in their exiting projects. They generally are

indicative of the acquisition of a bond to the conventional

social order. That is, the successful project includes the

development of attachments, commitments, involvements, and

to a lesser degree, beliefs that tie the individual to

conformity and provide him with meaningful reasons not to

deviate.

Although these elements of the controlling bond

objectively may not arrest all the stigmatizing effects of

having a criminal social identity , they do provide the

NPO with the resources needed to maintain a stable sense

of personal normality. The NPO's developing bond to

society protects him from the effects of labeling by
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supplying him with support for the construction of a

conventional life-world. In other words, the resource

and restraining qualities of conventional attachments may

protect the actor from the deviance-producing effects of

negative societal reactions by providing some support for

his exiting project.

Acquisition of the bond . The data indicate that

successful exits involved the practical recognition of the

irreversibil ity of time , and consequently a_ personal deci -

sion by the actor to " start anew . " Success in exiting

seems to have resulted from projects that provided pragmatic

direction for the i ntenti ons of the respondents. That is,

the project of action of the successful individual was

more limited and more realistic than that of individuals

who failed at exiting. It gave practical direction to the

energies of the individual. In particular, successful

exiting was most often the result of a project that avoided

the augmentation of the respondent's desire to catch-up

with lost time. These men did not concern themselves with

revenge, but rather they planned not to use their prison

experiences as a constant reference point during the trials

of reentry.

1 4
For a similar form of control theory that stresses the

importance of positive self-concepts in protecting the
actor from pressures to deviate, see Reckless (1964).
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You can't c^o back . You ci 1_ to
start at the beginni n g. And This
is what I think happened to me,
I realized, that its now that you
have to do it (emphasis mine).

You can't start over from where
you left five years ago, you
gotta go out there, make a new
1 i f e for yoursel f

.

The success of a project that planned to "start

anew" was greatly contingent upon the early acquisition of

some type of stake in conformity. Most often this early

investment in being conventional was actualized when, and

if, the respondent obtained a "good job." Again it is

important to note the adjective "good." A commitment to

conventional action did not result from the acquisition of

any and all forms of employment. In fact, demeaning and

low-paying work was usually defined as stigmatizing by the

respondents. They desired a position that was subjectively

enjoyable, economically rewarding, and indicative of some

career-line potential. For many of the respondents, the

operational ization of these job aspirations was tied to a

I r

trade learned while incarcerated.

I took up butchering in prison,
got out on parole and got that
particular job. Had money, a car,
I was getting along pretty good.

1 5
Both Glaser (1964) and Stebbins (1971) have also found

that vocational goals and vocational skills are important
for the ex-convicts postrelease adjustment.
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The realization of a "good job" provided thesi men

with important economic and social resources. It also pro-

vided them with a basis for the construction of a social

identity as normal and noncriminal. A job is a behavioral,

psychological, and economic investment in conformity.

Through his job, an individual becomes i nstrumental ly com-

mitted to conventional lines of activity (Toby, 1957;

Hirschi, 1969). The restraining force of conventional work

was often mentioned by the respondents.

I was working, leading a good
life. There was rm reason for
me to steal (emphasis mine).

The economic and social resources gained through

meaningful conventional employment also protected the

respondents from complete collapse in the face of the

frustration and disappointments inherent in the reentry

situation. In times of difficulty, they had a source of

perceived support within the conventional world to which

they could turn. With the job, the individual had acquired

an instrumental resource for use in overcoming the trials

that arose from his project to enter a new social world.

My behavior got much better then,
I felt like I had something to look
forward to because of my job. Had
some real responsibility and some
money for myself and my family.

Equally significant was the job's position as a potential

loss if the respondent returned to crime. In other words,

it was a rational investment in conformity.
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The succesfully exiting respondents most often were

able to form social relationships with conventional others.

Like a "good job," strong primary group relations with

others who espoused conventional ideals was a fundamental

part of the emerging bond to the social order.

. . .the bond of affection for
conventional persons is a major
deterrent to crime. The stronger
this bond, the more likely the
person is to take it into account
when and if he contemplates a

criminal act (Hirschi, 1969:83).

The emoti onal ly attached ex-convict developed expressive

investments in the conventional world as he increased his

involvement in normal social relationships. The formation

of these relationships was referred to by the respondents

as "settling down." "Settling down" usually involved the

acquisition, or reacqu i s i ti on , of a wife, other family

ties, and peer realtionships with conventional others.

The family, as the major source of these attachments,

became a secure place for the respondent within the con-

ventional world. As with the more instrumental bond of

work, these expressive ties provided the respondents with

both a resource for use when confronting problems and a

stake in conformity that they expected to lose if they

returned to crime.

The most frequent mentioned attachment in the

exiting projects that were successful was the creation of

a new family network. The family became a place within the
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conventional world from which the individual felt he could

draw understanding and meaningful support throughout his

exiting project. By "settling down" within this intimate

group, the respondents began to successfully reorient them-

selves to everyday life. The family seemed to regenerate

their determination to abandon criminal activities. It

also became a meaningful reason to "stay clean." The re-

spondents who "settled down" acquired both a sense of

belonging and emotional support for their attempts at

exiting.

It's less hassle with people that's
got relatives out there. They got
relatives and a place to stay.^°

If he has a strong family it give
a person the opportunity to get
out and cope with a lot of things
out there, that if he were along,
he wouldn't know how to cope with.

The presence of the family and other conventional

affiliations and investments also provided the respondents

with long-term conventional goals and responsibilities. The

actor began to be constrained by his emotional ties to con-

ventional others. These attachments were defined by the

men as subjectively rewarding, and they did not want to

lose these relationships by returning to prison.

Being with my wife and son, doing
the things that normal people do,
actually, seriously, has (sic)

The "place" provided by the family is both material and
psychol ogi cal

.
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been the most important months in
my life. I did, learned what to
do, I did it as anybody else does.
I got a job, I settled down, went
to work. I played with my kid.

Within these relationships, the respondents felt they had

someone to care about and someone who cared for them.

Symbolically, this feeling indicated the "psychological

presence" of conventional others in the deliberations of

the actor (Hirschi, 1969). Thus "settling down" dissuaded

the respondents from the choice of criminal actions.

I think that my wife had a

lot to do with it, because
I never cared for a person
before, like I cared for her.
I didn't want to lose her
respect for me.

If you can get a good job,
good woman to care about.
Usually a man from prison, he
don't have nobody for to care
about him, or no one to care
for, unless he gets somebody
he ain't got nothing to lose
no way.

Nonfamilial conventional associates also assisted

in successful exiting and presented the respondents with

additional resources and secondary investments in remaining

noncriminal. The social environment created by these con-

ventional attachments protected the respondents from the

stigma of their criminal records by indirectly removing

them from interpersonal labeling. Moreover, if the actor

began to feel accepted within some normal social circles,
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the determination to exit from a criminal career was

strengthened, as was his perso nal identity as a non-

criminal .

Everytime I got involved with these
people, man, I felt like I was
accepted. I felt like they were
really friends. Any my attitudes
continued to change, gradually.

The restraining factors of fami ly , friends, homes,

and jobs, all assisted the exiting projects of these men.

I decided before I even hit the
street to go straight. And I_

mi ngle d away from the crowd
,

changed my ways, got a job, a

family. Things like that.

They were the conventional investments and goals that led

the respondents to "stay clean." The actor's controlling

bond to the conventional moral order was tied by meaningful

elements that included these emotional attachments and

instrumental commitments. Conformity, like deviance, was

chosen reasonably. The bond also created a protective

shield against the destructive force of the labeling ex-

perienced during exiting projects. Further, it was a source

of social and emotional support for the conquering of dis-

appointments. Finally, the bond was defined as a source of

goals and "in-order-to motives" that lie within the conven-

tional world. For the respondents who were successful,

Interestingly, here we can see that the self-fulfilling
prophecy can be positive in its effects. That is,
acceptance increases the NPO's determination to further
distance himself from his criminal past.
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these ties were the major reason that they were able to "go

straight."

You feel like you have something
to look forward to because of your
job or your family. You have some
responsibility. Mainly, that's it.

An additional element in all the cases of successful

exiting encountered in the study was simply "good luck."

Chance conditions and events did affect the gradual trans i-.

tion from unorthodoxy to conventionality. To be successful,

at least a belief in the probability of positive happen-

stance seemed to be necessary.

The Process of Certification . The completion of a

successful exiting project required a purely formal symbolic

component. This final contingency was required in order for

the respondent to fully achieve a soci al i denti ty as a nor-

mal actor. It is called certification and, to my knowledge,

1 9
it has not been specifically mentioned in previous studies.

The process of social certification is essentially a veri-

fication of the individual's "reform." Some recognized

member(s) of the conventional community must publicly

announce and certify that the ex-convict has changed and

1 o

Luck, here, refers to'small chance happenings that may
ease the transition into conventional life. It includes
such elements as a tolerant parole officer (see, for
example, Irwin, 1970:149-174) and an understanding employer.

1 9
Lofland (1969) discusses a notion similar to this one, but

he implies that it is the individual's personal identity that
changes in the "assumption of normal identity."
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that he is now to be considered a normal being. It is

interesting to note that, paradoxically, the single element

that the NPO never defined as needing al terati on--hi

s

identity--is that which must be publicly announced as having

changed.

The data show that the process of certification can

be performed by official agencies or by conventional others.

It cannot be done by the actor himself. Certification must

be performed by others in order that it not be seen as

deceptive. Deviance is considered to be persistent; there-

fore, proof of nondeviance must come from another person.

In order to impress the conventional public with

their success at exiting and achieve certification, the

respondents employed some adept forms of impression-

management. For although they believed that the project

of exiting is conceived and achieved by the individual,

they were well aware that it must be verified through the

testimony of others. The presence of agencies and environ-

ments specially designed to indicate the "reform" of

deviants provided the respondents with legitimate means of

verifying their change to general publics (Lofland, 1969:

212-217, 239-242). Unlike vocational training, which most

respondents believed could actually improve one's chances

for conventional success, the identity-programs of social

service agencies were used by the respondents as symbolic

means of self-presentation.
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For some, religion became a route to the transfor-

mation of their social identity.

I had to find someone to change me,
I started to go to church and it
made me look good. I'm not really
religious, but I was gonna try it
out.

Certification was achieved more often through the respon-

dents' consistent appearance within normal surroundings.

In the public eye, it seems that criminal places and crimi-

nal associates lead to the imputation of criminality, and

normal places and normal associates indicate a normal being,

I just tried not to hang around
bad crowds that I thought could
get me into something. I was
straight for three years. My
job had one thing to do with it,
and the p eopl e that l_ hung around
with, that he l ped . Peopl e didn't
1 ook ajt me ^o hard (emphasis mine).

Having a family often aided the men by certifying that they

were fundamentally conventional 20

Specially if you been in prison
it helps society stop looking
down on you so hard to be in
a family. If you married and
got kids and new friends, they
say, "Well, he's married and
settled down: he's been re-
habilitated, he not wild no more.

20
Obviously any of these sources of certification can be used

by the committed criminal to "cover" his deviations from the
eyes of the law. This establishment of a "front" by the
felon is a common practice of professional thieves (see
Sutherland, 1937).
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In any of these ways, successful exit from a criminal career

can be certified by other, more conventional, actors and

groups .

Overview. As a summary of these findings concern-

ing successful exiting projects, it can be stated that

success revolves around the establishment of a bond to the

conventional world (see al so Lof 1 and , 1969:292-293). The

subjective penalties of deviations were gradually increased

as the actor acquired conventional associates, loved ones,

and employment. In other words, the bond provided the

individual with a rational reason to "go straight."

Lofland (1969:293) has theorized in a manner that is sup-

ported by the findings of this research. He has written

that society creates conformity by:

. . .burdening them (people) with
prestige, possessions, and power to
which they become attached and which
give them something to lose if
they engage in significant deviance.
It is the compromising entaglements
of prestige, possessions, and power
that serve to keep people more or
less in line.

The bond to the conventional social order that results from

personal attachments and behavioral investments protects

the NPO from deviance-producing societal reactions to his

criminal record. It allows him to transcend his past and

construct a conventional future. The social bond is both a

restraining force and a protective resource for the exiting

NPO. If his intentions are supplemented by these ties and
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his early success is certif ied by conventional others, he

may be able to successfully disengage himself from criminal

behavior.

Summary

These data support the theoretical arguments of

control theory and societal reactionism concerning exiting

from a criminal career. The resoci al i zat ion position of

the deterministic criminologist is not upheld by these

findings. Motivation for exiting is best described by the

deterrence argument in that it is the threat of "doing more

time" that most regularly leads to attempts at abandoning

criminal behavior by the typical NPO. Societal reaction

theory correctly stresses the force of stigma and labeling

as causes of failures in these attempts. A criminal record

continues to isolate the ex-convict from normality, thus

blocking the construction of a bond to the conventional

social order. More dramatically, labeling may lead the NPO

to increase his involvement in crime.

On the other hand, the NPO who is able to find a

"good job," to be accepted into relationships with normal

others, to experience continued family support, and thus

to acquire attachments, investments, and commitments in the

conventional world, may succeed in his project of action.

The establishment of the social bond to the moral order of

society aids the NPO's return to normality in three general
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ways. First, it provides reasons and resources for per-

sisting in one's project. Secondly, the bond may protect

the individual from the negative effects of labeling. And

finally, it certifies that an exit has taken place. Through

the establishment of the social bond and certification by

conventional others, the NPO is considered to be a normal

being.



CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The goals of this study were both descriptive and

theoretical. First, the study provided a phenomenol ogi cal

description of the criminal career of the typical nonpro-

fessional property offender. Secondly, this description

was used to explore the relative worth of two conflicting

schools of thought—determinism and voluntarism- -in current

criminological theory. A third concern of the research

was to examine exiting as a stage in the criminal career

of the NPO.

The data for this study were collected through

unstructured interviews with 20 prison inmates. These

respondents who participated in the study were all non-

professional property offenders. Basically, the inter-

views provided a limited or topical life-history of each

respondent. During the interviewing, extra emphasis was

placed on the exiting stage of the respondents' criminal

careers .

The interviews were completely tape-recorded and

then were transcribed for further analysis according to

the techniques of phenomenol ogi cal sociology. These

204
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techniques reduced the data to a phenomenol ogi cal ly

constructed description of the criminal career of the

typical NPO. This typification includes the primary inter-

subjective contingencies that influence the development of

the offenders' careers in crime. The phenomenologically

constructed typification of careers in nonprofessional

property crime was used to evaluate the relative utility

of the explanations offered by deterministic and volun-

taristic theories of criminal behavior.

Descriptive Findings

The reporting of the findings of this study is

organized around the analytical stages of a deviant career

adapted from Frazier (1973). Within each stage there oc-

curs an important transition in the life-world of the actor

which any full theory of crime must be able to explain. A

useful theory in criminology should be able to identify

the significant contingencies that affect the development

of the career of the criminal offender. The descriptive

findings that resulted from this research concerning the

criminal career of the NPO will be reviewed below. They are

also presented schematically in Figure 1 on page 212.

Entry

The primary contingencies of entry for the men

interviewed were: (1) the absence of a strong bond to the
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conventional social order, and (2) the presence of meaning-

ful reasons for engaging in crime.

As a youth, the typical NPO is not meaningfully tied

to the conventional world. He is not strongly attached or

committed to conventional others or goals such as those

usually provided through family, school, and other conven-

tional contexts. Unrestrained by social bonds, the NPO

entered a life-world characterized by his freedom from ties

to any set of normative standards. Within this world of

"drift," the respondents defined crime as available and a

reasonable route for the achievement of meaningful goals

such as economic rewards, adventure, and self-esteem. With

no stake, or only weak stakes, in conformity, criminal

behavior became a reasonable form of action for the NPO.

In a context augmented by similarly situated others and

peers, crime became justifiable and probable for the respon-

dents .

At the entry stage, the typical NPO inhabits a life-

world that contains few meaningful reasons not to commit a

crime. The actor possesses no strong controlling realtions

with conventional significant others. Conventional circles

were relatively meaningless as compared to some unconven-

tional alternatives. At entry, the typical NPO did not

consider himself to be a criminal. He was merely "one who

tended to get into trouble now and then."
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Contin u ation

The patterning of criminal behaviors of a given

type forms the second stage of career development. For the

respondents continuation was contingent upon the enduring

presence of the factors of entry, and the negative effects

of being labeled a criminal.

Continuation was produced by the social, rather

than the psychological, effects of labeling. The situation

of imprisonment highlights the isolating and deviance-

producing effects of negative societal reactions. Per-

ceptions of prison and labeling as exlcuding forces induce

the actor to avoid conventional groups and create an aware-

ness of his social i denti ty as a criminal.

Typically, the NPO struggles to repudiate the label

attached to him through incarceration and other forms of

negative societal reaction. His life-world is characterized

by the insecurity and disorganization created by the split

between his social and his personal i denti ty . The respon-

dents described the prison world as ccmi fused, insecure,

and demeaning. In prison and during continuation, the

typical NPO clearly recognizes the unorthodoxy of his

life-world and his self. In order to make the prison

experience more comfortable, the NPO may use the inter-

subjective order of the convict world view to adapt to his

social situation. The most significant effect of labeling

for the respondents was that their perception of it
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operated to further exclude them from the conventional

world. The actor's personal identity as normal is thereby

weakened and he is pulled farther into the world of crime.

Some respondents reacted to this situation by joining other

inmates in a marginally deviate assoc i at i onal network.

Continuation in the careers of the men interviewed

was not the result of internalized roles and criminal self-

conceptions. Rather, it was the result of the perceived

exclusion and sti gmati zati on which came with their official

designation as a criminal. Feeling isolated from, and

rejected by, conventional society, the NPO's life-world

came to be confused and disorganized. Within this context,

criminal acts were easily justified and defined as reward-

ing. At the same time, the NPO felt that conventional

alternatives were likely to be penalizing and unrewarding.

Graduatio n

An additional finding of this study is that some

NPO's leave their specific career-lines by increasing their

involvement in criminal activities. This process is refer-

red to as graduation. That is, the NPO advances further

into crime by becoming a semi prof ess i onal property offender.

The process of graduation was shown to be most contingent

upon the mood and expectations of the actor, the perception

of continued labeling, and the initial strangeness of the

conventional world. These respondents adjusted to their

anticipations of, and experiences with, these factors by
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deciding not to leave the subjective context of imprison-

ment and continuation. They choose to enter "the life" of

semiprofessional theft. Criminal activity was then pursued

by these actors in order to acquire the tangible and

psychic rewards of "the life."

Exiting

The abandonment of criminal behavior is the final

stage in the career of the NPO. Here the issues are two:

(1) what contingencies influence attempts at exiting from

a criminal career, and (2) what contingencies condition the

outcome of these attempts.

The most significant motive behind the formulation

of the intention to abandon crime for the respondents in

this study was the threat of "doing more time." Exiting

was planned in order to avoid future convictions and in-

carcerations. It was typically the result of a reasonable

choice made by the actor.

Upon reentering the conventional world, the NPO

tried to construct a conventional life-world around his

personal i denti ty as normal. He formulated a project of

action that would lead to successful exiting. Three

factors emerged from the interviews that influenced the

success of exiting projects: (1) the strength and direc-

tion of the NPO's intent, (2) the acquisition of a stake

in conformity, and (3) the related possession of emotional
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and instrumental resources for the defense of oneself

against the isolating effects of continued labeling. For

example, if a "good job" was found, if the individual

received social support for his project from family and

other conventional actors, if he could present a formal cer-

tification of his new status and social identity
, and if

his intent remained strong, success was probable for the

NPO attempting to exit. On the other hand, if these factors

were not present in the NPO's situation and experience, the

isolating effects of perceiving negative reactions from

others defeated their exiting projects.

Theoretical Findings

Within sociological research, the evidence produced

by phenomenological analysis is an excellent resource for

the performance of empirical comparisons of alternative

theoretical approaches. Phenomenological descriptions and

typif ications should be in line with formal theoretical

explanations. As Weber (1947) argued, adequate explanation

requires both a comprehension of the meaning of action

and an ability to specify key relationships. Phenomenologi-

cal data are quite suitable for the determination of the

degree of understanding and explanatory power contained in

theoretical approaches.
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Entry, Continuation and Graduation

Deterministic criminology explains the initial

emergence and recurrent performance of criminal behavior

by reference to the social i zati on process and the internal-

ization of deviant standards and expectation. The actor is

described as having internalized a set of deviant norms

that compel him to commit infractions of the law. There is

little support for the deterministic position on exiting

and continuation in the findings of this study. On the

other hand, the findings are strongly supportive of the

voluntaristic position.

Concerning entry, the findings reviewed above are

strongly supportive of rationalistic control theory (Hirschi,

1969). The etiological question is best answered by refer-

ence to the absence of strong ties to conformity and the

presence of reasonable motives for the commission of crimes.

Continuation and graduation within the careers of the re-

spondents are best explained by the voluntaristic school

in general and societal reactionism in particular. These

stages in the NPO's career are largely contingent upon the

deviance-producing effects and social isolation of per-

ceiving that one is labeled a criminal. Continued criminal

behavior, whether as a nonprofessional or as a semiprofes-

sional, is most directly the result of perceived negative

societal reactions.
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FIGURE 1: THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF THE NONPROFESSIONAL
PROPERTY OFFENDER
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Exiting

A special focus of this study was on the career

stage termed exiting. Its importance for the study is

derived from the general theoretical neglect of exiting in

current criminology. A glance at the content of most cri-

minological theory shows that the issue of career abandon-

ment too often is neglected. Primary concern seems to be

the etiological question, while exiting is almost always

overl ooked.

The literature on exiting in criminal careers is

largely policy-oriented. That is, it is directed to the

study of the effects of correctional programs on the

development of criminal careers. In contemporary times,

this literature has been concerned most often with the

issues surrounding the punishment and treatment models for

the sanctioning of criminal behavior.

One of the major theories within this area has been

the deterrence theory of punishment. Simply stated, the

deterrence position is based on the notion of threat, and

the rational model of man proposed by Bentham and Beccaria.

Gerber (1972:93) defines the idea as follows:

Deterrence can be defined as the
restraint which-fear of criminal
punishment imposes on those likely
to commit crime.

Deterrence theory posits that the attaching of a punishment

to an act threatens and deters those who contemplate that
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act. The deterrence position proposes that imprisonment,

as a modern version of criminal punishment, can effectively

deter individuals from illegal activity. Thus, to a limited

extent, the deterrence position is derived from the model of

man shared within vol untari sti c criminology. Modern

vol untaristic criminology has, however, proposed a more

sophisticated notion of the effects of punishment than is

proposed by classical deterrence theory. Significant to

this new view has been the societal reactionists' discovery

of the negative effects of punishment as a means of social

control. Since the development of societal reactionist!!,

exiting has been seen as only one of the many possible

results of legal sanctions for criminal behavior. 2

Deterministic criminologists have never considered

punishment to be truly deterrent. Exiting requires the

reconstitution of the actor, and this is not accomplished

by the attaching of a punishment to a behavior. Rather,

the determinists have argued that sanctions should re-

socialize the individual. Cressey (1955; 1963), for

example, has argued that guided group interaction may lead

to the exiting of an individual from a career in crime.

For a generally well-received definition of punishment,
see Flew (1954).

For an excellent discussion of the complexities of the
deterrence issue, see Zimring and Hawkins (1973).
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Other determinists have proposed the use of other forms of

therapy and treatment as a proper sanction for crime (see,

for example, Zimberoff, 1968; Menninger, 1966). These

arguments share a belief in the appropriateness of a quasi-

medical model of social deviance.

Criminal corrections systems and their agents are

seen as necessary forms of intervention. They are neces-

sary to resocialize the offender and remake his internal

being. Resocial i zati on is the process whereby normals

organize an intervention into the life-process of the indi-

vidual in order to make some modification of that indivi-

dual's self, and thus to forestall any future misconduct

by that actor. As Street (1966:20) has described the

deterministic position:

Previous socialization is seen. . .

as deviant, the deviance is thought
to be deep-seated. . .Rehabilitation
is to take place through extensive
changes of character and personality.

This resoci al i zati on position on the application of legal

sanctions is supported by the proposals of contemporary

deterministic criminology. In particular, the sociological

determinists who explain the emergence of criminal behavior

through the process of socialization and group pressures

have also stressed the effectiveness of group therapy as an

agent for the resoci al

i

zati on of the criminal actor.

Indeed, most of the sociological literature on

exiting from criminal careers has tended to be applied and
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to support the position of the determi ni sts . Only recently

has this position been effectively challenged. Recent

research in applied criminology has produced new demands

for the reassessment of the whole area of exiting as a

stage in criminal careers. Many criminologists and stu-

dents of deviant behavior have presented a new perspective

that:

. . .assume(s) thatnormals are less
normal than typically portrayed and a

disposition to assume that deviants
are considerably more normal than is
commonly thought (Lofland, 1969:8).

Criminal careers are now studied as merely functional

careers and not as evidence of fundamental personal mal-

adjustment. Thus, exiting as a normal career stage may

occur without the direct manipulation of the individual

by either the state or the therapist. For instance, Glaser

(1964:85) has completed research that clearly indicates the

complexity and normality of a career in crime:

What becomes increasingly clear from
all the case studies and statistics
on criminal careers presented so far,
or to be cited later, is that almost
all criminals follow a zig-zag path.
They go from non-crime to crime and
to non -crime again.

John Irwin (1970) has also produced data that underscore

the emerging conception of exiting as a normal career

stage for criminals. Like Glaser (1964:475-481), Irwin

demonstrates that most criminals at least attempt to exit

from their criminal career many times ; change is not unusual,
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but usual and ordinary behavior. It was in the light of

this emerging debate that the research reported here placed

special emphasis on exiting from criminal careers.

The findings of this study concerning exiting sup-

port the vol untaristic position. Exiting is motivated by

the threat of punishment. Successful exiting is contingent

upon the actor's ability to achieve a restraining or con-

trolling stake in the conventional social order. If a bond

to society is not acquired, the processes of labeling and

perceptions of labeling, may defeat the actor's project to

disengage from crime. The findings also indicate that

exiting is a relatively common stage in the careers of the

respondents. Exiting is not the result of therapy and

resocial ization. Rather, it is the consequence of the

deliberations of a reasonable social actor. The abandon-

ment of crime by the typical NPO is best explained by the

vol untari stic approach in criminological theory.

Vol untarisi tc Criminology as a General
Theory of Criminal Careers

The data collected and analyzed in this study are

in general most supportive of vol untari sti c criminology.

Only two small modifications in the approach were indicated

by the present data. The first modification emphasizes

that, for this sample, the role of labeling in the produc-

tion of secondary deviance is social psychological. The

perception of labeling induces the actor to avoid
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conventional circles and al ternati ves , but i t does not

automatically or primarily affect the personal identity of

the individual. It is crucial to understand that negative

societal reaction may completely alter the actor's socia l

identi ty but it only threatens his personal identi ty .

Cohen (1966:98-99) has made the same observation in refer-

ence to career deviation in general:

Typically, however, when we cannot
escape public identification with
such roles and are invested with such
"deviant characters," we still engage
in various manuevers to avoid sub-
jective identification with the role
as an expression of our "real selves;"

Secondly, the voluntarists have been insufficiently

aware of the import of deviant associates within the

developing career of the offender. These groupings provide

the disorganized and confused NPO with an alternative world

that offers security and some justification for his own

criminality (Sutherland and Cress ey, 1966). With these

small adjustments, vol untari sti c criminology is a con-

vincing model for the explanation of criminal behavior.

As applied to career development, the model may be illus-

4
trated according to the outline in Figure 2

.

See also Goffman (1961b) and Rogers and Buffalo (1974).

4
This diagram is derived from Cohen's (1966:43) schematic

model of interaction process theories of deviant behavior.
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Figure 2 should be read according to the description

that follows. "A" paths and situations lead toward criminal

behavior and "B" paths lead toward conformity. For example,

paths "A, AA , and AAA" represent the consistently increasing

criminal career, while "B, BB, and BBB" are the paths of

pure conformity. In a similar manner, the chart illustrates

the developing stages of other types of careers by the num-

ber of letters and the left to right progression of the

diagram. Thus, in the purely deviant paths, "A" refers to

entry, "AA" to continuation, and "AAA" to graduation to

a more committed type of deviance. The career development

uncovered in this study reads as follows: The individual

enters line "A" contingent primarily upon being uncontrolled

and upon defining crime as a reasonable route to the acqui-

sition of subjectively meaningful goals. Stage "A" is

entry. Stage "AA" results from the isolating consequences

of perceived societal reactions to path "A." Now the NPO

has patterned his criminal behavior and is at the continua-

tion level of career development. "AAA" is the pathway of

the NPO who graduates into the career-line of the semi-

professional, and is due primarily to the continued

labeling of the individual. Paths "AAB" and "AAB*" indicate

the exiting stage of the NPO's career. "AAB" is the path

of failure and more criminal behavior, while "AAB*" refers

to successful exiting. Here, the significant variable is

the acquisition of a stake in conformity. The specific
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career-paths of the NPO, as found through this research,

are reproduced in Figure 3. Included in Figure 3 are

indications of the primary contingencies that inform each

stage transition.

This schematic model also contains the potential

for the tracing of other career-lines. For instance, "A,

AB, ABB" might illustrate the maturational reform charac-

teristic of the delinquent drifter (Matza, 1964). Further

line "B, BA, BAA' could describe the "late-blooming crimi-

nal

Consideration of this diagram requires strict

awareness of the fundamental notion that choice is the

final factor in social action. At each fork in the career

development lines, a new life-world accent and social con-

text faces the individual, and he must decide how to best

confront each new situation. Although identifiable con-

tingencies influence his decision, they do not determine it

For example, in the reentry situation, the actor may elect

to graduate or exit; and further his attempts at exiting

may be defined as successful or unsuccessful.

Imp! i cations

The findings of this study point to an important

argument concerning the sociological study of deviance and

crime. Considered generally, this argument derives from

consideration of the model of man that underlies
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voluntaristic criminology and calls for the further study

of exiting as a stage in criminal careers.

The Study of Exiting

One of the major findings of this research is that

the abandonment of criminal behavior is a result of the

reasonable decision of the social actor. The motivational

impact of the threat of imprisonment was found to influence

decisions on exiting. Acquisition of a social bond to con-

ventional society was found to be a primary contingency

influencing the success of exiting projects. However, at

its foundations, exiting was seen to be voluntary. If

exiting is essentially voluntary, then a misdirection of

most of the criminological literature on the subject is

indicated.

As reviewed earlier in this chapter, the determin-

istic argument that resocial i zati on is the cause of dis-

engagement from crime has been widely accepted in modern

criminology (see, for example, Barnes and Teeters, 1959;

Cressey, 1955 and 1963; McCorckle, et al
. , 1958; and

Adams, 1962). This trend holds true even in the face of

recent work that indicates the general failure of re-

socialization as a change agent (Bailey, 1966; Hood and

Sparks, 1970; Kittrie, 1971), and that demonstrates the

worth of classical explanations of exiting (Glaser, 1964;

Irwin, 1970). The results of this study and the
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aforementioned research strongly suggest that criminologists

should reconsider the exiting stage in criminal careers.

It may be that exiting, like entry, is a pragmatically

constructed project of action voluntarily created by the

individual. Prison, and other crisis events, may push the

offender into a social context where exiting is reasonable

and rewarding or unreasonable and unrewarding. The direc-

tion of individual pro jects-- toward or away from exiting--

is found in the conscious deliberations of the actor within

5the crisis situation. Jobs, relationships, and other

contingencies relevant to the actors themselves lead to the

successful abandonment of criminal patterns of behavior.

Resoci al i zati on and therapy, in this light, may be

superfluous or even harmful. Resocial i zation efforts may

do more to label and solidify criminal behavior than to

replace deviance with more conventional activities.

This implication reveals several directions for

future research. Sociology might reconsider its acceptance

of the resocial i zati on position. Studies of exiting and

graduation within criminal careers might be conducted in

order to better identify the contingencies that influence

the deliberations of the indi vidua.!. Further, labeling

See Dewey (1922) for a classic description of the role
of conflict and crisis in the processes of human choice
and social conduct.
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theory should be broadened in order to include the

consideration of multiple responses to being labeled, in-

cluding the formation of exiting projects. 6

Vol untari stic Criminology and Humanism

As previously noted, the present fi ndi ngs strongly

support the vol untari sti c approach in criminology, par-

ticularly as specified in control theory and societal

reactionism. For the typical NPO, entry into a criminal

career is a result of a situation of nonrestraint and the

subjective needs of the individual. Continuation is con-

tingent upon the excluding effects of perceived societal

reactions to criminal behavior. Exiting projects are moti-

vated by the threat of imprisonment and the success of such

projects is influenced by the acquisition of conventional

investments and by the isolating effects which result from

the perception of continued labeling.

These conclusions indicate the need to reconsider

the traditional approach of most sociological studies of

criminal careers. Particularly questionable is the premise

that the selves of criminals and noncriminals are funda-

mentally different. This study describes the real self of

the criminal as possessing noncriminal characteristics. It

For impressive starts in this direction see Rogers and
Buffalo (1974) and Hawkins and Tiedeman (1975).
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suggests that the major contingencies that lead to criminal

behavior are primarily external to the self and lie within

the social context and life-world of the actor. The active

rationality of the criminals described in this research and

the work of others (Lofland, 1969; Matza, 1969; Irwin,

1970) is most telling for the future of criminology.

The findings of the present research indicate the

need for a humanistic approach to the study of crime.

Deterministic theories that rely on types of people ex-

planations tend to deny the rational quality of most social

action among criminal offenders. This denial is clearly

stated in deterministic criminology. Vol untari sti c

criminology, on the other hand, expresses the rationality

of social conduct and strives to uncover the situational

contingencies that inform paths of action. Further, a

humanistic and vol untari sti c criminology seeks to understand

how reactions to different paths of actions result in the

social typification of actors as essentially deviant or

conventi onal

.

Methodologically, humanistic criminology differ-

entiates between the social sciences and the natural

sciences. In short, sociology and criminology are con-

sidered to be closer to the traditional humanities than to

physics and chemistry. Data on the meanings of social life

may be gleaned from many potential sources--! i terature
,

philosophy, interviews, observations, experience,
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imagination, and introspection. The primary goals of

analysis are understanding, explanation, and appreciation

(Matza, 1969). Clearly aware of the human condition and

capability, the humanistic criminologist is directed toward

understanding the performance of crime. Berger's (1961:176)

argument concerning general sociology is equally relevant

to criminology:

We see puppets dancing on their mi nature
stage, moving up and down as the strings
pull them around, following the prescribed
course of their various little parts. We
learn to understand the logic of this
theatre and we find ourselves in its mo-
tions. We locate ourselves in society and
recognize our own position as we hang from
its subtle strings. For a moment we see
ourselves as puppets indeed. But then we
grasp a decisive difference between the
puppet theatre and our own drama. Unlike
the puppets, we have the possibility of
stopping in our movements, looking up and
perceiving the machinery by which we have
been moved. In this act lies the first
step towards freedom.

It is the quest of humanistic criminology to depict and

appreciate the performance of criminal behavior and to

udnerstand the "stage" of criminal actions. This study is

one such step towards a humanistic criminology.

Epilogue

The voluntaristic model of man is founded upon a

conception of the human self that has great potential for

the development of sociology. This short epilogue presents
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my conception of this notion of the self and its potential

impact on the study of social action in sociology.

As we have seen, voluntarism in sociology argues

that social action is reasonable in that it is chosen and

performed in order to achieve meaningful purposes. The

notion that all behavior is meaningful and intentional

underlies the theoretical position of the vol untari sts

.

However, theoretical positions that rely upon a determin-

istic model of man rule modern sociology. Consequently,

much of sociological theory and research has attempted to

account for behavior by proposing mechanistic relation-

ships between social characteristics, types of people, and

social actions. The voluntarist denies the validity of

this form of explanation by rejecting its foundations in

the deterministic conception of man.

The vol untari sti c alternative to this premise

requires that sociologists challenge their traditional

acceptance of the deterministic model of the self of their

subjects. The actor must be de-objectified. So far, this

goal has been best achieved by the existential phenomenolo-

gists. The classic work in the voluntaristic conception

of the self is Sartre's (1953) Being and Nothingness . The

rejection of our traditional presumptions concerning the

self may begin with a reflective reconsideration of

consciousness of self. Upon reflection on one's own

condition, one is immediately cognizant of the limits of
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sociology's partial use of the Meadian model of the self.

The self is not complete in the "I" and the "me," and

indeed the self's significance is in its lack of comple-

tion. "Nothingness" is the fundamental characteristic of

the human self. Consciousness of self is founded in

transendence of self. It involves a social identity

( "bei ng-f or-others" ) , a biographical identity ("being-in-

itself"), and most importantly a lack of self ("being-

for-itself"). " Be ing-for- itself" indicates the fundamental

incompleteness ofall reflective consciousness. For, al-

though the reflecting consciousness attempts to construct

a stable self-image within the past and near-present, this

construction never completely encloses its subject. The

incompleteness of reflection upon the self stems from the

for-itself's presence in the future as a possibility. Thus,

the variability of the self is a result of its trans-

cendence into the future. As time passes and concerns

change, consciousness projects itself into the future and

alters itself. And it is this transcendent nature of the

self that creates purposive quality of social action. So-

cial behavior is directed toward the future in order to

The argument here is not that Mead himself was wrong, but
that sociology has failed to fully consider and build upon
Mead's work. For indications of the full Meadian position
on the self see The Philosophy of the Act (1938) and The
Philosophy of the Present (1932).
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actualize the self-as-projected into that future. This

freedom to choose one's self through projects of action is

a shared characteristic of all human actors. 8
This study

has indicated that deviance, like more conventional be-

havior, is existential ly chosen by the individual.

In sum, the vol untari sti c view and the phenomenolo-

gical conception of the self may provide sociology with a

model of man closer to what exists in the phenomenal world

of social actors. This model is potentially useful in the

explanation of social action. Social action is grounded in

the actor's ability to transcend both the past and the

present. He can symbolically project himself into the

future and thus can intentionally create personally mean-

ingful projects of action. The individual acts in order

to become what he will have been in the future (Schutz,

1962). For example, the consumer in a store may buy a

magazine so that, in the future, he will have read that

magazine. Likewise, the thief in the store may steal some

money so that in the future he will have been able to

afford some desired possession. Since both actions were

chosen in order to attain some future state, it is neces-

sary to assume that the self of either actor is funda-

mentally deviant?

8 TL .

This perspective also provides some insight into the
negative effects of labeling. Labeling is essentially
an attempt to completely define the offender by his past;
in other words, it attempts to deny him his future.
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Both conventional and deviant behaviors are chosen

on the basis of the project of the actor. Actors construct

life-worlds around self-as-projected and select behaviors

intended to achieve that self within the temporal world of

the future. The phenomenol ogi cal conception of the self

is able to describe both types of acti on--devi ant and

conventional--wi thout assuming fundamental differences in

individuals. This model demands further exploration within

sociol ogy

.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE INTERVIEW



Not*

In the following pages, a sample interview is

reprinted as an example of the data collected for this

study. The interview has been edited slightly in order to

make it more readable. For instance, utterances usch as

"ufi" have been omitted from the transcript. Any proper

names or place names that might identify the respondent

have been removed from the dialogue.

The reader should also note that brackets are used

sparingly to indicate interpretive comments injected by

the investigator during transcription. Also, in the

following transcript, tho investigator and the respondent

arc indicated by "I" and "R" respectively. Otherwise, the

interview is just ss it was received during a two hour

session with the respondent.

Jnterview *2

I

R

I

R

I: Has t hdt always been your home?

f: : Yes, i n t ha tar

1: What tyre of place is that?

How
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Just a small town, nothing special.

Did you live with your parents as a child?

Yes, and my grandmother. She lived right near-by.

Are you married?

No. Nov e r

.

Did you have good relationships with the people in
you r fa mi ly?

Not too good. Well, me and my father never got along
If I was late from school or something. . .well. . .

I got a beating. Then one time he pulled, pushed a

little too far. . .beating me with a limb about the
size of a baseball bat end, where you grab it. [The
respondent is highly angry and depressed when he is
talking, the emotional content of the sequence is
very strong.] He wore that on me. That was the end.
After that I started fighting back and r.ll. . .Then
he started calling the law. . .have me arrested. I

turned against everybody then. . .after that happened
Now a beating is a beating, but when you come up,
give a guy a beating [like that one]. . .a whipping,
that's two different, things. . .even a kid [knows the
difference] . . . .

What did you father do for a living?

He drove a truck, farmed a little.

How old were you at the time of the beating you just
tol d me about .

13 or 14.

How long did you stay in school?

In the seventh. . .1 was in the eighth grade when I

went to serve the first time [in reform school].

How about other relations in your family?

Well, my grandma. . .she was always good to me ever
since I was a little kid. She'd give me money and
things when my parents wouldn't. . . .

What sticks out in you mind about your childhood?

Nothing, except my father and me fighting.
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I: What did you enjoy. . . ?

R: 1 liked to go hunting and fishing with some friends
of mine and me and my brother.

I: How many brothers and sisters did you have?

R: Just one. . . .

I: How did you get. along with him?

R: OK, nothing special. But he didn't stick by me when
I got in trouble. . .nobody did.

I: How did you get along in the community?

R: OK before I got into trouble, and [even after that]
. . .really the people generally were nice to me.

I : Did you 1 i ke school ?

R: It was OK. . . .No, not really, 'cause I never did
very well there [in academics in school]. And I

couldn't stay after to play or anything. My father
woul dn ' t 1 et me . . . .

I: Is there anything else that you think I should know
about your early childhood and your family. . . ?

R: No not really. Me and my father that is the big thing
to my thinking.

I: When you think of that time, how do you remember your
self?

R: Me?

I : Right.

R: Nothing special [pause for thought]. . . .1 was always
real spiteful towards my father for beating me. He
was pushing me real hard. . . .But I had some friends
and I guess other than that it was a normal life.

I: Your closest relationship was wi th your grandmother?

R: As it turned out. . . , Yes. She was the only one who
ron 1 ly cared.

I: OK. . . .Can you remember the first time you broke the
law?
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Yes, 1965.

How old were you at the time?

15, I think it was

.

Were you living at home?

Yes.

In school?

Yes.

What was it?

Burglary, breaking and entering.

House?

No, business. . . , I think.

Did you get caught for that one?

No , sir.

What did your friends think about this?

They didn't know. . .at first.

No one knew. . .family?

I usually did them alone. Except for these last few
years. . .1 done them with different people. And I

think it was better to just do it alone. . . , if
you're going to do a job.

So neither your friends nor your family knew you
were into burglaries?

Nobody knew.

Did you do any more?

Yes.

Did you get arrested for the second one or when?

Well, it wasn't the second one. It was quite a few
jobs later. I did plenty before I was arrested.
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Can you tell me your pattern of opera ti on . . .before,
during, and after a job?

I'd just snoop around, found somebody that accidently
let the word slip or something else that they had
money or something other that I cculd get rid of real
easy. . . .1 just wait around, listen, find out where
they lived, . . .hit it the time they was gone.

Was this in your hometown?

Some of them was. . . .

Here the others in the local area.

Within thirty miles.

within 30 miles?

When you were "snooping around" did you. . .before you
actually did the job, did you think about getting
caught?

Not at the time.

Later?

No, after I did several [burglaries], it became easier
and easier to do

.

What do you "see" of your self at that time?

[pause for thought]. . .1 guess I thought I just needed
the money You might say I was borrowing it. . .with-
out asking [laughter].

And you were still going to school?

When I started out/ I was still in school, until I got
busted .

How many times did you go to prison.

Including this time here. . .now [his present sentence]

Yes.

Four, counting the boy's school.

How many times did you get sent to the boy's school?

Once, the first time I served was at boy's
school .
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I: Did you over receive probation?

R: Once. . . , five years, I think.

On these jobs, what did you do -with what you got?

Well, I. • .If 1 hud any merchandise, I took it and
sold it. . .and the money 1 got, I put away. . .some
of it. Hid it at different places, matter of fact, I

got some hidden out right now, but I'll be damned if

i can find where it's at. . . .The same scene has
changed since I put it up there. . .couldn't never. . .

you could tell me. . .ask me where it was, . . .1

"couldn't tell you right now, that's the trouble.
Places c lunge. [Laughter].

I: You hid it and can't find it?

R: That's right. . .at least 1 don't think I could without
a whole lot of looking [He knows this isn't really
bel i evabl e ]

.

I: Were all you jobs pretty rationally planned out?

R: I always had it planned so that I knew what I was gonna
do.

I: Did any of your relationships within your family
change ?

R: No, nobody knew about my burglaries except for me. I

really couldn't stand my father after that beating, and

1 was planning on moving out. . .[of his home].

I: Can you tell me about the first time you were arrested?

R: Let's see. . .[thinking]. The sheriff came to the
house to pick me up, took me out to some guy's auto
sales, the place of the burglary. . . .1 went into it,

I went into it, and got out [he defines it as a

success]. . .going out I thought that there was some-
body in there, and they got me on my footprint size.
The place is not too far from my folks' house.

I : How old were you?

R: 16 or 17.

I : What happened?
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I was sent to _ boy's school. So I went ahead

and got it out of the way. . .served the time on it.

Got out and never went back to school. But I had that

record, it's kinda hard getting a job [highly emotional
content now, seemingly anger and resentment]. . .honest

job 'cause they held it against me so I went right back

to the same old deal.

Back to burglary?

Burglaries, again.

What was the reaction of the community when they found

out that you were arrested, was there any change?

Well, their reaction to me after it was. . .was as

though he [I] was the black sheep of the family.

W h a t w a i

s i o n s ?

boy's school like. . .your impres

It was. . .[thought] OK, but you had to still fight

for your way through there anyway. . . .

Fight who?
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What was everyday routine like?

You lived in a cottage with a adult and a group of

inmates. In the day, you went to trades school. At

night, you'd watch TV, or shoot pool or something else

Some time was pretty hard, but it wasn't that bad,

real ly

.
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Were there any programs or anything that you think was

important to you?
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What did you do when you got out?
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caught me on that.
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And your image of yourself as a person?

Well. . .[thought]. I was sort of down [depressed]
. . .1 mean what with being in prison and all. I

don't know . . . .
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I: What did these early offenses, b and e's, mean to you

then?

R: Well, it was both the money and for the fun of it.

Really, I needed the money for things my parents. .
.1

couldn't tell my parents about. They wouldn't give me

the money anyway, it they knew. Plus I enjoyed knowing

I could get away with it over the system. And beating

it. . .at the ti me

.

I : What sort of things did you need?

R: You know cash to spend, guns, stereo's for my car.

Stuff like that.

I: Was it really exciting to pull a burglary?

R: No, . . . I just got a little nervous, when I started

pulling them.

I: What was the satisfying part of it then?

R: Knowing I got away with it. . .without being caught.

I

:

OK, so you got out and continued to pull jobs?

R: Yes , sir.

I: Were you still having a rough time with your father?

R: Yes, but see I was too big then for him to beat me.

We just sort of went our separate ways. . .1 guess

we ignored each other most of the time.

I: What did you get for this last bust? The second time.

R: I was in adult court, got five years on probation I

be! ieve

.

I: How was serving probation?

R: Just sort of a hassle. . .making reports and seeing

your officer. I was still pulling jobs while I was

on p r o b a t ion.

I: Really? Five years probation and you were still doing

jobs?

R: They [Probation Office] didn't know. . .until I got

busted in November of 1969 [pause for thought].

Because I always kept my record of what I was doing,

working. . .whatever. So I kept it pretty clean for
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them. They didn't know about it. . .until I got

arrested.

Were you working and doing burglaries?

Some, but really I had trouble holding down a job.

W h a t w i t h my record. . . .

Were you still living at home?

Not at the last part. . . .1 moved out to this trailer.

I was living with this girl when I got busted again.

How long had you been doing that. . .living out of your

home?

Couple of months or more, I think.

OK, this time, the third, where did you go? That's not

the charge you're on now is it?

No, I went to state prison to serve my time.

What was that like?

Still had to fight to make it through, I met some guys,

some of the dudes I knew in the boy's school. . . .So,

I had a hassle there. So as soon as I got out of there

I was sent to a road camp at . I made it

through two road camps in about a year. . .kept my nose

clean, mind my business. Reported out to a parole

officer, I reported to him. It was the same guy I had

before 1 think. I found me a job and was doing good.

Worked for a while, keeping it clean for a while, then

all. . .something happened, popped again. . .1, and I

had to go back to burglary again.

What was the routine at .

You get woke up in the morning for chow, spend some

time in a day room. Some work, some go to school.

Eat and sleep. The guards really don ' t has s 1 e you there

over any little thing. It's hard time, I was glad to

get out.

low about road camp?

That was oood time to servo. I worked, and the inmates

were less hard and didn't bother you like they could

at _ prison. It was much bettor there. I

kept out of trouble and went to the [parole] board

pretty fast.
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I: Did you take part in any rehabilitation programs?

R: They had none at all there. Onliest thing you seen

was a parole and probation man once for six months
time, then he'll say he see you next time he conies

around. . .if you're still here. If you ain't here

. . .you done made your time, that's it.

I: What were these meetings like? What went on?

R: He'd. . .[thought] just ask you questions. 'Where you'd

go to, where would you live after you go out?'

I: When you think about that time, what do you think of

your self?

R: I had pretty well decided to stay clean. Try it anyway.

I had done enough time.

I: Did you family relations improve?

R: Not really. I never saw my father. My mother come to

visit me some. . .but I wouldn't say she came often,

as often as she should of. . . .[emotions are high,

seems like grief and regret].

I: You said that you planned to go straight?

R: I tried to. . .when I got out, I got a job, moved away

from home again. I was doing. pretty good. But it

seemed like nobody around would give me a chance,

except my first boss. He was a pretty good man. It

was sort of lonely, no family or no real friends.

Then like 1 say something popped and I went back to my

crimes

.

I:
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before you oven judge. . . .Just like any court does

just about. Because her daughter didn't condemn so

I don't know why she should. . . .It's up to the

daughter to go out or not.

I: So you went back home and people reacted to your
presense poorly?

R: Yes, I went back home, then. Then. . .let's see. I

got probation, 5 years. Then 1 got busted in the fall

and went to state prison. Yeah, I got out

and went back to my hometown.

I: You said that you were doing good and then something
happened, what happened?

R: I think I was laid off of the job, or something or

other.

You ' re not sure?

See, they said they called me back. . .[anger]. My

parents didn't tell me they called back or nothing so

I didn't know nothing about it. So I lost my job so

automatically, I went back to pulling my jobs again

[burglaries].

How long were you working and out of crime?

I would say at least two years, off and on. If I lost

a job I would, might do a job [burglary], but I was

keeping it pretty clean.

You went straight?

I tried. . .when I went out. . .but after all

that job, I had to go back to my own trade, t

that I knew best of all. So when my parents.
tell me nothing about the job. . . .1 asked t

it, I asked and they said they didn't know no

about it. I ran across one of the foremans t

he told me he called, tried to get me back to

. . .nobody knew nothing. So automatically I

something or somebody was pulling some string
there. . . .1 just went back to my own trade
knew what was doing.

Why?

It was. more comfortable. I knew I had money coming

in. . .when I would be needing it.

, I lost
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I: Did you consistently commit crimes now?

R: Well, sort of off and on. Right about then, I was

pretty good because I knew I could do so many jobs

without being busted. I even had a lucky number that

I kept myself to, [laughter]. But sometimes, if I

could, I would try to keep an honest job. But. . .1

could never hold it down. I once held a job down for

almost a full year at __ factory. But usually
1 only work for three, about three months at a time.

did these places give you for laying you

factory for that year I had a pretty good

new I had a record. But finally someone
of stealing freight and I heard they were
re me. . .due to my record. The next day

is voice] I carried a pistol to work. I

how him something and he was going to really

me up. . .he didn't say nothing about it.

him ain't no son of a bitch here going to

no bullshit reason. So I said that I was

Everybody in that place knew I was carrying

. . .1 guess they were glad to see me go. •

I: Other than at work, did people react differently to

What
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dude that's gonna do anybody dirty that way. She

[grandmother] was the onliest one that stuck by me

like that.

During this time, what did you think of yourself?
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et so long then everybody finds out.

If you are an ex-con, what's the best way to get a job?

If you register it on the form [your criminal record],

they're not going to hire you, if you don't register

they're going to fire you when they find out. So there

ain 1

t no way really you can get by. Some jobs I don't

register because I don't figure the guy is going to

let you work very long anyway, I'm gonna not register

it there. Several times I've filed that I ain't never

been convicted of a felony and that I've never been

refused bond and really didn't have no trouble about it

Were your opinions of yourself changing due to people's

reactions?

Yes it just made me worser. Because. . .at the time

really, anybody needs help when they are young and

trying to clean up. It helps to change them. And if

you get people turned against you right off the bat,

onliest thing that you're gonna do is keep going and

going and going [further into crime].

OK, you got out of state prison and went

pretty clean for nearly a year or more, right?

Yes, like I say I had a pretty good job there, and was

going pretty good until firings popped and I went back

to my crimes.

What happened, you lost the job right?

Yes, sir. That was mostly it. Plus a couple of real

small charges.
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R

What?

Destruction of private property.

What exactly was that .what did it involve?

I starte
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I: Sc you got out and came back to your home after that
sentence?

R: Yes, got out in around 1972 or so and I started back
working in a plant near home. It didn't work out so

good, I was let go and right then I couldn't find me

a job anywhere.

I: You couldn't find any jobs?

R: None that I really liked, none that would keep me out
of the joint. So I went back to my old job. . .bur-

glaries and all.

I: What was your life like now that you were out and

trying to go straight again, at least at first. . . ?

R: Hard. I really didn't have no friends or nothing, and

no real job. Only when I went back to my crimes did

I have money and things to do again.

I: OK, now we are up to the charge that you are in for
now, right?

R: Yes.

1: When you think of the years before that, does anything
special come to mind?

R: Well, . .[thought]. Yes, I guess you could say that

I was becoming worser. I think a good job would have
helped me, but I couldn't find anything that I liked
to do or that gave me enough money. I always went back
to pulling my jobs for the money that. I needed. I was

a loner most of the time, except right near the end.

I met a woman and lived with her and I think I was

happy then, but I was still stealing, only she was

trying to make me quit. I was thinking of going
s t r a i g ii t again. . . .

I: You mentioned that you made a deal with the court in

the sprinklers case, was that sort of plea-bargaining?

R: Yes . . .my lawyer . . . .

I: Did you have a public defender?

R: Right.

I: What do you think of making deals in court?
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It helps say the guys but, like I say, they're not

allowed to make deals. They do make them, just like
anything else. . .like on this deal when you're
convicted. . .the judge automatically says by your past

record I can't give you probation, I'm going to have to

give you some time. And by the law, he's not supposed
to mention my past record unless I take the stand. So

every time you go to court, you're being tried by the

past record anyway. . . .It's not the record you're
getting then [the present charge], it's the past record
you get tried on. . .so automatically, it makes you
madder and madder at the state, the judges and every-
thing else.

Because they j udge you by you past?

Yeah, it's your past. So automatically you're gonna
get mad at all of them for it.

What's the charge you are here for at present?

Possession of burglary tools.

What happened in this case?

I was stepped one night and they found a hammer, a

few screwdrivers, vice grips, a pair of pliers, . . .

plus I had a collection of keys that I used to collect
up that I used to find just for a habit [hobby]. They

got them. They said I used them on jobs, as for pos-

session of burglary tools.

Did you ever use them in burglary any of the tool s?

I never did use them, I just had them. The keys I just

collected them. . .1 just put them on a ring and threw

t hem in the trunk.

I: Never used them?

R: Not really. . . .1 was living with this girl, and like

I say, I was straightening out.

I: Is this place here any different than those you were

in before?

No, I just hope I can get sent to

for my time.

road camp

Here, have you taken part in any type of rehabilitation
program or group? Other than vocational training?
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R:

I:

R:

I:

R:

I:

R:

I :

R:

The onliest thing I ever went to was the health center.

I went down there, they tried to find out what was

wrong with me. The last time I went down there I told

them that it wasn't doing no good.

What do you think was the problem. . .if any?

My father and I are still having our disagreements.

There wasn't no use for me going down there, so I just

got up out of my seat and walked out. . .because it

wasn't doing no good, really.

What were these meetings like?

Oil, we'd discuss the whole family thing you know, me

and another guy. They discussed problems and all. End

up with me and my father never did, still don't today,

get along together.

You don't think that was helping?

No, it was just something to try and find a key to what

my 'trouble was and I knew what the key was. They_

didn't want to listen what the key was so I got tired

of i t.

W hat was it?

Jt was a disagreement between my father. . .end it was

spite fighting back. . .1 know what it was but. . .

after a while it was just a habit I couldn't never

really break. At first, well, if they had caught me

before I got too far, before I got started too far,

they might have got help before I done anymore, but

I just do them and it's a good habit now.

So your behavior started out being this thing with

your father, then after a while people let it build up?

It just built up, more so automatically, you just turn

against everybody, both sides. And you can't get a

job or nothing.

All the institutions you've been in, here in particular,

what does it mean to you when you think about it?

Well, the effect really it had on me. . .[thought]. I

was just hoping to be getting out of there, so I could

get out away from it again. Course, I didn't like

being around, under the gun, or being forced or told

what" to do. Because I'd rather to have a man come up
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ond ask me to do something than to go. . .tell me to

do something or other. So I was finding how to go

ahead and get out of the places, because it's just a

. . .might say, like a h e 1 1 - h o 1 e .

I : Anything else?

R: It's really little things, all of it. Sometimes the
guards hassle you just to be hassling you, sometimes
the inmates do. You don't have no freedom.

I: What type of places did you hit when you were pulling
J o b s ?

R: Just according to what had the best buy at the time.
If I need hard money up real bad, usually I hit a

store I knew where money was at. Or if I didn't
need the money very bad just. . .say I needed it but
not that bad I'd maybe hit a house.

I: The first arrest or so, you didn't mention going
straight, why?

R: I didn't want to try. I planned to go right back to
do more.

I: What changed?

R: J. don't know [long pause for thought]. . . .1 just
didn't really like doing wrong. I wanted to stop and
all. The time wasn't too bad, but this here is the
worst. I had a woman on the outside.
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money, he ain't gonna get the fee though. . .the rest
of it, I paid him some of the amount, true. But I

figured well the money for his. . .fee to hold him

there an all. My girlfriend offered, says she'll pay
him off for me and everything. I told her no, if

anybody pays him off I'll pay him. Because he didn't
really work for his fee that he asked for.

1: What do you think of public defenders?

R: Well, they got a few good public defenders in there
that will fight for you. Then once they started
getting a reputation, so they get an outside street
job. . . .They get a feeling their gonna sell you
down the river [as a public defender]. 'Well, I'll

tell you what I'll do, I'll make a deal for one year
. . .if you plead guilty for this charge.' It sounds
pretty good, you know you're gonna get more time than

that if you don't, so most likely you gonna jump at it

I: Have you ever pled guilty when you thought you might
be able to beat the charge?

R: Several times. . .1 had to plead guilty because I

knew if I had a good lawyer I could beat it but the

public defenders never. . .they give you the 'I

couldn't ne^er beat it,'. . .so I had to plead guilty
to it.

I: For a lighter sentence?

R U n u a 1 1 y ,
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money that I need. End up doing. . .half the money
I got, over half of it's gone to other people than
mysel f

.

Were these loans?

Helping them out. . .say, this. . .before I got in
here. . .this woman and I and two kids of hers, now I

was working then. . .1 caught me about two grand to
get her our of some trouble, some other guy that she
didn't wanna see again. . .so I got her out. She
didn't know about it until I got. . .served my time
last time and I wrote her and told her about. . .the
jobs I done on it. So I told her. . .every penny I

made was going to her and her kids and everything
and I really didn't keep nothing for myself.

Back when you were regularly pulling burglaries, what
was your 1 i f e like?

I was living fairly well. . .I'd say I wasn't starving
[laughter]. I had food in my belly, money in my
pocket, all the time. . .and I didn't have to work, I

could lay around and relax. . . .

Is it a good life then?

It's a hassle. . .because, really, the. . .put it this
way: I have a conscious in a way. . .well, sometimes
I don't. Like after I do a job, it might get to me
and it might not. If it gets to me, bug me too much,
I might lay off, get me a honest job, try and
straighten out again. Then if something happens, then
I go back to the same jobs again.

What makes the difference to your conscious?

It might be a house, say if I went to your house, done
it. . .1 might get a conscious, a feeling about I

shouldn't of done it and all. Automatically, I try
to straighten up, do right again, and I. . .might work
maybe three or four months, maybe longer before I go
back to my jobs again.

When you think about yourself, lately, what do you come
u p w i t h ? W h o a r e you?

I'm a night burglar, . . .that's what it would be con-
sidered I was [by other people].

What do you consider yourself to b e

?
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I consider myself a thief, because I'd be a jack-of-
anything I could get a hold of. . .really.

Are you convinced of this identity?

That's about the strongest. .

a car, you're a thief, if you
of candy, you're a thief,

.of anything. You strip
steal a ten cent piece

You still gonna be a thief.

Did you always feel that way . about yoursel f

?

At first 1 thought I was due a few of them, you know
. . .get the money I need and all. I'd feel like I

was. . .sort of. . .feel like I was borrowing it, at
first. So I went for a while, then I had to turn out,
I knew after a while that I was stealing the stuff,
I wasn't gon to return it no way, anyway. So

automatically, I start knowing I was a thief anyway.
First time, you. . .stealing anything, you consider
that you're gonna borrow it. So you might go in a

store, you pick up something. . .you need it, but you
ain't got enough to pay for it or nothing, you just
considering that you gonna borrow it. Instead of
stealing it like. . . .

I: Do you try to go straight because you know stealing
isn't right. . .or what?

R: A little bit of that really, I knew it wasn't right
doing the job. . .plus I know I don't, want to go back
to pulling time. But I know, usually, that, turns
out, I know that when I do another job, in a way,
I know I was gonna have to serve time. So I knew
really I couldn't straighten up if I wanted to because
people wouldn't let you, out in the streets.

I: Is that the hardest thing about going straight. . .

other people's reactions to you?

R: You might move to a new area where you try to
straighten out, nobody knows you, you don't file that
you're a convict working at that job there, . . .

don't file a federal record. So you get to work maybe
three months, might last a year. . .the law finds out
you're a convicted felon, go for you, they bring up

your past record. People start learning about you
again. . .[this happens] everywhere you go.

I: Why do you think that you steal? Do you know?

R: Well. . .1 knew. . .mine was sort of. . .you might say
it was spite at first. Then it turned out it had to
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Just like smoking, you couldn't
know that if I try hard enough I

time, thought I'd beat it that one
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ob I like again. So automatically
might say your job and [what is]

. .[these are the most important

I: What does serving time mean to you?

R What
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everything. Then I look aheaa, knowing what's gonna
come. Automatically, most likely, they'll send me to

a road camp, and I'll make parole out of it. Knowing
I won't got a work release. But just lucky that I'll

. , .1 don't know if I got a good job or not now, the
boss that I had said I have a job when I get out, but
they won't. That's just the way you think of things,
you k n o w [\'ory sad].

I: What are the chances of you going straight again?

R: I know on this parole ain't no need to try and figure
how to stay clean, . . .because I know if I get just
on suspicion I'm gonna get violated. So I figure I'll

be lucky if I stay out a month till they've got me on

something. . .[some kind of bum rap], violate parole
anyway [even though I did nothing]. I might not of
done it or nothing, but I try to keep clean. Just the
way, I know, they're gonna do anyway. The way it

turns out.

I: Is there anything else that you feel like you want to

tell me?

• • • L
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be sit
do.
h a r d e r

harder
do you
you ' re

c a m p ,

f o r p a

rel eas
d o i n o

tino around there trying to figure out what to

nliest thing its doing, is just make you pull

time. You're not learning nothing, except
ways round about. How they gonna mess you up,

here and do you there. You might make. . .say

on a work release and they put you in a road

you might stay six months. OK, you gonna be up

role maybe next six months. So what's the work

e gonna do you any good? So automatically its

no good really.

I: OK, that's a fine interview. Thanks for your help

Interview Notes and Observations

This individual seemed to be highly truthful in his

conversation with me. The only real questions I have about

the validity of the interview concern his enumeration of

the number of burglaries that he could successfully commit

and his statements concerning the "take" that he received

from some of these burglaries. It did not seem to me that

the respundent was trying to con me or to shock me. Rather,

I feel that he was trying to tell his story honestly and

simply; perhaps, too simply.

The emotional content of this interview was varied, and

was especially strong in several places. It was apparent

to me that his quarrels with his father were of extraordi-

nary importance to this respondent. Also he was emotional-

ly moved by reflecting on the reactions of others, espe-

cially females and employers, to his criminal history. In

a more positive sense, the respondent seems strongly

concerned with the woman that he lived with immediately

prior to this sentence.
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The respondent is somewhat disorganized psychologically

and he seems to be beginning to accept the identity of

being a criminal. He continues to express guilt over his

past crimes. He also was sometimes confused over the

chronological order of past events. However a check with

information from his "rap sheet" does reveal that most

often his recollection was quite correct.

In total, I consider this a good interview. I am

confident that the information received is valid.
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The respondent's criminal history, and his reactions
tc that portion of his biography.

a. the subjective meanings attached to the
reactions of significant others to the
respondent's criminal biography.

b. the subjective meanings of the criminal
biography as perceived by the respondent.

The respondent's self-concept.

a. the degree to which the respondent sees
himself as responsible, or not responsible,
for his actions.

b. significant changes in self-concept during
respondent's life-history (or moral career).

c. the effects of criminal behavior on the
respondent's sel

f

-concept .

d. the effects of treatment or punishment by
official agencies on the respondent's
self -concept.

The respondent's prison experience, with special
reference to officially-applied punishment and
treatment.

a. without reference to treatment programs.

b. with reference to treatment programs.

c. the subjective meanings attached to the
respondent's experience of officially-
applied punishment and treatment.
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